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Greetings,
An estimated 5 million Americans buy prescription medications for their own use
from pharmacies outside the U.S. where prices are as much as 80% lower.
However, the law (Section 708 of the FDA Safety and Innovation Act of 2012) says
that it is now up to you, as Secretary, to decide what action will be taken when
these medicines come into the U.S. Will they be allowed safe passage to patients,
or will they be sent back or even destroyed? And will patients have the right to
easily appeal a government action?
Research has shown that by purchasing from pharmacies with licenses verified by
third parties, such as PharmacyChecker.com, Americans receive genuine
medication, often made by the same companies that produce them for sale in the
U.S. I know you understand the value and safety of buying medicine abroad
because, when you were Governor of Kansas, you set up a personal drug
importation program to help the residents of Kansas.
Please say that personally imported prescription medications from Canada and
other countries with high pharmacy standards should not be sent back, taken
away, or destroyed, unless there is clear evidence that the drug is not genuine or is
dangerous (such as a controlled substance). And if a medication gets held for
some reason, make sure the patient is promptly notified and given the right to
easily respond so that appropriate medication may be promptly released and
allowed to reach the patient.
I’m counting on you to keep this critical lifeline available.
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Daniel Barrett

Newtonville, MA

2014-03-25

It makes scientific sense.

Mika Sadai

Tucson, AZ

2014-03-25

Forbiding Americans from getting medicins from other countries is a violation of
the principles of free market, free trade, personal liberty and freedom of choice.
Many drug prices in the U.S. are inflated and unaffordable to many. What a
shame! Don't surrender to the greedy drug companies! I am a senior citizen
on medicare, part D sucks and does not answer my needs. I am not alone.

Carl Bartecchi

Pueblo, CO

2014-03-25

Cost saving

Connie Peck Youso

Auburn, WA

2014-03-26

My son's epilepy meds alone would run us into to banckruptcy!!

John Hartshorn

Portland, CT

2014-03-26

I have obtained drugs from overseas at considerable savings since I can't
afford Rx insurance. This has always been allowed with not reported harms to
Americans and considerable savings.

Tony Kennedy

Bethelehem, PA

2014-03-26

Reasonably priced drugs should be available to everyone regardless of where
they are purchased.

Art Malerneee

Delray beach, FL

2014-03-26

Save money

Steven Hudson

Revere, MA

2014-03-26

Fairness and Peoples Health

Rosemary Walsh

Sugar Hill, GA

2014-03-26

I strongly am against restricting purchasing from foreign pharmacies. I know
several people who couldn't possibly get the drugs they need because of
pricing in the USA. Thank you for considering these issues and deciding for
the consumer. Please don't let Big Pharma in the US sway you.

David Parkins

Groton, NY

2014-03-26

The application of this law has nothing to do with patient safety and everything
to do with maximizing profits for drug companies. Do the right thing and stop
this from happening.

Patricia Battaglia

Rochester, NY

2014-03-26

No one should ever have to undergo hardship to pay for their medicines. No
one should be blocked from seeking affordable options outside our country.

Nels Kloster

Marlboro, VT

2014-03-26

Because of the obscenity of Pharma's drive for profits at the expense of health.

Charles Cress

Eagle River, WI

2014-03-26

My wife treats her arthritis with a medication that we cannot afford to purchase
at U.S. prices, but can afford at Canadian prices.

Janice Gary

Madison, WI

2014-03-26

prudence

John Arnett

Van Buren, AR

2014-03-26

A friend is using meds from online

joe cain

old chatham, NY

2014-03-26

If we let it, Big Pharma would own the world

William Greene

Snellville, GA

2014-03-26

Drugs should be affordable.

Janet Camp

Milwaukee, WI

2014-03-26

This effort to not allow foreign drug purchase is purely political and serves no
human(e) purpose. Canada is NOT a third world country.

Kurt Ferre

Portland, OR

2014-03-26

Competition brings fairness to the marketplace. Many boomers are on fixed
incomes and need help.

Samantha Reiter

Sequim, WA

2014-03-26

Every day, I see my patients struggling to afford medications that they need.
Some are forced to pay hundreds of dollars more for a single Rx after
insurance compared to paying cash in Canada.

Richard Johnson

Castro Valley, CA

2014-03-26

Drug prices are very high here, although the very same drugs are much less
expensive elsewhere!
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Linda Baldwin
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2014-03-26

I am an American who lives in France and who is able to purchase prescription
drugs for a fraction of what the same exact drugs manufactured by the same
pharmaceutical companies as the U.S. People in the U.S. without insurance or
with limited coverage cannot begin to pay the ludicrous prices for these drugs.
Nowhere else on earth do these drugs cost as much as they do in the U.S.
Change the law or deny prescription coverage to our worthless politicians.

ROGELIO NAVARRO

Columbia, SC

2014-03-26

retired and living on a fixed and limited income

Steven Schonfeld

Eureka, CA

2014-03-26

Americans should not be forced to pay higher prices for drugs than citizens of
other countries.

Candice Fife

Reno, NV

2014-03-26

I am allowed to purchase other commodities from other countries. As long as
the drug manufacturer is one that is approved and regulated in the US there
should be no difference from country to country. I can buy a BMW in
Germany; I can buy perfume in France ; an Apple IPhone in China, so why
should standardized and regulated pharmaceuticals purchased from another
country be any different???

Ellen Hurst

Jefferson, GA

2014-03-26

We have become an over-regulated society and this is just one more layer to
obstruct freedom to choose and act. I oppose it on principle.

Thomas Stewart

Lebanon, OR

2014-03-26

logical and thrifty

Jerry Neagle

Santa Rosa, CA

2014-03-26

I'm 75.

John Fuhring

Santa Maria, CA

2014-03-26

If large corporations can shop outside the US for the lowest priced goods,
individuals should be allowed to also. After all, private individuals are people
too. It's simply a question of fairness.

Wendy Diedrich

St. Paul, MN

2014-03-26

It is extremely unfair that drug companies can sell the same product elsewhere
for less and not give us the same access.

ellen dart

Austin, TX

2014-03-26

I have the least Rx benefit and have dealt with inhousepharmacy for years.
Many times, I receive my medicine, made in the US with the instruction "for
sale in India only". I can't afford medicine under US patent laws.

Lisa W.

Harvard, MA

2014-03-26

Big Pharma controls prices in the US....too high for some who need them.

Patrice Aumann

Thousand Oaks, CA

2014-03-26

It is our right and the government needs to protect that right, not violate it.

Philippe Compagnon

Liege, Belgium

2014-03-26

Because it matters!

Patricia Hegger

St. Louis, MO

2014-03-26

It's time to stop protecting big pharma and help the consumer to buy
medications at fair prices.

Barbara Wagner

Madison, WI

2014-03-26

I work in health insurance sales. I find many of my senior customers are
unable to afford the cost of all their medications, even with Medicare Part D
coverage. We often find drugs from reputable pharmacies out of country that
offer drastically lower costs so they can fit the drugs in their budget. The
savings are often substantial and the benefit of being able to afford all their
meds can be life saving.

S. Smith

Lubbock, TX

2014-03-26

Because pharmacies and the FDA have Americans by the balls. We should
not be forced to pay inflated and outlandish prices for medications obtainable
from other reputable pharmacies.

Todd Foster

Pioneertown, CA

2014-03-26

I support availabity of needed prescriptions from overseas source.

Kathryn Hanlon

Plantsville, CT

2014-03-26

This has economic and quality of life implications for many individuals. Otheer
goods can be ordered from abroad, it seems there could also be a process for
medications.

Joyce Spangler

Springfield, OH

2014-03-26

My daughter was able to purchase her birth control pills for $9/month, instead
of the $60 charged by US pharmacies, but using a Canadian source. We need
the freedom to purchase these materials in a free market that includes Canada.
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Zoe Dictrow

New York, NY

2014-03-26

This is a free market issue not just for big pharmaceutical companies, but more
importantly for individual American citizens.

Dean Rutherford

Hailey, ID

2014-03-26

coming from someone who's healthcare insurance premiums are NOT
benefited by the ACA, I need a more cost effective alternative for prescriptions.

Richard Veum

Seattle, WA

2014-03-26

US medical and pharmaceutical costs are ridiculously high and out of reach of
most non-insured people. Keep alternatives open...don't allow American
pharmaceutical companies to continue making blood money off of the citizens.

Beverly McGill

Lenexa, KS

2014-03-26

Because it's so unfair that we in the US are made to pay higher prices for
medications when those in other countries pay lower prices for the same
medications.

Sherril Johnson

Sylvester, GA

2014-03-27

No insurance, can't work, no disability & need several maintenance meds.

Susheila Sheagley

Newport Beach, CA

2014-03-27

That all people have access to medications at reasonable prices

Paula Nessa

St. Paul, MN

2014-03-27

Poor people get sick.

Elliot Udell

New York, NY

2014-03-27

Many people cannot afford medications in the US and have relied on Canadian
pharmacies to help with their health needs.

irene baral

chicago, IL

2014-03-27

I am a physician treating many patients without insurance who cannot afford to
buy medications.

Christine Shaw

Spokane, WA

2014-03-27

because I take a drug which can be purchased for a lot less than in America!

George Groh

Chapel Hill, NC

2014-03-27

I have Glaucoma and have gotten my sight saving medicines from reputable
Canadian pharmacies for many years. Please do not block my access to them.
I am 80 years old and would have a hard time paying US drugstore prices for
the 3 medications I need to put in my eyes twice a day.--Thank you

Richard Spangler

Springfield, OH

2014-03-27

During the past ten years Symbicort was created by combining two inexpensive
generic drugs and now sold as a $270.00 inhaler. It should cost $45.00.

Janice Lyons

Pisgah Forest, NC

2014-03-27

I am responsible for my 97 year old mother's medication management.

Steven Randolph

Newport Beach, CA

2014-03-27

Freedom of choice

Jack Myers

Coupeville, WA

2014-03-27

We need a marketplace that is NOT CONTROLLED BY CORPORATIONS

Barbara Yarbrough

Camarillo, CA

2014-03-27

I take many medications even though I've always led a healthy life style. Yet,
I'm already in the donut hole!

Lorene Johnson

Puyallup, WA

2014-03-27

Because when I hit the donut hole here in the USA, I cannot afford the cost of
my prescription in this Country!!!

Brock Gunter-Smith

Winnipeg, Canada

2014-03-27

I've watched for 14 years how the U.S. government has harmed millions of its
own citizens by denying access to affordable medications. The company I work
for has helped over one million people afford their medications all the while
fending off Big Pharma and the U.S. government seeking to deny people what
should be a basic human right.

Don Stedman

Granite Bay, CA

2014-03-27

Too much government intrusion

gladen harnisch

waverly, IA

2014-03-28

I'm gone to hit the medicare hole soon

Jim Haverlock

Twisp, WA

2014-03-28

FDA & Government are too big, US Phamaceutical industry does not care
about health, just making billions of dollars off of prescription drugs that are 3
pages of disclaimers. I do not want big government, or an FDA that caters to
big drug companies, nor losing my rights to my body.

Mohan Kale

India

2014-03-28

It is most needed for senior citizens, where they don't have funds and
insurance cover.

Grace Odgers

La Habra Heights, CA

2014-03-28

Because I think it is unfair to people that do not have a good income.
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Terry Sandbek

Sacramento, CA

2014-03-28

Competition is the heart and soul of our capitalist country. Making it illegal to
buy drugs from foreign countries only supports legal monopolies and price
gouging by drug companies.

Kinga Jelinska

Amsterdam, Netherlands

2014-03-28

Access to generic medication is part of human right to health. Human rights
cannot be compromised by politics.

john halpin md

palm beach gardens, FL

2014-03-28

cost of my drugs

Deborah Barrett

Chapel Hill, NC

2014-03-28

Affordable medication to ensure access!

marjorie morgan

lawrenceville, GA

2014-03-28

I get meds from Canada often at less than Half of my perscription copay, same
meds. I am on Soc Sec and need meds at an Affordable price.

Robert Betz

Tucson, AZ

2014-03-29

Whatever happened to choice?

Gerald Ellison

McAlester, OK

2014-03-30

Cannot afford our medicine even with Part D which both my Wife and I
have,,,,

JANIE KELLEY

WILLIS, TX

2014-03-30

MEDICARE DOES NOT EVEN COVER THE DRUGS I TAKE. I CAN GET A
PRESCRIPTION THAT COSTS ME RETAIL $279 FOR A TOTAL OF $48. MY
QUALITY OF LIFE WILL BE LIMITED WITHOUT THIS DRUG AS
AFFORDABLE. IM ON A LIMITED INCOME. DO I STOP EATING TO
AFFORD MY MEDICATION? THE MAJOR DRUGSTORES BUY THEIR $4
DRUGS FROM OVERSEAS. WHY CANT I?

gary wilson

Henderson, NV

2014-03-30

cost of generics not sold in US is astronomical

Chesly Zutaut

FAYETTEVILLE, TN

2014-03-30

My retirement budget needs all the help it can muster in our vastly inflated
economy.

David McCreary

OVIEDO, FL

2014-03-30

Please allow us to continue to save massive amounts of money by buying our
medications any where that we choose!

Gail Grazian

Chicago, IL

2014-03-30

If have had meds delayed at customs, myself. Stupid

Roy Sweeney

Roseville, CA

2014-03-30

I buy (2) drugs from Canada that I cannot get in Generic form here in the U.S.
The Brand name is more than I can afford here in the U.S. Unfortunately, I'm
just a tax payer and do not have the luxury of a plan similiar to yours.

NANCY BAILEY

WEATHERFORD, TX

2014-03-30

it is a necessity

Clare Locascio

Haverhill, MA

2014-03-30

Americans can't be held hostage by Big Pharma. They need other safe options
. Being American cannot just be reduced to being a way for corporations to
get rich.

JAMES POWERS

LAKEWOOD, WA

2014-03-30

I have heart issues and need specific heart medications.

Alan Austin

Phoenix, AZ

2014-03-30

I buy my medications abroad at 1/3 the cost.

gabrielle orlita

hoffman estates, IL

2014-03-30

Because I don't want to die, prematurily. And I cannot survive with US med
costs. Only those.

Frank Schmidt

Mulvane, KS

2014-03-30

I am able to save over $1500.00 each year.

Raymond Dolan

Lincoln University, PA

2014-03-30

Cost are high in US all prices are on increase. Need to save anyway possible.
We will all be poor when the hourly wage goes to $10.10. Prices will have to go
up 20-30% to keep profit margins where they are today.

Aneb Nefer

Appleton, WI

2014-03-30

Much Needed!

Terry Brauer

Highwood, IL

2014-03-30

Many people simply cannot afford the price-gouging of Americans by
pharmaceutical companies. Why should every other country in the world's
citizens pay 50-500% less for medications than Americans do? Why are other
nations' citizens enabled to purchase generic medications many years before
they become available in the United States? What kind of schmucks in U.S.
political leadership facilitate this arrangement by their complacency ... or
worse?
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Michael Taliaferro

Atlanta, GA

2014-03-30

I receive life sustaining meds from Canadian Pharmacy at .06 % of the cost I
would pay in the US. I have been taking these meds for 7 years with excellent
results.

John Bolwell

Jacksonville, FL

2014-03-30

As a pensioner I cannot afford my prescription meds at US prices

Ed Clark

Brooklyn, NY

2014-03-30

I save 50% or more by purchasing prescription medications from authorized
pharmacies outside the US. The amount I pay these pharmacies is significantly
less than I have to pay in the US. My health insurance co-pays for such
medications are higher than the full prices I pay abroad. I'm retired & can ill
afford the astronomical US medication prices. Shouldn't that concern our
"progressive" government? Or does the government want seniors to go broke
or die earlier than necessary?

Edward Lewandowski

Hillsborough, CA

2014-03-30

It is an attempt to protect US pharma suppliers and drive up the cost of Rx's for
US citizens. It is a consumer ripoff to benefit big business

Marjorie Vandenack

Omaha, NE

2014-03-30

I am a senior on limited income and more and more of my income is being
used for medication, sometimes at much as $200 for a tiny bottle of Ciprodex
for my ear or $100 for medication for my eye

Susan Heckman

Durham, NC

2014-03-30

I am on Medicare due to a disability situation from a rare pulmonary disease. I
reach the 'donut hole' in the beginning of the year. Having a choice to afford
needed medication is a matter of quality of life and extension of life. Access to
affordable prescription drugs is a right. Options outside of the USA are
essential for affordability and compliance. I would like to continue paying all of
my bills on time, eat and still take needed medications.

Gordon Stone

Venice, FL

2014-03-30

I buy one of my medicines outside the US saving over 75% on it with no ill
effects. It works the same.

Jerry Block

Greendell, NJ

2014-03-30

Medicine prices are outrageous in the U.S. Competition from Canada will bring
U.S. prices in line.

Russell Bacon

Broken Arrow, OK

2014-03-30

The medication I take is too expensive in the U.S.

Judy Schafrick

Cleveland, OH

2014-03-30

My sister has LAM. Needs these meds and they shouldn't be denied !

Theresa Fortner

Milledgeville, GA

2014-03-30

We have a child that was born with a chronic, life-threatening illnes making him
uninsurable except on his employer's group health care policy. The only way
he could afford his medications was to get them outside the USA due to high
costs involved. Without his medication, he could have died.

Jessie Norris

Sweet Water, AL

2014-03-30

I am taking much medication daily.

Dennis OKeefe

Stuart, FL

2014-03-30

It saves me $1000's

William Phillips

St Thomas, Virgin

2014-03-30

This is important to me because of two words; "doughnut hole" : retired with

Islands, U.S.

mechanical aortic heart valve
high blood pressure and circulation to legs that leaves
me with venous stasis ulcers,
"Low T" that leaves me with depression and irritability and
no way to pay the bill for meds
by July unless I can get them cheaper than Big Pharma prices in the US of A.

Frances Dobrowolski

Dover, NH

2014-03-30

Price gouging in the US has gone on long enough. I can buy a 5 months
supply of a prescription medication from Canada for less than 1 month's
equivalent from my local pharmacy. I cannot afford medications when I'm in
the "donut hole".

Patricia Houk

New Castle, PA

2014-03-30

I receive meds thru a Canadian Pharmacy, which is a lot lower in price,
therefore affordable. I probably could not afford to get them thru my medicare
supplement.
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Janis Collier

Indianapolis, IN

2014-03-30

I live in a city where a major drug company is located, Eli Lily. I can get 3 1/2
months of my medication for the price of just 1 month that I would pay here in
Indiana. Ridiculous!! I get the same medication from Eli Lily's foreign plant.

Sandy Rothman

Berkeley, CA

2014-03-30

I'm low-income and US prices are too high.

Rev. John Barone

Brasstown, NC

2014-03-30

My diabetes medication costs 150 percent more from a U.S. Pharmacy than
when I order it through a Canadian Pharmacy. Ridiculous!

James & Kay Evans

Battleboro, NC

2014-03-30

Don't let big pharma win again.

Larry Winters

Cheney, WA

2014-03-30

I have to take an expensive medication my insurance does not cover. The only
way I can afford it is through a reputable Canadian pharmacy. The government
needs to serve the needs of people, not pharmaceutical corporations.

Bonnie Morris

Clearwater, FL

2014-03-30

Without access to a reputable Canadian pharmacy I cannot afford my drugs
and will die a very slow painful death.

Catherine Bailey

Costa Mesa, CA

2014-03-30

I am signing this petition because my husband and I both would not be able to
afford important medications if we were forced to buy them in the US. It is time
for our government to put its citizens before the pharmaceutical industry.
Respectfully, C.Bailey

WALTER EMERY

LAKE OSWEGO, OR

2014-03-30

BIG---BIG YES !!!!!!

Helen Cox

Austin, TX

2014-03-30

Affordability

Kenneth Fagin

Collingswood, NJ

2014-03-30

Due to my "High Deductible" Health Insurance Plan I am forced to shop around
for Rx's on a global scale.

Debra Augustine

Chandler, AZ

2014-03-30

People should have less expensive options.

Joseph Geierman

Redlands, CA

2014-03-30

I cannot afford $5500 / 30 day supply of drug for my wife's multiple sclerosis
that I pay $1300 for.now.

Beverly Goldhaber

Bellevue, WA

2014-03-30

I believe that the U.S. government does too much to support "BIGPHARM"
instead of trying to keep drug costs down for us. Even Medicare has to pay
more because it is not allowed to "negotiate" drug prices. Have you seen the
salaries of "BIGPHARM" CEOs?!

JERRY CLIBANOFF

POMPANO BEACH, FL

2014-03-30

NOT ONLY FOR ME. FOR THE UNFORTUNATE THAT CAN'T AFFORD
TODAYS
PRICES

Trudie Kitchen

Washington Crossing, PA

2014-03-30

I am in the donut hole , thanks to medicare, Buying meds thru Canada is
cheaper and lets me be pain free and enjoy some quality of life.

Zeffrey Rodrigues

Fort Lee, NJ

2014-03-30

I should have the freedom to choose and buy my personally imported
prescription from any countries with high pharmacy standards as long as the
drugs are not controlled substances and they save me money.

Pamela Hibbs

Phoenix, AZ

2014-03-30

I see this as an infringement on my personal choice.

Joann Okeefe

Stuart, FL

2014-03-30

Sometimes my medication is twice the cost at U.S pharmacies as opposed to
outside the U.S.

Joseph Ezra

Tarzana, CA

2014-03-30

Easy acces to cheaper medicatipn

Beverly Metcalfe

Anchorage, AK

2014-03-30

Big Pharma and Medical Organizations are controlling our outrageous
costs....this needs to stop!

Steven Crider

Waynesville, NC

2014-03-30

As a physician, I worry many of my patients will go without necessary
medications if safe, foreign suppliers are cut off

Robert Ferrell

San Clemente, CA

2014-03-30

Keeps me out of the donut hole and saves me hundreds of dollars.
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thomas hunt

batavia, NY

2014-03-30

I am on Medicare on a limited income. I have type 2 diabetes and take
Januvia, a very expensive medicine. If I buy it here in the US., it puts me into
the dreaded doughnut hole. I can't afford any other medication the rest of the
year. Buy it over seas allows me to stay out of the doughnut hole. This is a
good thing for me and the Medicare System. Tom Hunt

Gary Poorman Sr

Marlton, NJ

2014-03-30

cut costs

Susan McCaffrey

Atascadero, CA

2014-03-30

I need my medication and it's to expensive here in U.S. with the high deductible
, premium and lack of a co-pay before deductible is made.

Ellen Renee Dill

Smyrna, GA

2014-03-30

I am on a fixed income. My insurance doesn't cover every drug prescribedl.

Robert Blomberg

Berkeley, CA

2014-03-30

BigPharma is gouging Americans with the outrageous pricing. The fact that
Congress prohibits HHS from negotiating discounted drug pricing is another
abomination. Americans deserve to the opportunity to import lower cost drugs
for their own use.

Alexander Boltenko

St. Petersburg, FL

2014-03-30

I worked for US pharmaceutical company and I know that US price are
overinflated for the same drugs

Janice Porter

Reston, VA

2014-03-30

Drug prices in this country are too high.

Sharon Miller

San Bernardino, CA

2014-03-30

It is not fair to patients who can not afford the ridiculously high prices that
pharmaceutical companies charge for medications out of pure monetary greed.
With the economical crisis our country is dealing with people can hardly afford
to put food on the table much less pay for high priced medication all based on
greed. Senior citizens are the ones that suffer the most on fixed income &
needing medication for serious medical issues. Not being able to afford
medication for a life or death medical issue is inhumane. Taking away the
ability to purchase their medications at an affordable price is also inhumane. If
the Pharmaceutical companies want to keep the money in the US then they
need to lower their prices to the same as other countries. They would still
make a profit since the cost of 1 pill is probably between 1 to 5 cents. It's tme
to say NO to the pharmaceutical greed and think about the patient.

Jerry Russell

Alba, TX

2014-03-30

If we do not have a free market, the consumer will be punished in their pocket
book. Many Americans are having a hard time stretching their incomes to
cover the necessities for their families. Don't punish them in order to make the
bottom lines of pharmaceutical companies fatter.

Stacy Weiss

San Mateo, CA

2014-03-30

I order prescriptions from outside the US which I would not be able to afford if
purchased domestically.

Kevin Cahill

Albuquerque, NM

2014-03-30

The American cost of many drugs is absurdly high.

Rita Ben Or

Brooklyn, NY

2014-03-30

Don't take away my freedom of choice. I resent have to pay way more than the
rest of the world for the same medications. Nobody in
Canada, England of Israel is dying from taking medications from a legitimate
pharmacy. I should have the right to order drugs from these places. Most of
the meds are made in other countries and shipped to the States. Americans
are being ripped off royally by the drug companies!

Ronald Vlack

White Plains, NY

2014-03-30

The law is being used too often not for the public good but for private sector
enrichment. This is another of those game plans

Richard and Nancy

Clinton, IA

2014-03-30

Roberts

My personal experience tells me that the FDA is incapable of effectively
regulating US companies. Therfore I trust most foreign companies more than I
do US companies

debi recla

weaver, AL

2014-03-30

i'm on a fixed income
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Barbara Simpson

Mckinney, TX

2014-03-30

I cannot afford my medications at the price American Pharmacies charge. If I
an unable to obtain them from Canada at a much lower price it will mean I will
have to go without my medications.

George Czaplinski

Mission Hills, KS

2014-03-30

Please do the right thing!

CT Robertsson Jr

Denton, TX

2014-03-30

I am 72 yrs old, take several medications, and am likely to need others in the
future. The price for some of my current drugs is criminal. Americans should
cease being the personal property of drug companies who have billions to
spend on political influence. If we're all about "freedom" and "competition", then
let's act like it.

David Kaber

Cincinnati, OH

2014-03-30

B/C I purchase prescription and OTC drugs off shore to save $ and b/c it's not
the function of Govn't to dictate where and when I procure legal medications.
Go fix ObamaCare and hassle your friends in the pot states!

Ray Foianini

East Wenatchee, WA

2014-03-30

My wife requires expensive medications for multiple sclerosis. These
medications are unaffordable to us in the US.

Ravindhar Kaw

San Jose, CA

2014-03-30

I get some meds from India at 10% of US retail cost.

Paul Gesche

Aiken, SC

2014-03-30

Canadian pharmacies are one more way to obtain competitive prices for
medicine. It would be a travesty to not allow US Citizen to exercise their
freedom to obtain medicine from Canada, as their prices are usually lower
than the US highly inflated prices

Leslie Riffkin

Lake Grove, NY

2014-03-30

Cost of safe meds is far less than available in U. S.

Ann H Tearle

Catlett, VA

2014-03-30

imitrex in the US is not a covered item in my drug plan. the cost for 9 pills-NINE, only--last time I checked, is about $350. I can't afford this, to say the
least, if I want to eat.

Elizabeth Brown

Rodeo, CA

2014-03-30

Our government is determined to squeeze every dime out of us that they can.

Joe Genduso

Daraga, Philippines

2014-03-30

Medicine too expensive here.

Bruce Speck

Jupiter, FL

2014-03-30

some medications are frighteningly expensive in the USA. big pharma lobbyists
have caused many to go without. it is time to stop or get off the pot.

Clifton Weeks

Rocky Mount, NC

2014-03-30

Not being able to have prescriptions outside the US would be a catastrophe for
millions including myself in the past years. A lot of Countries have far better
Quality Controls than the US. Both my Wife and I have used out of the Country
Pharmacies and completely satisfied.

Bernard Horvath

Jeffersonville, IN

2014-03-30

You are taking away more of our freedoms

Carol Anne Ogdin

Placerville, CA

2014-03-30

Since the Government will not restrict obscene drug prices by drug companies,
how can they justify our finding an alternative, cheaper source?

Ronald Stroope

Wellington, FL

2014-03-30

US drugs are overly expensive. Why cannot we as World citizens buy drugs
where & when we please?

Will Haas

Santa Barbara, CA

2014-03-30

This is really important for us seniors with low incomes!

Mal Milligan

Ramsey, NJ

2014-03-30

It's unfair that drug companies charge 5x to Americans than they do to
Canadians or Mexicans for the same drug. But since the US government is so
corrupt, elected officials get pay-offs from drug companies to screw Americans.

george lewandowski

lansing, IL

2014-03-30

economics

Frank Grabas

Middlesex, NJ

2014-03-30

Because of the overpricing of meds in th U.S.-Too much lobbyist money being
passed around in Washington.

Howard Jackson

Lancaster, NY

2014-03-30

My cost for a 30-day supply of 5mg Abilify is almost $800! I bought a 90-day
supply from a Canadian pharmacy for $55. Why so much higher here, in the
US, where the drug is made?!

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Sharon Cohen

Hemet, CA

2014-03-30

This will affect those wwho need it the most, low earning employed people.
Why is the government not helping those same people instead of listening to
the lobbiests

Judith Nappe

North Bonneville, WA

2014-03-30

Because I get so mad about the pharmas so greedy it makes my blood
pressure go up. Plus it is just plain wrong to interfere with our own mail
service.

howard Winegarden

Bend, OR

2014-03-30

Some generic medications that are available elsewhere, are not un the us.
They work, I know!

Nancy Isaac

Annapolis, MD

2014-03-30

Because we can't afford drug prices here

Michael Carey

New Hope, PA

2014-03-30

I cannot afford to pay USA prices for my medications

Anita Varricke

Petaluma, CA

2014-03-30

To help people spend less money.

Anita Varricke

Petaluma, CA

2014-03-30

To help people spend less money when possible and it is done in other
countries

Barbara Berry

Iva, SC

2014-03-30

Many people will just do without their meds because they cannot afford the
high prices in this country. Instead of using resources to stop meds, use this to
be sure they are coming from countries with good safety records - and they DO
EXIST!

Kim Rance

Gainesville, FL

2014-03-30

2 heart attacks, unemployed, no unemp comp--can't afford US drugs--this will
kill me. think about that.

Merton Backlund

Woodbury, MN

2014-03-30

There is no good reason to prohibit Americans from buying from legitimate
Canadian pharmacies.

Jose Rivera

San Juan, Puerto Rico

2014-03-30

I have to look for lower prices because my income does not alow me to buy at
our pharmacies here.

P Baldassano

San Jose, CA

2014-03-30

I have take medication daily would like the know where our medicine coming
from. Outside the US may cost less necessary meet US standard of safety ....

Renee Blair

Jonesboro, AR

2014-03-30

My insurance does not cover my antidepressant, this is the only way I can
afford to stay on it and get a fair price without having to sell a kidney.

Brenda Wentland

Cuyahoga Falls, OH

2014-03-30

I'm a 72 year old woman living alone and have ordered drugs through Canada
for years with no mishaps. I use Pharmacy Checker religiously and am very
mindful of who I deal with safely for my meds. In my personal opinion, I truly
believe manufacturers of these drugs and the pharmacies that sell them are
buying the US restrictive legislation with their billions. I do not believe the law
makers and legislators have my best interest at heart. I have the right to buy
global and my medications are my business not yours. Pay some attention to
the makers of Fentanyl and the forcing of people to turn to Heroin because of
the high price to obtain the prescription drugs. First they promote to doctors
who prescribe and get people addicted and then they keep them that way for
years because not to take the meds is to bring on withdrawal and horrible
sickness. I watch friends go through this and it breaks my heart. Help citizens
in the right way and not by restricting access to more affordable drugs.

Antonella Pavese

Brooklyn, NY

2014-03-30

Health costs in the US are among the highest, but this has more to do with
lobbyist pressure than with quality of care. Let's put the Heath of US citizens
before big pharma interests.

Linda Kurtz

Ann Arbor, MI

2014-03-31

Freedom of choice.

Brenda Wentland

Cuyahoga Falls, OH

2014-03-31

Now our government is restricting our right to save money by purchasing meds
from Canada's licensed pharmacies. Their time would be better spent putting
some Federal controls on the large pharmaceutical companies prices. It is
shameful that US citizens are forced to go to Canada to buy reasonably priced
medications in the first place. Big Pharma Billions is the name of this game.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

marshall tutor

raleigh, NC

2014-03-31

Drug companies pay for all these special perks (laws) and then the people pick
up the tab.

Peter Draganac

Maryville, TN

2014-03-31

I know how much it costs to make many of these drugs, and the prices U.S.
companies charge are obscene ... The amount (particularly) for generics is
crippling for seniors. Some of these meds are marked up several 100 percent.
Can you not see the impact this has on medicare and medicaid (Literally
millions or billions of dollars)... Some people literally have to choose between
their food or meds !!

Diane Waun

Westland, MI

2014-03-31

The price of drugs in the U.S. is outrageous. Why can't we have a choice?

Barbara Ray

Salem, OR

2014-03-31

Many people in this country already have to choose between buying food and
buying their prescription medication. Please don't make this worse by blocking
this avenue for decreasing the cost of their medications.

Liz Lyman

White Bear Lake, MN

2014-03-31

I get Celebrex for my Fibromyalgia from PlanetDrugs.com, I need to take this
medicine daily, and I can't afford the $200 or more dollars/month that they
charge in the U.S. Without this medicine I will not be able to work, without work
I can't afford to live on my own. Please don't stop me from getting the medicine
I NEED.

Mark Smallwood

Seymour, IN

2014-03-31

Do not deny hard working Americans the ability to recieve a better value
without lining the pockets of big health and drugs companies. Remove the
shackles.

David Carson

Bel Air, MD

2014-03-31

My wife and I are seniors on a fixed income. We depend on lower cost
prescription meds available from registered/licensed pharmacies outside the
US. We cannot afford the prices of our Part D insurance. Please don't
prevent us purchasing our meds from pharmacies outside the U.S.

Bonita Hickman-

Comstock, NE

2014-03-31

Kamarad

It is common knowledge that the US pharmaceutical companies are badly
overcharging us. People should be free to use the global market for their
prescriptions.

SONNY GIBBS

SAN LORENZO, CA

2014-03-31

Being that I am 74 years old, I need to be able to by my med cheaper

Cheryl May

Kearney, MO

2014-03-31

Retired and realize the importance of access to reasonably priced meds.

Maurice Haberberger

Hazelwood, MO

2014-03-31

I cannot afford US retail prices on my prescriptions.

Dianne Glaser

Chattanooga, TN

2014-03-31

We cannot afford to buy our prescriptions at US prices

William Trip

New Bedford, MA

2014-03-31

With a limited soc sec income and no pension there are several meds i can
only afford through international mail.
Please dont take my health away

Name

Location
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Crystal Griffith RN (ret.)

Baker, FL

2014-03-31

I need some medication that is not covered by my Medicare Advantage Plan. It
is half the price in Canada compared to pharmacies here. That is a significant
savings. Considering that ALL medications sold inside the US are not
necessarily manufactured here, it seems hypocritical to say we must buy from
within the US. I have never had a problem with any of the medications I've had
to import for myself or an elderly friend with a 5th grade education. She simply
cannot afford to buy the drugs she needs locally and still have money for food,
utilities since she had a major heart attack in 2012. Folks with good insurance
usually get all their meds from within the US. It's the poor and elderly that are
going to be ripped by forbidding us to get the meds we need at a reasonable
price. If the elderly cannot afford to pay for their meds, they're going to end up
being hospitalized for non-compliance issues and a worsening of their health.
One hospital bill can be very expensive, even at Medicare rates. It's false
economy and the big drug companies know it. I saw too many of these patients
when I was an ICU nurse. Something as simple as a medication for
hypertension can stop a stroke before it happens. Once it happens, then the
bills really start piling up. Remember that there is an opposite and equal
reaction for every action taken.

Bruce Newton

Meredith, NH

2014-03-31

We all need quality meds at affordable and competitive prices, not from the US
pharmacy profit machine

Donald Degan

Monument Beach, MA

2014-03-31

There is no reason why we in America should be paying much higher prices for
prescription drugs than people in other countries. Far too many of our elected
officials are in the back pockets of these drug companies.

German Gonzalez

San Juan, PR

2014-03-31

I am an elderly person (75) who needs his options open for inexpensive
medicines.

Melodie Ellefson

Washington Island, WI

2014-03-31

I am a 54-year-old woman who now depends solely on SSDI. I take 18
prescription medications. If I had to pay full pharmacy price, I would have to
choose between eating & living.

Suzanne Castaneda

Dyer, IN

2014-03-31

We should be in control of our financial/medical decisions that benefit us

Linda Sessine

West Bloomfield, MI

2014-03-31

Americans should be free to buy drugs at affordable prices from regulated,
licensed pharmacies.

Ron Moe

Carson City, NV

2014-03-31

Keeping prescriptions costs affordable helps keep health costs down.

Alice Dan

Chicago, IL

2014-03-31

Because I may need to order drugs at a lower price than is offered in the US.

Sammy Syeren

Australia

2014-03-31

My uncle in US need affordable medication

steve obersinner

Mt. Angel, OR

2014-03-31

It's about free markets! why can't I buy from a canadian company?

Sidney Brock

Burnsville, MN

2014-03-31

The consumer is being robbed by US drug companies. They inflate the cost of
the drugs.

Barbara Wohlk

Mesa, AZ

2014-03-31

because I am an elderly female who isn't rich.

Regina Barfield

Tallahassee, FL

2014-03-31

I never anticipated becoming one of the so called "older" Americans. However,
the years have sneaked up on me as well as the medical problems. As a
"FREE" American, I want to be able to purchase the meds I need wherever I
can find them at the best price possible. Drug companies are just like any
other business......they are in it solely for the MONEY. If they were not so
greedy, buying from outside the US would not be necessary.
sign this petition!!

Pat Plesa

Gualala, CA

2014-03-31

I need lower prices

Get busy &
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Zohreh Sepanloo

Upland, CA

2014-03-31

My insurance does not cover specialty medication. The medication I need is
$3500 per month if I want to buy it from US pharmacies. I get it from Canada
on-line for about $250. If US government wants to control patients on-line
access to affordable medication, he better start controlling the pricing of
Pharmaceutical not to charge these ridiculous amounts for their medicine.

kenneth leavitt

boca raton, FL

2014-03-31

the prices keep rising at a ridiculous rate. to save money.

Jacque Sherbak

Foley, AL

2014-03-31

Many citizens currently cannot afford health insurance in the USA. That leaves
them to pay for prescriptions which are doubled and tripled in price by the very
same companies who manufacture and sell that exact same Rx formula under
a different name outside the USA. I depended on an internet Canadian
pharmacy for three years until I was able to barely afford healthcare in 2014. I
have several permanent chronic conditions and won't be Medicare eligible for
another 7 years. In short, I may not be able to continue to afford health
insurance. USA pharmaceutical companies can and do sell their products
outside the USA; but they are prohibited by other countries from charging the
prices they are legally allowed to do in the USA. Obviously they still make a
healthy profit or they wouldn't sell internationally! Banning my ability to
purchase online in Canada is an unconscionable violation of my legal rights
and an blaring double standard which keeps the poverty stricken who are ill,
just that. (Former BSN, RN)

Stacy Jones

Sanger, CA

2014-03-31

I cant afford the prescription prices of the US. It not only requires me to buy the
more expensive prescription, but also requires more doctor visits in order to
even get a prescription, and my Dr. visits are $45.00 each visit, on top of
paying insurance. I dont have the money for all that!!! And most others dont
either. Taking this away means taking medicine away from people who really
do need it. Make a disclosure agreement if necessary, saying that whoever
purchases it gets rid of any dispensers responsibility if its used wrong etc. but
dont take it away!!!!

Timothy Chagnon

Thomaston, GA

2014-03-31

can't have a love life with out them. and 57 is to young not to have one. you got
a right to say safe drugs when all the lawyers that got bad drugs passed by the
FDA. give me a break. I been tqking them for a few yrs. know and they work
just like name brand, instead of $27 each there $144 for a 100.

Pen Johnson

Dickson City, PA

2014-03-31

I order prescriptions outside the US because of the cost. The American people
need to quit being held hostage by big Pharmaceutical companies.
If our government wants the American people to buy their prescription drugs in
the US, then do something about the out of sight prices here in the US.
And don’t lie about how unsafe purchasing drugs are from outside the US,
enough foolishness already!

Ada Czajkowski

Winder, GA

2014-03-31

My mother needs affordable drugs. Otherwise she would be careful dead
without them.

Morton Ganellin

Hilton Head, SC

2014-03-31

Some meds taken-expensive--create problems w/budgets

dennis wilkinson

west boothbay harbor,

2014-03-31

this is the ONLY way I can get affordable prescripton drugs!

ME
Michael Arvin

Sebastopol, CA

2014-03-31

A reasonable sex life is financially not reachable at USA Viagra price.

Cynthia Andersen

Vero Beach, FL

2014-03-31

I buy my son's generic asthma medicine online because America doesn't offer
generic.

Mary Conklin

Wanaque, NJ

2014-03-31

Price and wonderful service

Karen Howard

Laurel, MD

2014-03-31

Medicine for my dogs is unaffordable for me when purchased in the US.

Kyle Farris

OKC, OK

2014-03-31

I take 5 medications and I cannot afford to buy them in the Us!
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Susan Quimby

Portland, ME

2014-03-31

We have a $10,000 family deductible . Two family members are on medications
that cost an average of $300 per person per month. All out of pocket. Some
how drug manufacturers are able to produce/ purchase drugs from other
countries, but want to restrict us from doing the same.

edward hennessy

stafford, VA

2014-03-31

Having the choice is important

KENNETH MAZUR

AMSTERDAM, NY

2014-03-31

I save money, time, and convenience purchasing medications via Canadian
pharmacies.

charles bull

new york, NY

2014-03-31

because i hate the the FDA

antoine saadi

san antonio, TX

2014-03-31

I HAVE NO INCOME EXCEPT MY $784 MONTHLY SOCIAL SECURITY. IF I
CANNOT BUY MY MEDS FROM OUTSIDE THE USA I WOULD HAVE TO DO
WITHOUT MY HEART AND MY EYESIGHT MEDICATIONS.

Carl Falcone

Massillon, OH

2014-03-31

cost

william ruiz

Hawthorne, CA

2014-03-31

I am a physician and have patients who cannot afford their medications.
Without them their health would suffer and the cost of healthcare will escalate
due to unnecessary hospital admissions.

Mark Gall

Pueblo, CO

2014-03-31

I've traveled in over 20 third world countries for about 4 years (retired from U.S.
Federal law enforcement). I have never received bad medicine overseas, and
I've had blood levels checked to be sure. Please do not stop me from obtaining
these drugs!

judith nigro

ft myers, FL

2014-03-31

income

David T Fettes

East Hampton, NY

2014-03-31

My extended family and myself depend on this for Lower Cost Drugs.

Karen Miller

Gainesville, FL

2014-03-31

Without Canadian drugs I wouldn't have been able to take what I needed
because US drugs are too expensive and because Medicare doesn't negotiate
prices.

Dallas McMichael

Laurel Hill, FL

2014-03-31

Our politicians and the drug
companies have a conspiracy to
hold up the american people.

MICKY BOLES

MARSHALL, TX

2014-03-31

I have asthma & must buy Advair. The area I live in charges $380 per discus. I
can get this from Northwest Pharmacy for less than half the price. I can not get
my Insurance to cover this cost.
Yes I could find an insurance to do this, but I would pay more than the cost of
the Medication.

Pip Stroud

North Potomac, MD

2014-03-31

I require medication that is almost impossible to get in the USA & I can easily
get in Canada for an affordable price. This is VERY important to me, my health
& functioning, my family & my community.
Please consider why medications in USA are so much more expensive.

KENNETH KLUG

BONITA SPRINGS, FL

2014-03-31

REQUIRE AFFORDIBLE MEDICATIONS

Priscilla Friedland

Miami Beach, FL

2014-03-31

The one medication I purchase in Canada is 1/8 of the price the same
medication would cost in U.S.

Elizabeth Bray

Greensboro, NC

2014-03-31

affordable drugs

B. E. Bush

Lyndhurst, NJ

2014-03-31

I can receive the medication I need which remedies the problem, has less side
effects than what the FDA states I should be taking for the ailment, which has
more side effects and is much more expensive,

Mayra Castro

San Antonio, TX

2014-03-31

I should have a choice.

Naomi Bourgoin

Winter Spirngs, FL

2014-03-31

I can't afford this medication in the US even with a prescription card, I am on
limited funds and I need these meds to survive
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Robert Kemp

Lake City, MN

2014-03-31

The Affordable Care act is a scam. We had affordable care before the act not
after it. What a Joke the new law is. Lies up on Lies upon Lies.

Edward Daniel

Cincinnati, OH

2014-03-31

To have healthcare options

Martha McClain

Memphis, TN

2014-03-31

I have used Northwest Pharmacy with excellent result. The prices were also
excellent.

Vincent Gerace

Mount Joy, PA

2014-03-31

I could not afford my medications otherwise.

Pam Sawyer

Port Huron, MI

2014-03-31

My thyroid medication changed in the US and doesn't work. I get it from
Canada because it is the old formula and works.

Doreene Durant

Ladson, SC

2014-03-31

because American drugs are outrageously and immorally expensive. ("Your
money or your life")

Harriet Frank

Boynton Beach, FL

2014-03-31

On fixed income

Frances Keller

Lancaster, PA

2014-03-31

Many seniors can't afford the cost of prescriptions at the U.S. prices. As
someone who will be on a fixed income in July 2014, I will need the access to
Canadian drugs.

DIANA YOUNG

Payson, AZ

2014-03-31

meds are expensive; this is the only way I can get mine so I can afford it; thank
you

malcolm edgar

old tappan, NJ

2014-03-31

I am retired and value the competitive pricing offered by Canadian pharmacies.

Ronald E Weaver

Liberty, PA

2014-03-31

Because I can not buy usa piles

Michael Smiricky

Omaha, NE

2014-03-31

Quality is same as those marketed in the US, just check the mfgr on the bottle

Mike McCurdy

Duncan, OK

2014-03-31

I could not afford this medication without it!

Eric Logsdon

Lindale, TX

2014-03-31

Can't afford American prices.

Daniel Marple

Singers Glen, VA

2014-03-31

Even with Part D, several of my drugs are not covered and unaffordable unless

RPh,MS,MBA

I order them from Canada.
John Knepper

Sycamore, IL

2014-03-31

The Obama administration has sacrificed too much already to the
pharmaceutical Industry. Don't give them this one. Americans need to be able
to get prescriptions that are affordable. Have some balls and decide this one in
favor of the millions of American who rely on prescriptions that don't cost an
arm and a leg!

myrl hoover

swartz creek, MI

2014-03-31

My insurance will not pay for my nexium....

Angie Connelly

Lilburn, GA

2014-03-31

My medication costs over $300 in the US. Only $80 thru this pharmacy!

William L Cochran

Ladson, SC

2014-03-31

Affordable medication

Joseph Thompson

Knox, IN

2014-03-31

I can't afford my medicine without this pharmacy and their generic equivalents.

Fred Harms

Naperville, IL

2014-03-31

We're retired and can't afford the cost of our medicine in the US

Charles Fisicaro

Plattsmouth, NE

2014-03-31

I can get a better price on items I need even with the shipping & since I'm a
retired person, this is important.

Kathleen Garner

Hoffman Estates, IL

2014-03-31

I like the ability to order drug that are less costly for the same drug.
Government should not tell me how to care for my health

david cross

valencia, PA

2014-03-31

saves me money to help afford Obama care

Stan Browning

Livingston, TX

2014-03-31

I'm retired living on a limited income and can get my medications from Canada
at far lower prices than offered by U.S. pharmacies. This has a big effect on my
monthly living expenses.

Katherine Griffing

Norwalk, CT

2014-03-31

Novartis does not manufacture or sell the prescription drug I need in the US.

Carolyn Branson

Powder Springs, GA

2014-03-31

I couldn't afford my medications without Northwest Pharmacy.
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Ronald Pinsker

Plymouth Meeting, PA

2014-03-31

Keeps the prices at a fair level and doesn't effect the donut hole

jene rizzo

Tamarac, FL

2014-03-31

price and quality of medicine

Stanley Bem

Ft Myers, FL

2014-03-31

Saving money on medictions

Ray Newton

Chicago, IL

2014-03-31

This is important because we should have access to cheaper drugs and
remember "THIS IS A GLOBAL ECONOMY'. It's all about freedom of access.

david sweeney

wilmington, MA

2014-03-31

because American companies are greedy

Marck Carter

Dayton, OH

2014-03-31

I am able to fill a prescription for a psoriasis treatment product that is not
available in the USA.

Robert Anders

Salmon, ID

2014-03-31

Because I buy my own prescriptions as it is cheaper than using part D
Medicare. I save over $200 per month buying two of my medications from
Canada.

Shirley Grooms

Cook Station, MO

2014-03-31

More affordable pricing.

Judith Harmon

Berwick, PA

2014-03-31

I am retired and my medications are very expensive. This one medicine that I
order from Canada keeps me out of the "donut hole".

Timothy Lawrence

Magalia, CA

2014-03-31

Why should you step in to help the pharmaceutical industry? This is just crazy!
People may not be able to afford the drugs any other way. It is wrong!!

Polly Rinehart

Delphi, IN

2014-03-31

I need eye drop medication of which I often do not take at US prices for
glaucoma

HAL HUFFMAN

SNEADS FERRY, NC

2014-03-31

COSTS GOING UP ALL THE TIME WE NEED AFFORDABLE MEDS.

Frank&Karen Milanesi

Richmond, KY

2014-03-31

Secretary of Health, Please continue to allow us patients to buy medical drugs
from Canadian pharmacy , Northwest Pharmacy , Canada. We are on
Medicare and some of the medicines we use are very expensive in the USA .

john shepard

delray beach, FL

2014-03-31

affordability

JAMES RICH

AKRON, OH

2014-03-31

U.S. PATENTS MAKE IT TO COSTLY TO AFFORD MED.

Laura Clang

North Platte, NE

2014-03-31

One of my meds was put on OTC and now it costs much more than it did when
it ran through my prescription plan. My choices therefore, were to go without or
order from outside the U.S. PLEASE do not stop Americans from getting drugs
from outside the U.S.

andrew butterbaugh

north manchester, IN

2014-03-31

savings to individual- what the gov't says is important to the individual

Leonard Fugardi

Belle Harbor, NY

2014-03-31

Cost

Fred Dougherty

Panacea, FL

2014-03-31

I am totally dependent on getting my Diovan, simvastatin, and Tudorza from
Canadian sources. If I had to purchase my formulary through Medicare part D,
my drug expense would be $5,000 more than I now pay. This would be a
hardship on my fixed income dependent almost entirely on Social Security.

Michael Ososki

Lilburn, GA

2014-03-31

Can't afford required meds in U.S.

Judith LaCapra

Thompson, CT

2014-03-31

Although I don't order prescriptions for my own personal use, I do order
Cyclosporin 0.2% eye ointment for my dog. When she was first prescribed this
medication, I paid $18.00/tube at the vets. Then the pharmacy in New Jersey
upped the price to $40/tube. That is when I discovered Northwest Pharmacy in
BC, Canada. They charge me the $18/tube. Without this pharmacy, I could not
afford the medication. Please allow US Citizens the freedom of choice in
selecting where they can purchase necessary medications.

John Batts

Yucca Valley, CA

2014-03-31

The cost in the US is much higher and unaffordable to me for medication
required for my heart.

alan weinstein

sea bright, NJ

2014-03-31

cheaper and good quality
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JOHN NELSON

Haslett, MI

2014-03-31

I have had radical prostate surgery and if it wasn't for Northwest Pharmacy I
could not afford Viagra.

Barbara Boeh

Batavia, OH

2014-03-31

Government needs to stay out of our business! Once and for all!

Halbert Siegel

Monroe, LA

2014-03-31

Cost is 60 per cent less than purchasing from local pharmacy, even with
prescription drug insurance.

peter kolster

auburn, CA

2014-03-31

It is my right to determine how I purchase my prescription medication for which
I have to get doctor's approval. If the United Sates Government wants to make
a difference is to go after the drug companies who are charging outrageous
prices in the United States rather than individuals who shop around for the best
prices for the same drugs.

Alan Gertner

austin, TX

2014-03-31

The Canada pharmacies are the only way I can afford to purchase my
prescription drugs.

Gary Reissner

Prescott, WI

2014-03-31

We should have the freedom to purchase from anyone

Bethany Felix

Inverness, IL

2014-03-31

Have to have options to be able to afford all my family's medicines.

Susie Leiffer

Weed, CA

2014-03-31

Because I can't afford much needed medication in California. I need my meds
to help me breathe, if California lowered the price to be affordable I wouldn't
have to buy from Canada, unfortunately California is all about money.

Robert S. Harris

Palmetto Bay, FL

2014-03-31

I buy all my prescription medicine from Canada. U.S. prices are usury!!

Michael Quill

Wilmington, NC

2014-03-31

cannot afford to live at US prices

Charlotte Cheshier

Basin, WY

2014-03-31

We are semi-retired with a very limited income. We need these lower priced
drugs or we won't be filling prescriptions we need.

Sandra Garthwaite

Las Vegas, NV

2014-03-31

Because the drugs we need are tripled in the US. And these are life saving
drugs that we need.

James Pearson

Groves, TX

2014-03-31

Dramatically lower prices than I would pay for the same prescription at
Pharmacies in the USA.

Marvin Boprie

Ypsilanti, MI

2014-03-31

I can not afford American prices. With Canadian prices I can afford to buy food
and my meds!

John Leasure

Tucson, AZ

2014-03-31

This service saves me and my wife thousands of dollars every year.

DUANE BARTLETT

MARSHALLTOWN, IA

2014-03-31

LOWER COST AS IAM ON A FIXED BUDGET

Jeff Brown

St. Petersburg, FL

2014-03-31

Please don't let the US pharma industry take away our rights as Americans to
freely purchase safe, affordable medications from our closest ally and friend,
Canada. This a blatant attempt by Big Pharma to protect their already
exorbitant profits. Don't them make enough already? If i can't buy from Canada,
then I can't afford my medication. Please don't let them take that away from me
and from the millions of us that need to buy less expensive medications so that
we can stay alive and healthy.

anthony armstrong

naples, FL

2014-03-31

same drugs at affordable cost for retirees and americans on limited income

gordon hyde md

naples, FL

2014-03-31

cost savings of me and patients

Lorraine Carson

The Villages, FL

2014-03-31

I need meds to stay alive and costs in the US are far beyond my means

Bobbie Troy

Amissville, VA

2014-03-31

Some of the generics that I buy at Northwest Pharmacy are not available as
generics in the U.S. Therefore, the U.S. prices are extremely expensive.

john amodeo

plainsboro, NJ

2014-03-31

US drug CO. overcharge for drugs. if the Gov. really wants to help the middle
class they will leave this alone.

GLENN KLINE

Reading, PA

2014-03-31

AFFORDABLE SCRIPTS

Michael Scorcia

Greenlawn, NY

2014-03-31

Senior citizens all need help as they are on a fixed income, and costs for senior
citizens increase in body, and home maintenance.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Richard Kudla

Cape Coral, FL

2014-03-31

Many6 seniors cannot afford their drugs now. To stop importation for personal
use will be a death sentence for many.

Valerie Knotts

Spring, TX

2014-03-31

Prescriptions are less costly especially for those on a fixed income.

David Walker

Naperville, IL

2014-03-31

The prices of many legal drugs in the US are controlled by the big pharmacies.
Why should you be able to buy brand name drugs outside the US at
significantly cheaper prices?

Gilbert Travis

San Antonio, TX

2014-03-31

Access to affordable, quality medication is a right that should not be infringed

Yvonne Haefner

Murdo, SD

2014-03-31

I order nonpresciption medication here and it would affect these type meds
along with prescription meds.

Richard Metz

Tucson, AZ

2014-03-31

I must take a medication that is not covered by Medicare part D insurance.
The only way I can afford this med is to purchase the generic equivalent, which
is not available in the U.S., from a Canadian pharmacy.

vicky lilavois

altamonte sp., FL

2014-03-31

My income is primarily Social Security and I have a hard time making ends
meet. Please don't make it more difficult for me.

Nicholas Casale

Doylestown, PA

2014-03-31

the medication I order Orecea is very expensive and is not covered buy my
insurance

Andrea Charney

Oak Creek, WI

2014-03-31

I want options and make decisions that make sense for myself and not be
forced to pay money into a system that is rigged to financially harm the
American People again.

Nicole Cox

Corpus Christi, TX

2014-03-31

U.S. thyroid medicines haven't been effective for my issues. After the
reformulation of Armour in 2007, the effectiveness was reduced. Canada's
Thyroid is the only one that is working for me.

Christine Rogers

Williamsburg, MO

2014-03-31

I can't afford regular Rx medications in the US.

jo chastain

fayetteville, GA

2014-03-31

I would be blind today if could not get Lotemax and Restasis from Canada. It
would cost over $1800 per month to buy my requirements in the US. I'm 75.
My SS check is 1100. per month and must cover ALL my meds and other living
expenses. I believe I have the HUMAN right buy from anywhere in the world
that I can find my needs.

JoAnn Joram

Milwaukee, WI

2014-03-31

Only way I can afford my medications.

Linda Manning

Drumright, OK

2014-03-31

I depend on doxycycline to protect me from Mersa that I've had in the past. I
can't afford to go to Walmart as the manufacturer in the US raised the price to
400 a month and I'm on social security.

George Ballentine

Orlando, FL

2014-03-31

We have a cat with asthma who depends upon inhalers for control. We simply
cannot afford this medication in the U.S. market.

Sylvia Westfall

Bunnell, FL

2014-03-31

Cannot afford high priced but necessary medications

bennett brown

chualar, CA

2014-03-31

my meds are cheaper out of pocket in Canada than with medicare in usa

Robert Phillips

Lake Placid, FL

2014-03-31

I can not afford my blood pressure medicine in the USA I am on social Security
only.

Deirdre RYAN

Brisbane, Australia

2014-03-31

I am a Chronic Hypothryoid & Hypoadrenia sufferer and am aware of the high
cost of Medicaitons to USA fellow sufferers of these poorly diagnosed and
treated disorders and the consequent devastation and costs both personal and
financial to patients. There cost of Meds in USA is way over the top and these
patients & others need all the support they can get. DRYAN

george rice

west palm beach, FL

2014-03-31

it is the only way I can afford my meds without the huige mark up I experience
in the us for the same nam brand drugs.

Vera Ramos

Boca Raton, FL

2014-03-31

I can't afford the medications here in the USA

Martha Weihrauch

Ada, OH

2014-03-31

I can't afford the U.S. price for my perscription.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Erika Roemer

New York, NY

2014-03-31

I'm on a fixed [not large] income

John Hillery

Pewaukee, WI

2014-03-31

Lower cost drugs

Maggie Hanus

Manor, TX

2014-03-31

I don't currently need any prescription medications but I think it's extremely
important to have affordable options if the need arises.

Juliette Morelle

Rochester, NY

2014-03-31

Since my insurance company refuses to pay for my Benicar medication and
there is no generic, I have been buying it from Canada as it is about 75% less
than in the states.

Robert Andoscia

Nashua, NH

2014-03-31

US drug prices are unafordable

angelo truglio

Cutchogue, NY

2014-03-31

This an infringement on liberty and the support of big pharma.

RAYMOND JOHNSON

WEST CHESTER, PA

2014-03-31

CAN'T AFFORD US DRUG COST

Frank Shockley

Pennsauken, NJ

2014-03-31

I am a senior on a fixed income

Rachelle Peterson

Asheboro, NC

2014-03-31

Otherwise I can not afford the medication I am getting. It is not going to go
generic for a while!

Carolyn Thomason

Granite City, IL

2014-03-31

Because I have COPD and require inhalers to breath . I can buy 2 inhalers
from canada for less than I can buy one in the US.

Deb Reber

Schuylkill Haven, PA

2014-03-31

Deductibles are so high on the hideous Obamacare plans you need to have an
affordable option. I don't make 100,000/yr not even 40,000/yr, so my priorities
are quite different than Obama, Congress, etc.

john Bell

Pasco, WA

2014-03-31

We would be broke without online pharmacies (multiple myeloma)

Miki Lang

Dunedin, FL

2014-03-31

I need affordable meds!

Dave Drynan

Arvada, CO

2014-03-31

I believe (drug) prices in the states are artificially inflated to pad the profits of
the pharmacuetical companies. Profit is fine...gouging and monopolizing is not.

Barbara Hawn

Daytona Beach, IL

2014-03-31

I cannot afford these medications in the US

Gary Maddox

Dothan, AL

2014-03-31

Medication is not covered by my insurance

Betty Woodard

Athens, TX

2014-03-31

Because medicine is priced what it should be instead of overpricing.

Jennifer Geer

Indio, CA

2014-03-31

The over all cost and savings

Thomas Parry

Los Angeles, CA

2014-03-31

My insurance company doesn't cover a particular drug I'm taking for long-term
therapy, The Northwest Pharmacy is $100 a month, but the US pharmacy price
$1,200 a month, a cost that is beyond my means.

samuel payne

killeen, TX

2014-03-31

retired

Marsha England

Cedaredge, CO

2014-03-31

don't want the damned US government deciding I cannot buy pharmaceuticals
from other countries.,

Frank Gast

Corvallis, OR

2014-03-31

I was paying 10 times for my prescription from the US than I was paying for the
identical ointment from a Canadian pharmacy.

John Ward

Bourbonnais, IL

2014-03-31

Thesemeds are from Canada, a vry good neighbor to the USA, high medical
and other standards, prices more in line to help those of us who need these
meds, some are very rxpensive. The only reason I can see for this is the US
Government's determination to support US Drug companies, through
loutrageous opatents and patent rights. Seems here in US, our people come
last to the faux president we have. Such a pity that tyhis man kis where he is.

RONNIE COOK

DALLAS, GA

2014-03-31

It's the only way I can afford my medications. It's cheaper than my pharmacy
deductable in many cases!

Name

Location

Date

Comment

brian davies

barnstable, MA

2014-03-31

I will not be able to afford to buy my medication, Byetta, in the US which is
critical to deal with my near diabetes. If I cross the line it will cost the US
taxpayer a ton of money. I hopedyou will resist the Big Pharma lobby and do
what is right for American citizens. Brian Davies

Richard Bonilla

San Antonio, TX

2014-03-31

The Cost of Medications is way to high in the US. its out of control.

DiVina Gallatin

San Diego, CA

2014-03-31

I'm a widow with no assistance or help of any kind ,no job , no pension, no
social security . US big pharm charges way to much and gives way to little.

Dan Chapman

Pismo Beach, CA

2014-03-31

Drug companies only care about profits, not people's health and well being.
Keep medications affordable for Americans. Thank you.

JACK MAYFIELD

GREELEY, CO

2014-03-31

We have been using a Canadian pharmacy for the past five or six years for the
purchase of meds that are unaffordable at our local pharmacy. Without the
ability to do such would mean we would no longer fill those prescriptions. I
guess some ones mental health is less important to the drug companies than
the money they may not be getting! Funny isn't it that our country allows the
importation of almost everything from other countries because it is cheaper, yet
you want to deny me the same rights!

Dawn Bowers

Nebo, NC

2014-03-31

This is the only way I can afford the drug I need to take on a daily basis.

karin van valkenberg

seattle, WA

2014-03-31

Freedom in consumer choice and lower cost drug source.

Kenneth Robinson

Daytona Beach, FL

2014-03-31

Both Brand and generic drugs are only affordable to us as seniors through the
Canadian pharmacies.

Dale Howard

Vineland, NJ

2014-03-31

Without NWP I would not be able to purchase my much needed medications.

Sydney Gomez

Allen park, MI

2014-03-31

On soc. sec.

Debbie Stoak

New Bloomfield, PA

2014-03-31

The medication I rely on for my health problem is not even available in the US.

Kathi Sullivan

Washington, DC

2014-03-31

Not only are prices lower, but maybe more importantly, some drugs are no
longer available in the US, because they are too "old" and drug manufacturers
no longer want to produce them. The manufacturers want only newer drugs
with greater payback, and perhaps more toxicity.

Stephen Huddle

Lubbock, TX

2014-03-31

I need to be able to afford my medications.

Alan Dubelman

Aurora, CO

2014-03-31

I am a Medicare patient who cannot afford US prices

Paula Bell

Pasco, WA

2014-03-31

costs are too high

Katherine Wilkinson

West Boothbay Harbor,

2014-03-31

If you are in earnest about making all health care affordable, you need to

ME

support this amazing alternative to the very high prices that the insurance
companies charge us. These are quality drugs. I have been using them for over
three years, and have saved THOUSANDS of dollars for the medications I
need.

Jan Temple

Denver, CO

2014-03-31

My health in part depends on it.

John Gaddy

Bakersfield, CA

2014-03-31

I cannot afford to purchase Asacol in the US, a drug absolutely necessary to
control ulcerative colitis.

Brian Bielefeld

Santa Cruz, CA

2014-03-31

Drug companies are going to charge whatever they want without fair
competition. Our bodies are no different than Canadians.

Nancy Matronic

Poulsbo, WA

2014-03-31

Finances are tight and the medicine I take is only available in a brand name in
the US At $500 a month and I can get it from Canada for 10% of the cost for
the generic version.

Lee Clevenger

Independence, MO

2014-03-31

The pharmacy rackets in the US have ridiculously high prices for their
medicines.

Ron Tilmon

Wilmington, NC

2014-03-31

We need to be able to shop around to find the least expensive drugs.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Pam Holton

Wausau, WI

2014-03-31

The medicine that I take, ERFA Thyroid, is not available in the US.

Mary Boothe

University Park, FL

2014-03-31

My medicine in the US with my prescription insurance is $8 per pill. From
Canada - $1 per pill. Hmmmm - why?

Colleen Budzien

West Allis, WI

2014-03-31

I need a medication from outside the US that I just can not afford here.

Jody Van Slembrouck

Petoskeyk, MI

2014-03-31

us prices much to high

Thomas Didelot

Hartford, WI

2014-03-31

Much lower costs than US pharmacy prices particularly for victims of the
"Doughnut Hole" in Medicare coverage.

Stanley Houghton

Lawrenceburg, TN

2014-03-31

Could not afford to go in to the doughnut Hole

T. George Hill

Castle hayne, NC

2014-03-31

I purchase at least 96% of my meds from US pharmacies. But there is one that
I am unable to afford without escaping patents that Big Pharma keeps getting
extensions on. Big Pharma does not need Uncle Sam's help, they're running a
'mint' as it is!

Francois Lucet

Rancho mirage, CA

2014-03-31

Affordable

Bonnie Nobles

Ocilla, GA

2014-03-31

Because I can't afford my medication without this option.

Kristy McIntosh

hendersonville, NC

2014-03-31

It is the only way I can get my medications and still eat.

Alice Staton

Cedar Park, TX

2014-03-31

To have to pay the US prices would be prohibitive for me; I'd have to choose
which ones my doctor prescribed that I could afford.

Janet Frank

Fair Lawn, NJ

2014-03-31

I am retired and the cost of most prescription drugs is so high even with Part D
of Medicare, actually more expensive then with health insurance provided by
employers. Without the Canadian drugs it would be either being able to have
decent meals or get my medicine.

Patricia Rafler

Rockport, TX

2014-03-31

I need to buy my medications from Canada which is at a much lower price then
the American Pharmacies as I can not afford the American Pharmacy price.

Vicky Stanich

Eagan, MN

2014-03-31

Our family depends on a Canadian pharmacy for supplying generic over the
allergy medication that I can not get at a reasonable price in the US.

Judy Gleaton

Port Angeles, WA

2014-03-31

I can't afford getting the same drugs in the USA

Alvin Parsons

Mulberry, IN

2014-03-31

I should note that I am retired and already in the so-called doughnut hole.
Buying drugs from Canadian pharmacies has saved me thousands of dollars.

mike Vam Sambeek

San Francisco, CA

2014-03-31

cheaper same quality drugs

Elizabeth Sipos

Portland, OR

2014-03-31

The company that makes my medicine no longer sells it in this country because
they are trying to promote a new drug that is more profit them.

Walt Odets, Ph.D.

Berkeley, CA

2014-03-31

Pharmaceutical pricing in the U.S. is a scandal, and it is endangering the health
and welfare of American citizens. The availability of pharmaceuticals at
realistic, world prices is essential to American health care.

David Snyder

Bainbridge Island, WA

2014-03-31

My medication is very expensive, but not covered by my insurance. I cannot
afford it except through a Canadian pharmacy.

Walter Sinopoli

Red Bank, NJ

2014-03-31

Freedom of choice

Amelia Hollar

Mesquite, TX

2014-03-31

I cannot afford Advair for my asthma when i reach the dougnut hole.

Sara Martin

Forest City, NC

2014-03-31

It's just more greed being exhibited by drug companies for their own benefit.
Everyone knows they don't really care about the people. At least ordering meds
outside the states gives us more choice as far as cost goes. That should be
available for everyone.

Rita Horton

Bossier City, LA

2014-03-31

we can not afford some of the medications that my husband must take for his
heart condition. He takes 25 total and only 3 are bought from Canada because
of the U.S. prices are triple the cost.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

richard vatter

new richmond, OH

2014-03-31

Aracept cost $600 for 90 days in USA / $48 for 90 day from Canada!!! (a
$552 saving) !!

Dorothy Kyle

Las Vegas, NV

2014-03-31

To keep drug prices affordable.

Robert Edwards

Eureka, CA

2014-03-31

I am a retired American citizen and I have been getting my prescriptions from
Canada for over the last ten years. The prices that American pharmaceuticals
charge for the same medication is 2 to 3 times the cost. I do have medical
insurance which covers my medications, however, even with medical coverage
the cost is greater. Please make a decision for the American people and not
for the pharmaceutical companies.

Jearold Eakins

Apopka, FL

2014-03-31

As a retired person, I use Canadian pharmacies to supply some of the
expensive drugs I need. They can provide generic alternatives that are not
available in the US.

george prince

long beach, CA

2014-03-31

fine drugs at a lower cost - has kept my wife and i able to have meds
prescribed

James Nagle

Holly Springs, NC

2014-03-31

I am 68 y.o. and living mainly on Social Security. I take Spiriva for COPD and in
the US, with insurance, it costs me $135 per month. I get the exact same
medication from Canada and it costs me, without insurance, $60 per month. I
save $75 per mont on this medication and that is important money to me.

christopher stout

san antonio, TX

2014-03-31

insulin cost to much I save about a third from Canadian pharmacies

Marcia Panebianco

Moscow, PA

2014-03-31

several drugs I need are not available to me in the US

dewey dangelo

capitan, NM

2014-03-31

American drugs are too costly

Robert Ipswitch

San Mateo, CA

2014-03-31

I am on the drug protonix, have been for about 5 years, The Medicare part d
does not allow payment for this drug or its generic. $The last time I bought this
local it cost me $190.00 for 90 days. My cost from get Canadian drugs is 56.00
including shipping. Being 70 with a minor amount of income, this avenue is
important to me and other Americans like me. I purchase all my other drugs
through my part d provider.

Johnnie Ross

Tamarac, FL

2014-03-31

Because it is convient and saves money on my prescriptions

Coy Skelton

Sugar Land, TX

2014-03-31

My insurance does not cover XXXX tablets.. I can purchase generics from
Canadian pharmacies for 3 months worth of tablets at the same price as the
insurance would charge my co-pay for the powder XXXX (uggghhh). .

John T Doonan

Glenwood, NJ

2014-03-31

This administration is not helping the working men and woman. We can use all
the help we can muster, and the lower cost of our medicine is important .
Thank You

Janet Buchanan

Santa Rosa, CA

2014-03-31

Low cost medicines should be a part of low cost national health care.

Charles Heimerdinger

Northville, NY

2014-03-31

I buy prescription medicine from a Canadian pharmacy which costs ten times
more in the US.

Clinton Andrews

Grosse Pointe Park, MI

2014-03-31

Being able to afford my medicines allows me to comply with my doctor's orders.

Larry Daniels

Florissant, MO

2014-03-31

One medication alone will put me in the doughnut hole each years unless I buy
it from Northwest Pharmacy. I have ten more medications that I take. I can't
afford to go into the donought hole, but I can afford the prices from Northwest
Pharmacy.

Daniel Gottry

Chandler, AZ

2014-03-31

For one prescription that I take, my out of pocket would make the purchase
impossible!

Jim Thompson

Ventura, CA

2014-03-31

I order prescriptions from outside the US which I would not be able to afford if
purchased domestically.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Berry Curtis

Redding, CA

2014-03-31

I am an Insulin Dependant Diabetic, since the restrictions on purchasing
Medicine al a lower cost from Outside the U.S. The cost of purchasing my
Insulin doubled in price. I just reordered a 90 day supply through my health
insurance carrier at a cost of $1789.00 This is actuall more than double the
price I had paid. That is just shy of $8,000 a year. Not to mention the fact the
USDA protect this mfg from patent expiration. These drugs will never go
down!!!!!

Galen Conner

Clarion, PA

2014-03-31

A couple of my prescribed medications are not yet available in generic form in
the U.S. and are horrendously priced! However, I am able to obtain then
generically outside the U.S. at tremendous savings.

Emily Higley

Preston, ID

2014-03-31

getting necessary medication at a much more reasonable price.

Joyce Seltzer

Marco island, FL

2014-03-31

Because I can't afford the brand drug that I get & the generic doesn't work

JOHN MCCLANAHAN

ASHLAND, KY

2014-03-31

As a Registered Pharmacist (Ret.), I can assure you that the medication that I
order is top quality, and the price is the best you can find anywhere.

Robert Fuller

Grants Pass, OR

2014-03-31

On Social Security, can't afford all U.S. prices for meds.

Alexandra Ward

Atlanta, GA

2014-03-31

We should not be held captive by corrupt pharmaceutical companies who pay
members of congress to keep competition out of the market place. Americans
are forced to pay some of the highest prices for medications in the world. It's
shameful. Greed,greed,greed…..

Lynda Joiner

Astoria, OR

2014-03-31

Drug insurance was not satisfactory in covering our needs and we can't afford
the cost of drugs in the US

Barry Hochheiser

Boynton Beach, FL

2014-03-31

This saves me many$ when my drug plan goes to the donut hole.

Barbara Geier

Melbourne, FL

2014-03-31

We are close to retirement and need to save on our medications.

Nancy Goldberg

Highland Park, IL

2014-03-31

Retired on fixed income. Used for one drug. That drug is $1200 a year through
part D (explored all plans for my state with Medicare.gov) but $400 through
Canada.

kate perlmutter

grand rapids, MI

2014-03-31

I like having the option to pay much less for my prescription. I would not take it
otherwise.

Karen Merlino

Runnemede, NJ

2014-03-31

I cannot afford my MONTHLY medicines to help me breathe.

Joan Krasnansky

Allentown, PA

2014-03-31

My prescription is 3x as much in pharmacies in US.

Gary Stephens

Kissimmee, FL

2014-03-31

It allows us to afford our prescribed medications that are not available in
generic in the US.

Barbara Robertson

Charlotte, NC

2014-03-31

Freedom to buy drugs any where I want to.

donald vandemark

kingston, NY

2014-03-31

i can purchase brand name pharmaceuticals for less than half the price and
they are just as safe

Randy Starr

Las Vegas, NV

2014-03-31

It's the only way I can afford my medication.

L Keith Smith

Ducktown, TN

2014-03-31

We need freedom to purchase what we need and want from whatever source
we choose as Americans.

Roselle Jacobson

Northbrook, IL

2014-03-31

Some of my drugs are not covered by insurance and more reasonable in
Canada

Rosemary McPherson

Nashville, TN

2014-03-31

Retired and have limited income.

Judith Gaulden

Fortd Wayne, IN

2014-03-31

I appreciate the option to choose to purchase some of my meds at a lessor
price that available in the US.

Joanne Norris

Columbia, PA

2014-03-31

American Pharmacy producers are charging exhorbitantly

liinda abbott

naples, FL

2014-03-31

Freedom and cost

Name
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Mary Bowles

Rogers, AR

2014-03-31

Drugs are so high in the US...to pad the Dr. & big pharma pockets. If it wasn't
for you guys we couldn't afford viagra...thank you

Malcolm Tarr

Delray Beach, FL

2014-03-31

cant afford my wifes BP medicone as it does not come generic yet in the USA

Rene Royaards

Inman, SC

2014-03-31

American medicines are just TOO expensive.

Craig Milne

Prineville, OR

2014-03-31

This is the only way to receive a medication I need for quality of my life.

Wendy Lemm-Harris

Glendora, CA

2014-03-31

Cannot afford uS pharmacy prices for non generics (meds unavailable in
generic)

Barbara Iles

Tavares, FL

2014-03-31

I cannot afford the medications in the US. I will have to do without them.

barb anderson

faribault, MN

2014-03-31

retired and could not afford medication

joyce cheney

colorado springs, CO

2014-03-31

I pay for RX out of pocket and live on a fixed income, so buy RX in Canada, as
the drugs I need are not available in generics and are very pricey; I simply
won't take them if I can't get them from Canada.

Mary Robinson

Ormond beach, FL

2014-03-31

Generic medication not available in U.S. Saves me $450 in 3 months.

Phil Chalfin

Northridge, CA

2014-03-31

Can't afford U.S. pricing.

Victor SCHWARZ

New Providence, PA

2014-03-31

ONLY MEDS I CAN AFORD

Joseph Siracuse

Sarasota, FL

2014-03-31

Can't afford medication otherwise

Carole Wakeman

henderson, NV

2014-03-31

I'm tired of being dominated by big pharma

Beverly Moriarty

Palm Desert, CA

2014-03-31

Generic versions are not available in the US for the prescriptions my heart
Doctor wants me to take, and the non generic price is beyond my affordability
as I live on a fixed income and no pennies are coming from heaven to pay for
the non generic US brand.

DEBBIE CARDONA

Patterson, CA

2014-03-31

Unable to afford us prices

Norman Johnston

San Jose, CA

2014-03-31

I can't afford some prescriptions filled in the US

Janice Harbour

Glendale, OR

2014-03-31

Because I cannot afford to buy my medication in the U.S. and would have to do
without and live in pain.

Corradino Ciabattoni

Hockessin, DE

2014-03-31

affortable, cheap pricing

Helen Pellegrin

San Francisco, CA

2014-03-31

Why should we pay more? Read Marcia Angell's excellent book & articles on
the profits & perfidies of the major pharmaceutical companies.

George Gabelman

Murrells inlet, SC

2014-03-31

I'm retired, and can't afford USA prices

Kay Rouse

Roanoke, VA

2014-03-31

It is important because drug companies will not monitor themselves!!!

charles beaver

Winchester, VA

2014-03-31

This is the only way I can afford my medication for COPD.

Ellen Mooney

Manahawkin, NJ

2014-03-31

keeps me out of donut hole

blaine strickland

diamond bar, CA

2014-03-31

Costs!!!

ronald wendt

pine river, WI

2014-03-31

I am retired and on a fixed income. these darn drug companies are crooks.

dan gleason

watervliet, NY

2014-03-31

cost

Elizabeth Stanton

Rochester, NY

2014-03-31

My medication is about 4 times as expensive in the U.S.

I cannot afford it--I

have pulmonary fibrosis.
Patsy Smith

Houston, TX

2014-03-31

Some medicines are way too expensive for Seniors in the USA. I can save
money by ordering from Canada.

mike spaw

cincinnati, OH

2014-03-31

I may need to buy medicine from Canada as I am losing my insurance

Jan Ciminello

Cupertino, CA

2014-03-31

The medication both my husband and I take even with insurance is to much
money the USA should purchase the drug so they remain as inexpensive as
they are outside our country.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Connie Wirick

Portage, IN

2014-03-31

Because if you take this away, I cannot afford to get my medication. Please
leave it alone.....

jim fain

Alpharetta, GA

2014-03-31

I can't afford all my medicines buying them at the inflated US cost.

Robin Nelsen

Pacific Grove, CA

2014-03-31

I am disabled and saving money wherever possible is extremely important to
me and my family.

Virginia Boyce

Daytona Beach, FL

2014-03-31

I cannot afford my inhalers in the U.S. Buying these from Canada is the only
way I can continue to breath.

Susan Coates

Monte Sereno, CA

2014-03-31

This is the only way for some people to be able to afford the medications they
need! It must be allowed - medications can run into the hundreds of dollars
here. Something has to be done about this hardship on the average or low
income wage earner.

Itka Troutman

Show Low, AZ

2014-03-31

My medicine is really expensive here in the U.S. and by getting them through
outside the U.S. I can afford to this this much needed medicine

Dorothea Green

Port Saint Lucie, FL

2014-03-31

i would not be able to have my Med at US pricing.Couldn't afford them

Robert Paullin

Cairo, OH

2014-03-31

I live on a fixed income and can't afford to purchase some of the higher priced
drugs. These drugs are more affordable when I purchase them from My
Canadian Pharmacy

Ronald Lowicki

North Las Vegas, NV

2014-03-31

The price of Prescription drugs are going through the roof and as a senior, The
cost may be above what we could afford.

Britt Burkhart

Auburn, WA

2014-03-31

Can not afford the drug in the US

Michael Edwards

Baltimore, MD

2014-03-31

Living on fixed income.

Barbara Flanagan

Long Island City, NY

2014-03-31

Medicare doesn't cover certain of my medications or charges outrageous
prices for them. I've been buying from Canadian pharmacies for at least a
decade.

Joe Larson

Bloomer, WI

2014-03-31

I pay for my own drugs

Pam Hawthorne

Saratoga, CA

2014-03-31

U.S. patients cannot get most medications at an affordable price, so we need
pharmacies outside the U.S. to provide access! Stop the pharmaceutical
companies from getting rich off us patients, if you don't want us going
elsewhere!

john haggerty

cookeville, TN

2014-03-31

I can't afford US prices

Eugene Smith

Asheville, NC

2014-03-31

U. S drug prices too high

Toni Edwards

Ocala, FL

2014-03-31

I can't afford the USA drug prices. I end up in the "donut hole" in June, so
Canada is the only way I can get the medication I need. I buy generics when
available, but Spiriva and symbicort are not available.

michael sprague

Mundelein, IL

2014-03-31

We depend on the savings we get by using Canadian sources for our meds!

William Bergman

Keystone, CO

2014-03-31

Why not allow a 90 yr. old former lawyer the right to buy legitimate items where
ever in the world he desires?

James Buchanan

Hemet, CA

2014-03-31

My urologist says I need Viagra or Cialis to help with my urinary problems but
Medicare will not pay for any of it. I have to use Canadian pharmacies to afford
the treatment.

Patricia Trentini

Mesa, AZ

2014-03-31

The price for name brand medication is beyond my pocketbook

JB Schriber

La Verne, CA

2014-03-31

This is important to me because I couldn' afford some of my medications if I
was forced to buy them only from the United States [Medicare Part D is a
farce].

Patricia Hanley

Cedar Park, TX

2014-03-31

Prices are lower and affordable from reputable Canadian Pharmacies.

Tom Johnson

Parker, AZ

2014-03-31

Need less Gov. in Business

Name

Location

Date
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Barbara Giss

Los Angeles, CA

2014-03-31

It is important because medications are way too costly in the U.S. Canada is a
savior for so many people. Here drug companies have a monopoly and charge
whatever they want.

Pamela Fender

Rohnert Park, CA

2014-03-31

Because it saves me at least half on my medication. The U.S. is only interested
in making profits. Lots of profits.

ROBERT MULLEN

ENUMCLAW, WA

2014-03-31

I CAN BARELY AFFORD MY MEDS NOW & LETS FACE IT BUSH'S PRESC.
DRUG PLAN MAD MORE BILLIONAIRS THAN ARAB OIL.
THE BOB

Harry Thomason

North Augusta, SC

2014-03-31

I have had to buy drugs from Canada in the past, and may have to do so in the
future because of the high cost of buying them in the U.S.A>. there is nothing
wrong with using a reputable pharmancy in Canada as the drugs are 1/2 to 1/3
cheaper in Canada.

Judith Nace

Sherman Oaks, CA

2014-03-31

Would not be able to afford meds I need for my lung issues, I would not be able
to move around the house or venture outside.

Judy Tate

New York, NY

2014-03-31

This is important because my medication does not come in a generic form and
my insurance will not pay for brand names.
It is unaffordable in the U.S. and it is affordable coming from the U.K. This
medicine keeps me alive. If I can't get it, I will die. Do NOT eliminate overseas
fulfillment of lower cost medication!

Thomas Humar

Spartanburg, SC

2014-03-31

Affordable medications

Brad Davis

Rio Linda, CA

2014-03-31

Effectively supplements Medicare. When in the doughnut hole, rhis is a god
send and I am in the doughnut hole by mid May. It is absurd that I must
subsidize the profits of the pharmaceutical companies by7 paying a premium
for living in the US, especially as Big Pharma systematically reduces its
research budgets to show lower costs and thus higher profits.
Please let me continye to get medication through Canada - that or increase my
medicare coverage.
Brad Davis, Ph.D.

Robert Hudecek

DeForest, WI

2014-03-31

The only way to effectively control costs is through global competition.

Jacques Bradford

Muskegon, MI

2014-03-31

I could not afford to buy my med's if you stopped me from buying from
international pharmacies PLEASE do not stop us.

tommy minor

hampton, VA

2014-03-31

I and friends and family save hundreds of dollars each year by buying from
TCDS. I have found that the efficacy of my purchases surpass the experience
with US purchased drugs. I paid $200 for a one month prescription of Nexium
from Walmart, the next purchase was TCDS and they charged $168 for 6
months' supply. There is not only a big difference in price, the Walmart product
did not work and they will not give refunds. I have dealt with healthcare most of
my life as a plan administrator for a national group (80,000). I have friends who
now don't have to worry about choosing between eating and paying for drugs.
This is a deal breaker for me and my family and friens. We will not be happy
with the party responsible for mucking up our ability to purchase from Canada.

Bert Lerch

Seattle, WA

2014-03-31

For a Senior like me on a limited budget , It is very important to have a choice
and
be able to purchase Rx for a much lower price. If this choice is eliminated,
other countries are going to retaliate and another monopoly is created in the
USA.

RICHARD BEYER

JAMESBURG, NJ

2014-03-31

Tired of being ripped off by my own country.

Wilfred Doe

Tucson, AZ

2014-03-31

Price

Name

Location
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Patricia Nelson

Puyallup, WA

2014-03-31

My doctor suggested.

Rahim Kalsi

Sherman, IL

2014-03-31

Drug prices are way too high in this country

Sebastian Claeys

Venice, CA

2014-03-31

My asthma meds cost 8x's the amount in the USA, thats why….

Kelsey Hayes

Visalia, CA

2014-03-31

I have been using my medications purchased online for 12 years and have no
problems. If I had to buy them locally I would have to give up several other
necessities.

Kelly DeMatteo

Amherst, NY

2014-03-31

My prescription costs $299/mo and my insurance does not cover it.

Neil Teachout

Townsend, MA

2014-03-31

Cost......American drug prices are very much inflated.

James Appleton

Cary, NC

2014-03-31

Cannot afford the insulin in U.S. and same manufacturer product available from
Canada for 1/3 the cost of U.S.

Roy Hirschfeld

Springfield, NJ

2014-03-31

Medications essential to me are so expensive in USA even with drug plan that
Canadian drug services allow me to be healthy and obtain needed meds

David Kaufman

Lincoln, CA

2014-03-31

Pharmaceutical and insurance companies want to keep of pharmaceutical
costs higher/more profitable!

Lee ann Meisner

Hillsboro, OR

2014-03-31

Free choice of where I can obtain prescriptions and better price.

Robert Williams Jr

Bahama, NC

2014-03-31

I order cheaper medecine from.offshore site because my insurance refuses to
pay because of high cost. Do not want the Government interferring with this.

Scott Gillig

Davie, FL

2014-03-31

Why is this important to you? (OptionalBeing able to afford my medicines
allows me to comply with my doctor's orders.)

Priscilla Cochran

Burien, WA

2014-03-31

I am on a very limited income-can't afford me meds that are continually
increasing in the U.S,

Leif Einarsson

Pismo Beach, CA

2014-03-31

USA insurance companies don't cover my high cost meds at any tier.

Carol Herrick

Kannapolis, NC

2014-03-31

I would be unable to have my medications if I could not order outside of the US.

Dixie Zieger

Kentfield, CA

2014-03-31

Need cheeper meds.

David Bartel

tucker, GA

2014-03-31

I cannot otherwise afford my medications. Also, one of my medications, though
legal in the U.S., is no longer manufactured in this country and no longer
stocked by American pharmacies.

Joseph Cole

Rockland, MA

2014-03-31

My medications that I buy from Northwest Ph. are limited quantities under
Medicare. I can only get one month's supply , when I need them all year. Some
of these I have been taking for years for pain.

Gail Elfe

Colorado Springs, CO

2014-03-31

prices are lower

Michael Fettig

Chisago City, MN

2014-03-31

Quality of life issue, makes no sense to limit access.

Paul Neill

Arlington, TX

2014-03-31

On Fixed Income and medication is outrageously expense. Can not afford to
purchase at U.S. Drugstores

Dennis Tilton

Port Angeles, WA

2014-03-31

I could not afford to buy these meds in the states.

deirdre walsh

East Northport, NY

2014-03-31

I can't afford to purchase my medication from the local pharmacy. I have had a
wonderful experience with Nortwest Pharmacy over the years. Please do not
allow any bill to prohibit these purchases from outside of the U.S.
Thank you,
Deirdre Walsh

Robert Jordan

Houston, TX

2014-03-31

Drugs in the US are just too high for some people to be able to afford.

sonja stanbeery

Grand Saline, TX

2014-03-31

this important because we can"t afford the medicine in the US

Maurice Sandler

Alamo, CA

2014-03-31

Drugs are cheaper then Medicare D copay and the same quality. Made by the
same manufacturer

Name
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James Barth

Monte Sereno, CA

2014-03-31

I can buy high-quality drugs from Canada cheaper that the net cost (after
insurance reimbursement) of buying in the US.

Richard Cohen

Grants Pass, OR

2014-03-31

My use of Canadian sourced drugs saves me more than $2000 a year in
pharmaceutical charges.

Angelina Controne

Chandler, AZ

2014-03-31

Need generic version of Actonel which is not available in the U.S. Actonel is 10
times more expensive and almost puts me in the "donut hole" by itself.

judy merrill

Anchorage, AK

2014-03-31

costs are the largest reason, US prices are outrageous

Clarissa Kloser

Puyallup, WA

2014-03-31

My mother needs to get Quinine for her very severe cramps. Pharmacies in the
US are not able to fill this prescription unless the person has been diagnosed
with Malaria. Please, please let Americans purchase their prescriptions outside
of the US

T Port

Suwanee, GA

2014-03-31

Need it and affordable.

Carolyn Arnow

Saint Petersburg, FL

2014-03-31

Medication is cost-effective, reliable, works same as in-states medications.

edmund fredericks

ashtabula, OH

2014-03-31

I save a lot of money a year. There is nothing wrong in what I am doing.

Ginette Walters

hooverdropper, AL

2014-03-31

Just can't afford many US Rx

William Flanagan

Virginia Beach, VA

2014-03-31

My government puts it's nose in too many personal issues.

olivia silensky

los angeles, CA

2014-03-31

medication i get from NW pharmacy is $90 for 3 months
if i were to get it in usa it cost over $200. who can afford?

Martha Noble

Birmingham, AL

2014-03-31

Because I have been able to order generic medicines not available in the US
and brand named meds less expensively, I have been able to purchase
medications rather than have my asthma go untreated for the past 3 years.
When my Mother's insurance put her in the "donut hole". Had it not been for
ordering from Canada, she would have been without her meds for 3-1/2
months. As it was, because of the generics, I was able to order 4 months
worth of medicines for $500 rather than the $500+ per month it would have
cost.

Ronald Wise

Sparks, NV

2014-03-31

My insurane in America does not provide for the prescriptions I need

Ronald Pirtle

Eugene, OR

2014-03-31

I can't afford some drugs due to the high prices, can get the same drug at half
the cost in Canada. Being on a fixed income, that makes it affordable otherwise
I would have to do without.

Woody Quinn

Ashland, VA

2014-03-31

Cannot afford $50 PER PILL for brand name; can get the generic from Canada
for a fraction of that.

Robinette Semrau

Clawson, United States

2014-03-31

Minor Outlying Islands
Marty Goldsmith

McMinnville, OR

The cost of Advair in the US costs on average 248.00 + I can buy 3-4 Advair
through Northwest Pharmacy for about the same cost.

2014-03-31

My wife suffers from Dermapolyositis and without access to this website she
would not be able to get the medications she needs.

Peter Butler

Parker, CO

2014-03-31

Buying drugs internationally which are not covered by insurance OR are far
more expensive in the US allows me to maintain a quality of life at a
reasonable price. Currently US drug companies substantially overcharge for
even the generic versions.

James Bowman

Buffalo, WV

2014-03-31

lower cost of the medication I need

H Glenn pence

slingerlands, NY

2014-03-31

without the prices i receive from Canada I would have to go without my meds
which is not acceptable.

HAROLD GOLD

L.A., CA

2014-03-31

I WANT TO BUY AT cANACA

Nannette Reed

Woolwich, ME

2014-03-31

in order to afford name brand prescription meds I have to shop in Canada,
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Terry Roy

Newcastle, OK

2014-03-31

Important for me to get my some of my Mom's RX's. She can't afford them in
the US. Big Drug companies charge too much for RX's !!!

Erik Gregersen

Solvang, CA

2014-03-31

My medications take a high part of my income. Lower cost prescriptions save
me money.

David Barsky

Atlantic City, NJ

2014-03-31

I often buy medications from Canadian pharmacies because they are
affordable.

Don Drucker

Cupertino, CA

2014-03-31

Affordable drug access

Andrew Schiller

TARPON SPRINGS, FL

2014-03-31

I get twice the amount for one third the price in Canada for the identical
medication. We should not reward drug companies for robbing Americans by
protecting them from global competition.

Millie Bolt

Derry, NH

2014-03-31

Medicine should be affordable for all-even elders.

Noreen Massey

Pittsburg, CA

2014-03-31

Low prices

marv schneider

Hillsboro, OR

2014-03-31

we can not afford out of pocket expense for some meds that insurance
companies won,t pay for even after doctor orders precriptions for them.WE
CAN NOT BE WITHOUT THEM AND CAN NOT PAY USA PRICE

Lester Bennett

Monroe, GA

2014-03-31

Affordable drugs are necessary for the USA.

Barbara Starace

Bayside, NY

2014-03-31

I like to have another option for obtaining medications at a more
affordable cost.

Pat Rau

Greenwood, IN

2014-03-31

I couldn't afford Celebrex otherwise. I can't walk without it.

Anne Nourse

San Jose, CA

2014-03-31

This is the only was I can afford some of the medications I need. Please don't
force me to go without needed medicine and possibly end up on the hospital or
worse.

JOHN YEARSLEY

OGDEN, UT

2014-03-31

LOWER COST MED

Robert Kennelly

Phoenix, AZ

2014-03-31

Because the cost is lower

Cecil Clark

Nixa, MO

2014-03-31

I can't afford some mediations here in the U.S., but the same meds that cost
$1,100.00 dollars in the U. S. only Cost $69.00 plus 9.99 Shipping. for the
(EXACT SAME DRUG)

Janis Michaels

Oceanport, NJ

2014-03-31

Because I can't afford my medication in the USA

Kayce Hatt

Pleasant Grove, UT

2014-03-31

I would not be able to afford my prescriptions if I could not get them outside of
the U.S.

Barbara Lubert

Port Townsend, WA

2014-03-31

Keeping costs down

Linda Drew

Creswell, OR

2014-03-31

I live on a fixed income and could not otherwise afford my prescription
medication which is very important to my quality of life.

James Hopkins

Douglasville, GA

2014-03-31

It costs 3 to 4 times more for the same medications if I am not allowed to
purchase from Canadian Pharmacies.

Vicki Goergen

Evansville, IN

2014-03-31

Buying 2 of my Meds in the US puts me in the "Donuthole" every year about
May. Being able to buy them from Canada keeps me out of the "Donuthole" for
the ENTIRE year!

Lorraine Fox

oprlando, FL

2014-03-31

Because we are on a fixed income and their prices are a whole lot cheaper
then we can get here in the Untied States!!!

Michael Catalanello

Ponchatoula, LA

2014-03-31

It's a freedom issue.

James Ketcheson

New Carlisle, OH

2014-03-31

I'm partially retired with a small SSI check I cannot afford the high prices

James Ketcheson

New Carlisle, OH

2014-03-31

Whats happening to our freedom we are becoming another Russia.Take care
of the elderly and we would not have to go outside of America.Jim
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Ken Hohnstein

Kirkland, WA

2014-03-31

As a retiree on fixed income and many pharmaceuticals so costly in the US I
need less expensive alternatives to my avail including generics.

Jacqueline K Leggitt

Eugene, OR

2014-03-31

I'm be low poverty, and prescriptions I need is to costly to buy in the USA.

Pauline Webb

Midlothian, VA

2014-03-31

Quality received and cost effective over many drugs provided in the United
States. The drug companies should not be allowed to dictate who can and
cannot obtain drugs through pharmacies outside of the United
States. This is a free enterprise country.

Arthur Gerber

Webster, NY

2014-03-31

COST !!!

John Botellio

Spring Hill, FL

2014-03-31

I buy several prescription medications from online pharmacies in Canada and
other countries where prices are much lower for the same drugs – often 80%
lower! Millions of Americans like me do this safely, buying from regulated
pharmacies with verified licenses. But next year these drugs could be seized
and destroyed by U.S. Customs without notice. Although the law says that
ordering most medications from outside the country is not legal (a law that
should be changed), the government has not taken actions against individuals
like me who purchase small quantities for personal use. To order safely you just
need a valid prescription filled by a licensed pharmacy, and you can’t order a
controlled substance, like a pain medicine.
Drug companies are lobbying the government very hard to take actions that
would keep Americans paying inflated prices while they sell the same drugs for
much less outside the U.S. Meanwhile, tens of millions of Americans don’t fill
their prescriptions due to high drug costs.

Emery Kettell

Spanish Fort, AL

2014-03-31

I certainly feel that in many developed countries drug manufacturers are
certainly capable of producing pharmaceuticals. The FDA's record of safe
drugs on a timely basis with out the questionable judgment of the Federal
Government is not perfect by any means. The generic Crestor I get from
Canada has actually improved my cholesterol numbers verses brand name. I
imagine on a drug like generic lavitra one would know in about a 1/2 hour if it
works or not.

Charles Smith

Columbus, GA

2014-03-31

I will be unable to afford life saving medications. Isn't this a from of Genocide

joyce martin

Olathe, KS

2014-03-31

getting the same medicine for a much lower price that we can afford

Maya Koopman, MD

Holland, MI

2014-03-31

I am on a prescription drug that is not available to me in the USA and not
covered by insurance so I need to have an affordable overseas source for this
needed medication.

karen Cox

St. Petersburg, FL

2014-03-31

I have been obtaining several prescriptions from Canada Pharmacy for years at
a fraction of the cost of the American pharmaceutical companies. They should
be ashamed of gouging the American people!!

SHARON AND MARVYN

POLSON, MT

2014-03-31

SELSKEY

Until the drug companies relent and make drugs more affordable and stop
taking windfall profits, I will continue to use and support Canadian drugs!
THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE! THEY ARE SAFE AND ALOT MORE
AFFORDABLE!!!!!

Stanley Shaw

Riverside, RI

2014-03-31

Drug prices in the USA are killing me! They have taken a BIG $ jump lately.

LINDA CZINGULA

NORTH HOLLYWOOD,

2014-03-31

i am on a fixed income and can't afford it

2014-03-31

US prices for drugs are absolutely ridiculous and highly inflated to an

CA
Samuel Kempton

Federal Way, WA

unaffordable level and our Gov't supports this travesty.
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M. Gordon

Sonoma, CA

2014-03-31

Being on a fixed income, and 67 yo, my Plan D doesn't pay for anything except
generic drugs. My dr. has recently put me on a new brand drug and the cost is
outrageously expensive. If I don't get it from a Canadian pharmacy, I won't be
able to afford it. As it is, I'm buying the generic from Canada and it has been
extremely powerful and effective. I don't want to have to give it up due to the
cost. Please, please, don't cut American's off from access to Canadian
pharmacies. This is an example, in my opinion. of how the American
Pharmaceutical companies rule the United States' pharmaceutical industry.
Plus, why is it that Canada has an affordable generic of some drugs while in
this country there is no generic for the same drugs? That's not fair to the
American public! Please, Secretary Sibelius, do the right thing for the American
public and continue to allow us to access Canadian pharmacies for certain
drugs which aren't available to us in the US.
Thank you so much.

debra LePage

Berwick, ME

2014-03-31

I need trustworthy medications which do not cost triple what I would pay in the
USA

barbara zukowski

brigantine, NJ

2014-03-31

2 of the USA meds are way to expensive for my husband and I , we are retired.

debra LePage

Berwick, ME

2014-03-31

freedom and cost issue

Susan Uhl

Bokeelia, FL

2014-03-31

price and customer convenience

Ilse Berkeley

Portland, OR

2014-03-31

Drug prices are exorbitant in the USA. Ca is one of the places one can get a
better price as well as generic drugs not yet released as such in the USA.

Jeffrey Saal

Burleson, TX

2014-03-31

Even when I did have coverage for Cialis under my insurance they limited me
to 3 pills a month.
Any additional pills cost $25 each.
I had this prescribed to me because of prostate cancer and removal surgery.
This is for therapy/recovery, not a recreational use drug which I felt insurance
companies have a misunderstanding and apathy towards.

Campbell Wilkerson

Crossett, AR

2014-03-31

Wife and I are on fixed income and being able to buy "some" of our drugs
internationally saves us considerable dollars.

bre bushley

cheektowaga, NY

2014-03-31

I am looking into my future- where my drugs, which are life sustaining will not
be covered It will be to aquire them, or die. Please let ppl go where they need
to if they cannot afford meds here.

susan smith

San diego, CA

2014-03-31

American drug companies and pharmacies are outrageous in their high costs
for medications.

william wessells

Reno, NV

2014-03-31

Local U. S. Pharmacy prices are to ohigh

TERRY HAWK

Tipp City, OH

2014-03-31

Because some of the drugs I have to buy are 1/3 the price through Canada.

Lillian Ostrach

Tempe, AZ

2014-03-31

My health insurance prescription coverage requires me to either take generic
medications, to which I am allergic, or pay almost the full cost for the namebrand prescription medications I require. Because of the poor prescription
coverage, I have ordered prescription medications from a legitimate Canadian
pharmacy for 5+ years and paid a fraction of the price I would have paid in the
US. Instead of attempting to stop Americans from purchasing legitimate
prescription medications from authorized and vetted Canadian pharmacies,
why doesn't America stand up to the pharmaceutical and insurance companies
and lower the price of these medications? Until then, I will continue purchasing
from Canada when possible.

Dorothy Nobles

Moore Haven, FL

2014-03-31

My sister gets meds from Canada which she cannot afford to pay the US price
for.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Susanna Frownfelter

Encinitas, CA

2014-03-31

Quality low cost medication is important to everyone. My mandatory daily
medication is $150.00 per month and with Northwest Pharmacy it is $15.00 per
month. Why this difference ? It is ridiculous !!!!!

Jan Akerberg

St Louis, MO

2014-03-31

I want options for lower cost
Jan Akerberg

Mary Ann Petrovich

Monrovia, CA

2014-03-31

I never would have been able to afford the medicine after my breast cancer
surgery.

Chuck Ills

Destin, FL

2014-03-31

I am on a fixed income!

Debra Becker

Tucson, AZ

2014-03-31

We are senior citizens with an adult son who suffers from paranoid delusional
schizophrenia. His illness is severe and he is unable to wok

tommy quinton

sealy, TX

2014-03-31

freedom

Carmen Belaval

Cutlr Bay, FL

2014-03-31

Y use Prandin 2 mg. and Benicar 40 Mg. in Generic not availble in USA it
would cost me3 times in a USA Pharmacy.We have been buying from Get
Canadian Drugs for over 5 yrs.

Denis Lucey

Santa Rosa, CA

2014-03-31

Chronic Rx benefits from better value and better access to generic drugs.

don nelowet

greenwood village, CO

2014-03-31

we are senior citizens with many heath problems and need the latest solutions

Carole Copeland

Dallas, TX

2014-03-31

I have Major Depressive Disorder and cannot afford the one medication that
works, Wellbutrin, unless I get it from a Canadian pharmacy. My insurance
does not cover it. The FDA has pulled many of the generics of this drug as they
do not work. I have experienced this and thus went outside of the US to get the
brand. It was $600 a month in the US and $60 a month from Canada. It works
great...I haven't felt this good in a long time. I think the greater question is why
the US companies are allowed to charge so much that we are forced to go
outside the US. How can the same drug be 80% less in Canada? I trust that
the needs of the people of this country and the needs for prescriptions to be
affordable is the greater question and that you address the needs of the middle
and lower classes of the country for quality drugs. I trust that you continue to
make the choice to allow medication from other companies in the US until our
prices are more competitive with other nations. Thank you.

iraida diaz alvarez

homestead, FL

2014-03-31

because I can afford to buy what I need

David Wilson

Lutherville, MD

2014-03-31

Medicine cost savings

Peni Hall

Berkeley, CA

2014-03-31

I have very little money and can t afford to support the profits of pharmaceutical
companies

Stephen Rozen

Naples, FL

2014-03-31

Cost of drug unreasonable

Eleftherios

Wilmington, NC

2014-03-31

I can't afford to buy most of my medications in the US!!

Walter Loyd

Plantation, FL

2014-03-31

Prices in the USA are out of Control !

Justine Fantom

Glendora, CA

2014-03-31

Without the use of the Canadian Pharmacy there would be no vacations or

Sakellaropoulos

extras at all!
Ronald Mark

Redmond, WA

2014-03-31

It would be a strain on me to have to pay triple the current prices.

Russell Yergin

Leesburg, VA

2014-03-31

It's all part of keeping health cost reasonable and safe

Will Vinson

Warner Robins, GA

2014-03-31

I couldn't afford my medicine otherwise. Thank you!

maurice michelson

los ranchos, NM

2014-03-31

costs

Name

Location
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Barry Williams

Dallas, TX

2014-03-31

As a Family Physician I have seen too many times patients who had to make a
choice between food, rent and life as they could not afford medications. The
USA is the only country that charges 2 to 10 times more than other countries
for medications. It is a disgrace!

Russell Callahan

Caldwell, NJ

2014-03-31

COST!!

RICHARD JARVIS

Traverse City, MI

2014-03-31

Price and freedom of choice

James Sturdivant

Sandusky, OH

2014-03-31

As a 50+ year insulin-dependent diabetic, I spent $8,800 in 2013 out of pocket
for health care in the USA...As a retired teacher, only $7,200 was paid to STRS
for my insurance coverage...While I did not purchase much from Canada, it
certainly helped me to keep my costs down...Just as an example, my wife, also
a retired teacher, and I spent over $17,500 (combined) out of pocket...When
my son was denied health care insurance for his newly diagnosed Type 1,
insulin dependent diabetes at age 29, 3 bottles of needed insulin from Canada
was $115...The US Pharma interceded, and now the same 3 bottles of insulin
from Canada costs $490 USD...God Bless America, but after 72 combined
years of serving the public as teachers, we need your help...
Kindest regards,
James Sturdivant

Charles Fantom

Glendora, CA

2014-03-31

For those that rely on medications and find the cost in the USA to be exorbitant
this is the only way to go. Meds or food not good choices

Vincent Schembari

Laurel, MD

2014-03-31

Competitive rates. Longer expiration dates than some online pharmacies in US.

Paula Eilbott

Plano, TX

2014-03-31

People shouldn't have to pay more for their prescriptions just because they live
in the US. Thanks to limitless amounts of money the pharmaceutical lobby has
contributed on both sides of the aisle, our government refuses to regulate this
industry at the expense of everyone in the US who must rely on prescription
medication. Other countries protect their citizens by negotiating or regulating
lower prices on prescription drugs. A PBS Newshour report said "Prices in the
U.S. for brand-name patented drugs are 50 to 60 percent higher than in France
and twice as high as in the United Kingdom or Australia". It also reported "A
recent survey showed that around one in five U.S. adults did not fill out their
prescription or skipped doses because of the costs of medicines in 2013". This
is totally unacceptable. The health of people in the US shouldn't be for sale.

Donna Karlsen

Battle Ground, WA

2014-03-31

To help with the cost of COPD meds. The insurance co-pay on some is
ridiculous, even if they have been on the market for years.Husband needs to
breath!

Carol Parkola

Palm Beach Gardens, FL

2014-03-31

I should have the right to decide where to purchase medical supplies that I
need.

Wilmot Squier

Potomac, MD

2014-03-31

I was going broke on meds until I was able to buy from Northwest Pharmacy in
Canada. Please don't stop my ability to buy there

Mary Chamberlain

Canon City, CO

2014-03-31

Because the company that makes Colchicine will not let a generic med be
made and the cost of Colchicine in the USA is so expensive

Laneta Murdoch

Oak Lawn, IL

2014-03-31

Best prices

Michael Hensley

Dallas, TX

2014-03-31

A free market helps all. The US has the highest per capita cost in the world .
Something must be done to reduce cost. At least let the US people make their
choice where to buy their drugs,

Susan Gill

Glen M ills, PA

2014-03-31

I depend on medication that I can only get from Canada.

Ralph Hitchcock

Winsted, CT

2014-03-31

Affordability

Paul Sabo

Willington, CT

2014-03-31

we should be able to obtain prescriptions where ever available
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Donald Wuorinen

Millsboro, DE

2014-03-31

I need colchicine to control gout. My copay jumped from $5 to $165 when our
government decided to allow only one company to manufacture it. Follow the
money and you may find the corruption that has earned my ire.

Arlene Roseveare

Stanwood, WA

2014-03-31

Both of us take medication, we cannot afford to pay the prices at the pharmacy.

Katy Morales

Arecibo, Puerto Rico

2014-03-31

Because the high cost in my city

Richard Greenberg

Baltimore, MD

2014-03-31

Good Quality & Money Saver

Doris & Robert Young

Pampa, TX

2014-03-31

We get our meds from Canada

Beth Rosengard

Los Angeles, CA

2014-03-31

It's the only way I can afford to buy some of my necessary prescriptions!

Alice Rogers

Richmond Hill, GA

2014-03-31

Huge savings on mothers zifaxin

Mary Jo Scarlette

Island Lake, IL

2014-03-31

Having been unable to obtain insurance in the past if I had not been able to get
my meds from outside the US I would have had to skip them at times. For
people who still may not have good coverage it is still a necessity.

Laurie Stanley

San Pedro, CA

2014-03-31

My son has bipolar disorder and has been prescribed Abilify for 9 years. It is
not available here in generic and the cost runs as much as 700.00 for a 30-day
supply. He has been out of work (and insurance) for 2 years and our only
option to obtain this medication is to order it from a Canadian Pharmacy. When
he had insurance we obtained it through a U.S. pharmacy and only had to pay
a co-payment. We are not rich. I am a single mother trying to take care of my
son and keep him stable.

Leo Mahoney

Edgewater, MD

2014-03-31

So a friend can continue to get his medicine.

John Harris

New London, CT

2014-03-31

Not right that pharmacy companies or the Gov can block affordable options.

Betty Francois

Surprise, AZ

2014-04-01

Price

Wendy Murnane

Plattsburgh, NY

2014-04-01

When the Tylenol plant was shut down and my Dog's pain medication was not
available in the US...I was able to buy it in Canada and keep her comfortable.
(my dog has many allergies to medications and Deramax was the only
medication she could tolerate).
Thank goodness this medication was available to me in Canada

Glenn Laird

Westminster, CA

2014-04-01

Because Januvia is too expensive in the United States.

Peter Higgins

Washington, DC

2014-04-01

Basic decency for people who cannot afford drugs any other way. Canadian
standards are as good as ours - this is not some third world drug source.

Roland Evans

Mansfield, OH

2014-04-01

medicines here in the United States is to expensive.

Linda Manning

LeRoy, IL

2014-04-01

Can not afford otherwise

Constance Wilcox

Pittsford, VT

2014-04-01

I need to pay out of pocket costs for a brand name drug for a specific treatment
that I am on. There is no generic equivalent in the USA but there is a generic
available through a Canadian online pharmacy. Purchasing the generic in
Canada is significantly less than buying the brand name in the USA.

Lewis Wesson

Summertown, TN

2014-04-01

So I can afford needed medications.!!

Greg Peters

Cumberland, WI

2014-04-01

This is important to me because the U.S Government has removed Colchicine,
USP from the US Pharmacopia in place of "Colcrys," which simply does not
work, and costs fifty times as much as Cholchicine USP. Colchicine is a drug I
have taken for forty years, and one without which I will be unable to walk or
function. Stop allowing these renegade drug companies to destroy people's
pain relief and peace of mind. RESTORE CHOLCHICINE U.S.P.TO THE U.S.
PHARMACOPIA, AND DO NOT INTERFERE WITH MY ABILITY TO GET
THIS CRUCIAL DRUG!

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Robert DeFranco

Chagrin Falls, OH

2014-04-01

I depend on my social security income to pay rent and buy food my
medication, would cost over $2,700.00 a year if bought in the US. I now pay
$1,200.00 buying from Canada.
I won't be abel to aford to buy in the US. I would have to go without.

Carol Blum

Jackson Heights, NY

2014-04-01

Americans need access to drugs from licensed pharmacies no matter where
they are.

James Ingemanson

Crystal Lake, IL

2014-04-01

US based pharmaceuticals are charging exorbitant prices for drugs available
for much less elsewhere. Often the ingredients (API's) are made abroad (not in
the US).

sue abbott

Huntington Beach, CA

2014-04-01

I can't get Lipitor in the states my insurance does not cover it.

Don Ivey

Climax Springs, MO

2014-04-01

Affordable drugs

Lochner Lorenz

Crystal Beach, FL

2014-04-01

We the consumers have right and must protect the free enterprise system.The
pharmaceutical industry in the US is in conglomeration with the Capitalists,
politicians and lobbyist work against Just for profit and greed.

Gail Vandewalker

Marion, IA

2014-04-01

I am able to purchase my prescription for 1/3 the price I have to pay at my
cheapest local pharmacy.

Carol Measel

Avon, IN

2014-04-01

I can not afford brand drugs that are not available in the US as generics.
Generics by mail allow me to take my medications as ordered rather than
skipping doses.

Patricia McGhee

Harlem, GA

2014-04-01

Because the American Pharmacy's are charging so much that the older people
that need these medicines, are being held up by the big companies here in
America. They are robbing us on all the medicine!!! At least Canada is fair.

Carol Ossi

Mahwah, NJ

2014-04-01

I am dependent on a medicine in Canada that would cost me 5 times the price
in the US. If I am unable to continue to receive this medication from Canada. I'd
be completely disabled.

Moron McCain

Daingerfield, TX

2014-04-01

We could not afford our medications otherwise

Wilton Liddell

Spring, TX

2014-04-01

Cannot afford to pay domestic pricing for diabetes medications.

Harry Walls

Williamstowbn, NJ

2014-04-01

cannot afford high prices

Kenneth Fields

Millport, AL

2014-04-01

Can not afford medications n the U.S. market.

Carolyn Hattrup

Lompoc, CA

2014-04-01

The United States Pharmacutical company's make so much money and Social
Security never is enough to cover the cost of medications. I never want to
have to choose between eating dinner and filling a Rx. I won't have to as long
as I can continue to get Rx's at a lower cost outside the US.

Michael Hattrup

Lompoc, CA

2014-04-01

The medicine costs so much more in the United States, and it really should not
cost that much more than the rest of the world. Thank you for providing a
better cost for our medicines.

Ted Bunten

Marco Island, FL

2014-04-01

My online Canadian pharmacy allows me to take all my medications.

Direct

delivery to my maiolbox saves me from driving to a local drugstore and the
pricing makes it possible for m e to take all my prescribed medications.
David Vinck

Apple Valley, MN

2014-04-01

The med.s I get in Canada I cannot afford in the US. Hence, I'd be in a
nursing home or hospitalized frequently and on Medicaid.

JoAnne Paolino

Lindenhurst, NY

2014-04-01

I would not be able to take needed medication if I had to pay American prices

Skye Borgman

Arleta, CA

2014-04-01

It is important that the drug companies don't control my health!

william kozma

elizabethtown, PA

2014-04-01

freedom of choose

Joyce Levine

Santa Fe, NM

2014-04-01

It is our right to purchase anything anywhere!
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Paula Watson

Louisburg, NC

2014-04-01

The US is the only country that pays high prices for medications, while the rest
of the world gets to get generics for most every drug. The drug companies in
the US are running Washington !!!!!

Dianne Anderson

Salt Lake City, UT

2014-04-01

The medicine I take isn't manufactured in the U.S.

Kim Cross

Wichita, KS

2014-04-01

I have COPD and asthma with the prescriptions costing over $500 per month,
with insurance. The ONLY way I can afford these meds is through drug stores
outside the US. Since the new healthcare bill would not address the problem
of prescription cost, I have no other options for getting life saving medications.

Paul Grebanier

Brooklyn, NY

2014-04-01

Recently, Anafranil generic costs soared to over $1000 per month in the US. By
purchasing from Canada, it's about $50.

William Grome

Jr.

Natick, MA

2014-04-01

Most U.S. medications are so much more expensive than Canadian ones.For
seniors,on fixed incomes,this is very important.

Shelley Jordan

Redding, CA

2014-04-01

They should not be able to take our choice away.

Varga Fox

Walla Walla, WA

2014-04-01

My husband and I could not afford our medications through US pharmacies,
even with our insurance. Also, we are able to get generic drugs for most of our
prescriptions through Northwest Pharmacy, making them even more affordable.
These drugs have no generics in the US.

Darren Inman

Bloomsburg, PA

2014-04-01

I currently receive safe medication from overseas the I would not be able to
afford locally.

robert schatz

san antonio, TX

2014-04-01

I cannot afford most of my perscription medicine. Most co-payments are so
high , I would never get well tring to figure what menicine I need and what
medicine i don't need accodring to the amount of money I have available.
I don't feel it the government business to determine who I contract with or who I
must contract with. None of the medication are illegal od restricted to buy inthe
USA .If I can buy a car from overseas, I can contract to buy officially perscribed
perscriptions oveseas
Judge Robert L. Schatz,Retired

Josie Howaniak

Tucson, AZ

2014-04-01

USA drug costs are ridiculous, anti-seizure medication $2500/mo, same drug in
Italy is $15. Do you see a problem here?

Martha Brooks

Weirsdale, FL

2014-04-01

There are certain drugs that I can't afford to buy in the USA. One was costing
me $197.00 a month. From Canada I get a years prescription for $144.00.
Nobody should have to pay that much more for their medicine. I've told
everyone about Northwest Pharmacy. I don't think the Government should have
the right to tell us where to buy our medicine. You can buy anything else from
outside the country, even our USA cars are made overseas.

donald king

phoenix, AZ

2014-04-01

cannot afford to buy in the u.s.

Mary Jones

Spring, TX

2014-04-01

As a retired individual with an individual high deductible medical insurance
policy, i am dependent upon obtaining reasonably priced medication that is
NOT available from US suppliers. Without this outlet, i would not be able to
afford my medications. Other heathcare costs are rising ridiculously, and the
Federal govt is making it all worse not better. Don't cut off the one reasonable
solution to my medical care costs and the only one that is not out of control.
The US Govt should ensure that Americans have access to such medications.

Sid Eisenberg

Rowland Heights, CA

2014-04-01

I have crohns / collitis

Barbara Post

Condon, MT

2014-04-01

We save a lot of money on prescriptions. We get the generic brand and it does
save us and medicare as we pay for it.

Jacqueline Manning

Tucson, AZ

2014-04-01

I'm sick and tired of the Pharmaceutical industries controlling our prices... I buy
Canadian and I'm on Medicare Rx and I save lots of money!
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Carmel Tassone

Newfield, NJ

2014-04-01

Price!!!!!!

jan zoetmulder

mount prospect, IL

2014-04-01

cheaper meds

JANN WEAVER

ST. PAUL, MN

2014-04-01

I have purchased an essential medication through Canada for $170 for a 90
day supply, while if I purchased in the States it would have been over $2,600.
Without this medication, I would not be able to work and contribute to society.
Buying this essential medication through Canada makes it affordable.

Kathleen Dalafu

Hanford, CA, United

2014-04-01

My medicine is no affordable locally.

2014-04-01

My doctor wants me to replace a med I use with another newer med that

States, Philippines
Barry Atha

Glendale, AZ

costs $700.00 per month !
sandra frazier

berlin, MD

2014-04-01

I order from Northwest and have found them to be very reliable and the
medications entirely satisfactory.

Veronica Allen

La Porte, IN

2014-04-01

Many medications in US are way too expensive and this gives an alternative
that is usually much cheaper.

Suzannah Greve

Palm Harbor, FL

2014-04-01

I have Crohns Disease. I have "full" medical coverage through my employer.
With Perscription coverage, the medication that keeps me alive and well
(Asacol HD) costs over $400 a month from U.S. pharmacies. I purchase this
same medication for $79.99 a month from Canada...most of the other countries
in the world produce a safe and affordable generic version of this drug.
Unfortunately, Werner Chilcot holds a stranglehold on the patent and
production of namebrand Asacol HD in the USA. Most recent estimates
suggest that a generic version of the medication cannot be produced here until
2021, due to the patent rights of one money hungry pharmacutecal company
that has no regard for human life and suffering. Starting this year, hundreds of
U.S. Health Insurance companies have removed Asacol HD from their list of
covered medication, placing it further out of financial reach for those who
cannot afford this expensive drug out of pocket. I am begging you not to sign
the death warrant of thousands of your fellow Americans by cutting off their
right to import safe and affordable medications from other countries. Price
gouging and monopoly when it comes to life saving medication is simply
unamerican! Perhaps your time would be better spent enacting a law against
that? I am happy to "buy American" if only an affordable alternative to Asacol
HD was available in the USA!

Gerald Kinsworthy

Lansing, MI

2014-04-01

I need the med I can get only in Canada, at a terrific price . As for U.S. Dept of
whatever, I have just about completely lost faith in my government under the
current dictatorship.

william shaw

beaufort, NC

2014-04-01

I save thousands of dollars each year...

william shaw

beaufort, NC

2014-04-01

the price of usa drugs are just to high. if I had to purchase usa drugs I would
be unable to buy what I need to maintain my health.

Ruth Southwick

Atoka, TN

2014-04-01

LOW COST IS VERY IMPORTANT

Virginia Watts

Sand Springs, OK

2014-04-01

I can't get or afford the 2 prescriptions in Okla. The medicine

C Fraser

Keystone Heights, FL

2014-04-01

One of my prescribed medications is not covered by my insurance and is so
expensive in US that I could afford it on my fixed income if unable to get it from
a Canadian pharmacy.

Marla Walsh

Columbus, OH

2014-04-01

I can get medicine I need for my dogs at such a cheaper price. In the US I have
to pay $50 per tube. From Canada I get it for $18.

Joseph McConnell

Friday Harbor, WA

2014-04-01

$
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Paul Hochfeld

Corvallis, OR

2014-04-01

duh? the only reason to not support this would be to be committed to believe
that drug company price gouging is a good thing for the health of our
communities, which it clearly isn't. Their profit margins are obscene compared
to any other industry.

Harold Dickerson

Springfield, GA

2014-04-01

For affordable prescription drugs

steven marchand

belmont, NH

2014-04-01

affordable drugs

karen bednarski

orange city, FL

2014-04-01

My current employment is construction. There are months at a time that I work
very little or not at all. It is difficult to find a part time job to fill the gaps. My
advair if bought at walmart is over 250.00 per month. When purchased from
Canada it is about 100.00 per month. Please don't stop americans from trying
to maintain their health the best way they can afford. When I looked in to the
new "Obama Care" the insurance cost at my lowst salary was over 300.00 per
month. And normal insurance is more. Please help us all.

Monte Lee

High Point, NC

2014-04-01

Freedom from government meddling.

Weir Nelson

Ely, IA

2014-04-01

I can save on reliable drugs at prices I can afford on a fixed income.

Ed Taylor

Asheville, NC

2014-04-01

As a senior citizen with limited income, I CANNOT afford US prescription
drugs.

Linda Carroll

Greer, SC

2014-04-01

My mother can not afford breathing medicine here,like ad advare abuteral and
inhalers,we depend on this pharmacy for her medicine

CATHERINE MULDOON

Whiting, NJ

2014-04-01

I need my meds at a reasonable price and one that I cant get here

Denise O'Connell

Barnesville, OH

2014-04-01

CANADA MEDICINE PURCASES SAVES ME MONEY

Joe Bryant

Rocky Mount, VA

2014-04-01

I can't afford the elevated prices of prescription drugs in the U.S. Please don't
eliminate my freedom to purchase drugs from other countries. I've never had
any problem with the medicines. Thank you.

William Davis

Fort Wayne, IN

2014-04-01

Our desire to have affordable health care

BEN LAWHORN

LEESBURG, FL

2014-04-01

I cannot afford my medications at the price American Pharmacies charge. If I'm
unable to obtain them from Canada at a much lower price it will mean I will
have to go without my medications or go without food.

Wayne Chiaramonte

Pittsburgh, PA

2014-04-01

Lower cost precsriptions

eric fogel

sarasota, FL

2014-04-01

cost

Velva Heck

Fairmont, WV

2014-04-01

Our freedom is important. They are slowly taking it all away.

stanley perry

madison hts, MI

2014-04-01

most important, it gives customers leverage against the gougers in the us

Veronica Bruce

south lake tahoe, CA

2014-04-01

My daughter with asthma would be dead if I could not have used a Canadian
Pharmacy for her inhaler and antibiotics. Veronica Bruce RN MSN CNS PHN
This is A Communistic Control.

Diane M Andree

Wyoming, MI

2014-04-01

The prices are affordable and I can get some prescriptions that my insurance
carrier will not pay for

Stanley M Smith

Somerset, KY

2014-04-01

Living on a fixed income forces us to find cost-effective sources of
medications. Current pricing for my heart medications would be prohibitive for
me if it weren't purchasing drugs thru Canada. I would have to either reduce
my usage or discontinue usage altogether.

David Nelsen

Hendersonville, TN

2014-04-01

Because the Pharmaceutical Meds are out of control.

LeRoy Anderson

Salt Lake City, UT

2014-04-01

This is the only way my wife can get her medicine. It's not made in the U.S.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Gary Shores

Oklahoma City, OK

2014-04-01

I am 82 years old. I tried to retire when I became 70. I soon started to cut two of
my important medicines in half or quarters. Then I discovered a Canadian
Pharmacy that help me take the full pills as prescribied. They have possibly
enabled me to live this long.

LaTonia Huckabee

Midland, TX

2014-04-01

Because seniors cant afford the high prices in USA

charles madia

manahawkin, NJ

2014-04-01

cannot afford the prices in the U S A

Jeanni Hillin

Antioch, TN

2014-04-01

I can't afford the meds. I have to take. Northwest Pharmacy lets me take the
durgs I need to survive and to be able to feed my family!

Mary Maziuk

Schaumburg, IL

2014-04-01

Obamacare will make everything sky rocket medication included.

Patricia Mahfood

Deerfield Beach, FL

2014-04-01

i stay away from the gap because of getting brand name drugs from Canada

Barbara Cascioli

Malvern, OH

2014-04-01

I'm retired and can't afford to buy brand name meds and can't get the generic
version in the US.

Roberta Karp

Brockton, MA

2014-04-01

I am on a fixed income. Without this option I cannot afford and will not take
some of my prescribed medication. If you really care about peoples' health, you
will continue to make this option available.

Peg Byron

Brooklyn, NY

2014-04-01

My prescription expenses are as high as my housing costs, and the
pharmaceutical company raises its prices every year.

Larry Waelde

Livermore, CA

2014-04-01

Only affordable source of prescription drugs with my mandated insurance
limitations!

Gary Diefenderfer

Redmond, OR

2014-04-01

It is very important to me because I just can't afford to pay the super high prices
of the drug I take. It's stupid not to be able to get it somewhere else that is
cheaper.

BRUCE JACOBS

Muskogee, OK

2014-04-01

wife is disabled cannot afford the cost in the U.S.

Jill Palmer

Hailey, ID

2014-04-01

This is important to me as I depend on certain medications for my continued
health and quality of life. Even with the ACA improvements, there is still too
high of a deductible for my prescriptions and I cannot afford the high prices
here in the USA. The cost of one of my meds is 5 times higher in the USA
despite the fact that it comes from the same company. I have tried the
generics and they DON'T all work the same!!! It is cruel to take this option
away from us.

Brian Goller

Boise, ID

2014-04-01

My insurance only covers generic meds. I must take two expensive
prescriptions, advair and xarelto, that are not covered. I can't afford the prices
for these meds here in the U.S. Advair should be available as a generic by
now but it is not.
Brian Goller

Brian Goller

Boise, ID

2014-04-01

I take advair for asthma. It should have gone generic by now but the Food &
Drug Administration has not authorized it. My insurance only pays for generics.
What we really need in this country is universal health care for everyone. It is a
disgrace that human suffering is a source of profit.

yvonne dahl

bend, OR

2014-04-01

meds in the us cost more than any where else in the world and there is no
regulation on cost. its terrible for the average person. We as a nation cannot
afford medications at the rate we are being charged currently. There has to be
alternatives.

Kathleen Nash

Midlothian, VA

2014-04-01

Because American Insurance does not cover necessary life sustaining
medications at affordable rates.

Frank Jenkins

Chesterfield, VA

2014-04-01

Don't stop the option of low cost safe medicine.

Charlene Walker

Beaverton, OR

2014-04-01

I could not afford to take all my prescribed medications if I had to buy them in
the US. The Canadian pharmacies allow me to continue my medications

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Bachir Soueidan

Harleysville, PA, PA

2014-04-01

I depend on this Pharmacy for an important number of my medications for their
pricing and service

katherine Fast

Weston, MA

2014-04-01

Because it's important to the U.S. and it's citizens who are overcharged by Big
Pharma, companies that make obscene profits.

Martin Karrer

Bedford, TX

2014-04-01

Price!!

Frank Thomas

Bokeelia, FL

2014-04-01

I will not be able to afford my epilepsy drugs and will choose between food and
medicine.

stan gass

glenview, IL

2014-04-01

I buy meds from out of USA when I reach the donut hole in my Plan D.

maria vandenmeiracker

ravelers rest, SC

2014-04-01

makes my medicine affordable

Eric Polaski

Pleasanton, CA

2014-04-01

prices here in the US are too high be cause we pay for all the research and
advertizing

chris bradford

sacramento, CA

2014-04-01

I am a senior and need to save as much money as I can on my medicines.

Betty Mullins

Kettering, OH

2014-04-01

I may need lower cost drugs to keep from going into the donut hole.

jeff weissman

jackson, NJ

2014-04-01

i cant afford my prescriptions anymore. i will be in the donut hole this year

R obert Di Veroli

Mansfield, TX

2014-04-01

Itake 14 medications a day. Some are very expensive in the United States. I
am on Social Security and I need to be able to get medications outside the
USA

Geoffrey LEVY

West Palm Beach, FL

2014-04-01

I am finding it difficult to meet U.S. prescriptions at such high costs.

Carole Weitzman

Warminster, PA

2014-04-01

I don't feel it's fair for me to have to pay what the drug companies charge.
They are out of hand. In other countries, the government has taken over how
much can be charged, because the government pays for it. In this country, the
government encourages the drug company to charge as much as they want,
there's no oversight. In the USA, drug companies are so busy making profits
for themselves, they forget that you can't get blood from a stone. Nothing like
dishonest manufacturers and government. They go hand in hand. Who wins?
NO ONE!

jason tarman

Sacramento, CA

2014-04-01

because access to affordable personal medication matters, NOT extra lining
around corporate profits (I assure you they have enough already...)

Annette Lew

Palm Desert, CA

2014-04-01

I buy several medications from Israel and they are fast to come, totally reliable
products and very much cheaper than the U.S.A. prices.

Harold Groth

Modesto, CA

2014-04-01

Prescription medicine should be fully affordable for everyone who needs them.

Roger Beard

Taos, NM

2014-04-01

Mrs. Sebelius...I lived in Kansas when you were govenor. I now live in Taos,
NM. I am on Social Security and even though I purchase most of my
medications locally I have to admit that at times I have purchased some of my
RX's from Canada which saved me a lot of money to make my SS check go
farther. Due to health issues I am not even able to work part time anymore but
did until the age of 68. I have been employeed since I was 13 years old going
to school and then to work. I worked 7 days a week for 9 years until I
graduated from college. It seems as though more and more choices are being
taken away from seniors. Please don't punish us further by banning us from
obtaining medications outside of the US. Roger L. Beard

Michael Bruer

La Cañada Flintridge, CA

2014-04-01

If the drugs are available for cheaper outside the United States, why would the
federal government prevent Americans from getting those drugs? That idea
flies in the face of capitalism 100%.

Dustin Nystel

Woodbury, MN

2014-04-01

Laws that restrict the sick from well being are insane.

Stan Riklin

NY, NY

2014-04-01

The cost of many prescriptions here is killing us!

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Roxanne Schneck

Springfield, MO

2014-04-01

I have ordered from Canada for years, and have never experienced a problem.
One of my prescription medicines is no longer available in the U.S.; thank God
I can get it from Canada; and at a much lesser cost than what I paid in the
U.S.!

JOSE Ortiz

Río Grande, Puerto Rico

2014-04-01

affordable cost of my monthly medicines

Barbara Divers

Edgewood, NM

2014-04-01

I am a retired veterinarian who has to live on social security plus a few
investments. Drug costs are outrageous unless one is enrolled in a drug
program which dictates which drugs one can use even if more effective ones
with less side effects are available and some effective drugs are not available
inside the United States. I am not in a drug program so I need access to
medications that are reasonable and effective and access to efective
medications that are being blocked in this country by the drug companies.
Please allow me to continue to buy effective medications at a reasonable cost
from online pharmacies in Canada.

Leigh Ann Hallberg

WINSTON SALEM, NC

2014-04-01

My parents nees heart medications and rely on less expensive drugs from
Canada.

Bill Peterson

Phoenix, AZ

2014-04-01

There is no sense (other than greed) that there should be such a large
difference in prices of medicines.

Robert Rabinoff

Fairfield, IA

2014-04-01

Most "US-made" drugs are from abroad anyway. Don't enable the scabrous
drug companies to gouge us!

Daniel Archer

Milwaukie, OR

2014-04-01

i don't see why our gov't shouid help Big Pharma rip us off.

Dennis Marini

GLASSPORT, PA

2014-04-01

Because drugs in the USA are way overpriced !

John San Miguel

Marietta, GA

2014-04-01

The cost of prescription medication provides outrageous profits to the drug
companies at the cost of many American's health. This is not right.

Colleen muscato

Leominster, United

2014-04-01

States

I believe we should be able to purchase our medications where we can get the
best price even if that is out of the country and in Canada. However they
should be provided by a safe source. As of January 1st, 2014 Aetna and GE
decided to jake all GE employees and their family purchase from CVS. We can
no longer purchase from Walgreens. THE COSTS FTOM WALGREENS TO
CVS HAVE DOUBLED. Shouldnt I be allowed to use the drugstore of my
choice, not Aetna and GE's choice. Who is making the extra profit, not us the
patients.

BARBARA MOST

SUFFERN, NY

2014-04-01

FREEDOM OF CHOICE

gaylord cosby

citrus heigths, CA

2014-04-01

save money

Tracy Carlson

Omaha, NE

2014-04-01

As long as the medication is FDA approved in the US, it should be able to be
purchased with a prescrition outside the US by mail. International competition
is important to keep drug prices down.

Jamie Hunt

Chandler, AZ

2014-04-01

My insurance does not cover one of my medications which is very expensive
and I cannot afford it in the US.

John DiGioia

Jersey City, NJ

2014-04-01

Patient often need affordable choices for lifesaving meds.

Terry Wood

Dallas, TX

2014-04-01

Here is why this is important to me: If I have to pay what Pharmaceutical
Companies in the U.S. are asking for their inflated drug prices I would be
DEAD ANYWAY, because NO ONE can afford them. Our Govt. should be very
ashamed that LOBBYIST FOR PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES CAN BUY
THEIR VOTE!!!!

Ethelwyn Fellinger

Phoenix, AZ

2014-04-01

Drug companies are robber barons that cheat the American public with the help
of the government.

Richard Varner

Columbia, TN

2014-04-01

Medicine should be affordable.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Ronelle Moehrke

Hogansville, GA

2014-04-01

The pharmaceutical companies are rip-offs!!

Kenneth Proctor

Branson, MI

2014-04-01

I can not afford my meds without buying them from CAN. Pharmacies. The US
cost is almost twice as high

Virginia Glover

Rockville, MD

2014-04-01

My son was diagnosed as bipolar. 3 meds were prescribed for him- the cost to
us, as he was unemployed due to his illness , was more than $1,200.00 a
month. There is no way we could afford that. Thankfully we got his meds from
Canada. Since then there was been a generic version of one of the drugs he
needs. Who cares about these things? Not the drug companies- and hopefully
Secretary Sebelius won't be bullied by them.

Jay Hepler

Carmel, IN

2014-04-01

Without the opportunity to use international pharmacies to buy some of the
drugs I need, I would not be able afford them. The cost from US sources is just
to prohibitive. The US drug companies are overcharging the citizens to keep
their large profit margins at the expense of the health of our citizens.

Gregg Kluck

Muskego, WI

2014-04-01

Also the Drug companies need to make the costs lower in the US as in other
countries.

sherman wickre

burien, WA

2014-04-01

save money

Donna Lynn

Silver Springs, FL

2014-04-01

I have a very limited income and worry that my insurance will not cover the cost
of what I may need for my health.

Christopher Boyd

Salt Point, NY

2014-04-01

Domestic pharmaceuticals shouldn't be priced for the 1% only

Barbara Prezioso

Marlboro, NJ

2014-04-01

Affordable drug care is important. Americans have problems enough when
they need meds for an illness, not being able to afford them should not be one
of their problems.

Felix Sahig

Los Angeles, CA

2014-04-01

Medicine, like food, should not be inappropriately legislated. People need to
have low cost options, especially if health insurance cannot help them.

Pulette E Menot

New Durham, NH

2014-04-01

Cost of meds from US Drug Store are out of sight, If the Plan D done cover
them, my choice is not to take them or give up home or food.

annette cotter

pine lake, GA

2014-04-01

i order drugs from canada online...1/8 the price here for same medication. i
could not afford it here

Elyse Katz

Newton, MA

2014-04-01

I believe in competition in the marketplace rather than a monopoly.

Susan Letendre

Oak Park, IL

2014-04-01

I see the effects of our inflated drug prices on a frequent basis: patients who
cannot afford their medication. I do not believe that our citizens should be
prevented from seeking out the lowest cost for their medications. Let Big
Pharma lower their prices to stay competitive. Let free Americans buy their
medications where they choose.

gordon greene

Mt Baldy, CA

2014-04-01

I get quality meds at affordable prices

E D Suskind

richmond, VA

2014-04-02

If Canada can offer its drugs at lower prices, thereby making US pharmacies
price their drugs more competitively, I say more shopping power to Canada!

Betty Watts

Afton, TN

2014-04-02

I have to use a inhaler and here in the US cost about 50.00 to 100.00 each
and I can get them for 5.00 each on line . I ask 3 Drs about the inhalers and
they all said to use them , they were good. I have COPD and on fixed income

lora klimkiewicz

warrenton mo, AL

2014-04-02

We should be able to buy anything from anywhere as long as its legal, in our
country. This is total BS, especially in this economy!

Teddy Williamson

Hoisington, KS

2014-04-02

I have had friends that had no other option in obtaining their medications.

Vivian Leon

Miami, FL

2014-04-02

to get the medication I need at the best price

mitch nelsen

Edmonds, CA

2014-04-02

I need meds.....Mom too!

Name
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Rene Vries

Knoxville, TN

2014-04-02

It is obvious why this is important to me. It is a crime the way the
pharmaceutical industry is exploiting the misery of the people that she is
supposed to help! And what is hurting all of is most is that the GOVERNMENT
is helping this criminal industry to conduct her criminal exploitation. Both, the
pharmaceutical industry AND the government are there to HELP the people!
However, dumb and blind financial greed has turned both of them into
destructive members of our society. The government is turning against it's
people and therefore, should be overthrown. We need a NEW government that
is truly there for US THE PEOPLE, instead of for a few greedy and insatiable
capitalists that only have one purpose. To bleed us all dry for their short term
gain!!

Barbara Ehler

Fergus Falls, MN

2014-04-02

Medications of same quality and strength are sold outside the US for fragment
of the inflated US price. The pharma industry is out of control with their greed
contributing to skyrocketing costs of health care and US medicine quality
dropping from #1 in the world to # 37. It is time to let American people get
quality medications for affordable price - be it OUTSIDE of the US.

bernadine crabtree

black, MO

2014-04-02

because;we have the right,we have to cover our ass......

Lance De Leva

Ewa Beach, HI

2014-04-02

Haven't you done enough damage Kathleen Sibelius sp?
Stop trying to control capable adults lives worry about yourself.

Bobby Ketcham

Columbia, MO

2014-04-02

Unemployment Rates, Income Disparity, Destruction of the Middle Class, Wage
Theft, Medicaid/Medicare Cuts, Social Security Cuts, Retirement Age Increase,
the 1% greed and lack of morales/values. NO MONEY.
We have to live the only way we can or the best way we can. Money only
stretches so far and gentlemen...Take Good Long Look Behind
yourselves...that sign we passed a 100 miles and 22 years ago when Daddy
Bush began forcing our Nation down the path of our own destruction.
You've taken everything we needed to succeed and move forward with our
lives by stagnating wage increase and stealing your workforces wages to the
tune of billions...sure was a nice way to pad that good ol' bottom line!
Let us spend what little money we have left to keep ourselves alive...We can
NOT afford your drugs no matter if we desperately want to live...we do NOT
have enough MONEY to pay the prices demanded in the Wealthiest Nation on
Earth...but that 1% isn't paying a dime of my bills so LET ME LIVE PLEASE?!
Respectfully,

Ray Johnson

Ocala, FL

2014-04-02

As we reach retirement age expenses are very important. Why should we pay
more for the same medications.

Iwona Dzialek

Chicago, IL

2014-04-02

this shows if government really cares about people or just corporation profits

Ronald Hutchison

Kihei, HI

2014-04-02

For access to quality lower priced drugs

Earnest G.H.W.B.

I.R.S.Verofy Beach, FL

2014-04-02

fr jfkmlkrfks better godlike world

wendy Herschman

baton rouge, LA

2014-04-02

Prescription prices are so inflated in the U.S. Please allow alternatives

Allan Bernstein

Rotonda West, United

2014-04-02

I buy over $2,000 in online pharmacies at a better price than I could if I was

Verdant

States
Gloria Lahmeyer

Cocoa Beach, FL

required to buy just in the US.
2014-04-02

I could not afford the drugs I need at the inflated prices in the U.S. This would
be detrimental to my health.
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albert zubcak

oakland, NJ

2014-04-02

I cannot afford to pay the price of my medication in the US, even though I have
medicare. my costs in the US put me into the "donut hole" and beyond in the
first months of each year. By using the Canadian pharmacies I can purchase
the same medication for 80-90% less that charged by the "Big Pharmaceutical"
companies due to their millions spent on lobbyists and payoffs. Yes I do believe
they do pay off the government guys who "represent " the American people.
This nonsense has to stop NOW!!!!

Ann Archie

Newport Beach, CA

2014-04-02

$90 vs $1800 for a 90day supply of the same medication is not capitalism, but
robbery. Even generics in Canada are 1/10th the cost of $US. Finally, generic
and brand name drugs are often controlled by 1-2 companies creating a
monopoly that creates shortages and lets the price skyrocket. We need the US
Government to represent its citizens, NOT the monopolistic drug companies

Robert Swartz

Skokie, IL

2014-04-02

I rely on inexpensive meds.

Kathleen Parker

Pensacola, FL

2014-04-02

Because I have family members that take expensive medications and order
some from other countries, as well. Our government should not be allowed to
dictate where any U.S. citizen purchases their medications. As citizens we are
slowly loosing all of our individual rights.

Shirley J. Jenkins

Longview, WA

2014-04-02

Medicines are over priced here in the USA and every year I need to order out
of USA because of the donut hole and over pricing here.

Daniel Hale

Weaverville, CA

2014-04-02

I cannot afford to pay cash prices for several, life-saving medications in my own
country...

Gary Montross

Piscataway`, NJ

2014-04-02

This should be important to anyone buying prescription medication. The cost
here in the United States is out of control. If we have to go to Canada, that
should be allowed and legal. Drug companies should stop inflating prices.

Dan Stogsdill

Ellettsville, IN

2014-04-02

The free market system works best with minimal intrusion from unnecessary
government regulation.

john kingara

worcester, MA

2014-04-02

we need help by buying medicine

Bonnie Anderson

Warren, PA

2014-04-02

If other countries produce the same medicine at a lower cost, we on fixed
incomes especially, should be allowed to purchase these, or Big Pharma
should match the prices.

Charlotte Wise

Gastonia, NC

2014-04-02

I am on multiple medications and could not afford my monthly bills if it not for
the ability to find drugs internationally. As it is, my monthly medication bill is
often over $300.

Margaret Green

Panama City, FL

2014-04-02

Certain Pet meds needed are too expensive in the US. Additionally, I use a
Canadian Pharmacy to afford cholesterol meds needed. Please, please, please
don,t take away this right to choose an affordable path!

Lewis Rotolo

Canon City, CO

2014-04-02

I could not afford to buy my medications if it wasn't for Canadian Pharmacies.

Peggy Ruiz

Carmichael, CA

2014-04-02

As a senior I understand the need to save money wherever possible. No one
should have to choose between eating and filling a prescription.

RICHARD SIGEL

KNIFE RIVER, MN

2014-04-02

Please represent the people, not the drug industry.

elma beckler

point pleasant, NJ

2014-04-02

cant afford to buy name brand in us even with coverage

Deborah Shepherd

Orland Hills, IL

2014-04-02

I have a chronic health condition and can no longer afford my meds.
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Barbara Rench

Racine, WI, WI

2014-04-02

Our government has made chances in the law which have impacted my health
in a negative way - and in fact been responsible for causing me to be an
invalid and even death for some people. (This relates to control of inhaler
propellants. I am allergic to many things: among them are talc and lactose.
These ingredients are popular "fillers" used by many pill and inhaler
manufactures. Government control over medications should not eliminate
options for people who need them. Cost is also a huge factor now that
Medicare limits the rights of seniors to get inexpensive medications allowed to
younger people under the new laws passed by Congress. This controls both
the life span of seniors and their quality of life. Options for seniors to purchase
medications they are not permitted to get due to the lack of coverage written in
to new insurance laws to limit costs is the same thing as allowing the
government to decide who lives and who dies. Freesom to seek medical care
and medications prescribed by their doctors elsewhere should not be limited by
the government. Thank you for listening. Barbara Rench

Lorna Higgie

Canton, OH

2014-04-02

I'm on a fixed income and I can get medications for half the cost of US
suppliers.

John McLarney

Elkhart, IN

2014-04-02

I can't afford the price on the medications that I get from outside the US

Robert McKenna

Monroe, NC

2014-04-02

Although I have medicare and a Part D plan, I know others who don't and need
help.

Johnathon Berry

Colorado Springs, CO

2014-04-02

As an Emergency Medicine Physician, I encounter daily patients who struggle
to pay for their medications!

Paul Blue

middleburg, FL

2014-04-02

We are on medicare and my wife needs many meds which of course are the
non-preferred kind. Buying these locally are very expensive and we would have
to do without many times.

Mike Keyler

Beech Grove`, IN

2014-04-02

buying from canada keeps me from the so called donut hole on my medicare

Karen Conover

Dayton, OH

2014-04-02

This is important to me because it saves me hundreds of dollars on my
medications with no drug coverage under my insurance plan.

Amy Bridge

Norfolk, VA

2014-04-02

I require a name brand drug that is available in generic (but doesn't work for
me). With my insurance from a local pharmacy it would cost me $200 per
month. From an overseas pharmacy I pay $60 per month. I have a decent job,
but with 5 kids, $140 a month makes a huge difference.

Lorraine O'Grady

Rancho Palos Verdes,

2014-04-02

CA

Even with Medicare and my drug supplement ins. with Humana, I would have
to pay $1200. per month for a single drug I need for my chronic colitis. I will be
taking this for probably the rest of my life. Getting my prescription filled through
a Canadian pharmacy costs me $100 a month!! I have been taking it several
years already with great results. Please don't make me go through the agony of
pain and diarrhea that will result from my inability to pay $1200 per month for
these pills! thank you for your help.

Carole Polasek

Ferndale, CA

2014-04-02

I can't afford the medicine I need at the US price

Kim Hammer

Lynchburg, VA

2014-04-02

It's a fair and open market thing, if the manufacture must under sell their US
prices to compete in other markets, then they should sell at the same price in
US.

Chris and Lynell Bohrer

Lakeland, MN

2014-04-02

Need Oncology Drugs: ie Gleevec

Faye Kinney

Brandon, FL

2014-04-02

I have ONE payckeck in my house-me! Therefore I, and all who are in the
same boat, need to be able to get meds from reputable pharmacies not in the
US. The drug companies gouge every American and make drugs too
expensive for the average American. The same drug abroad can be as much
as 1/3 the cost as it is in America. If America is built on capitalism, then let
there be

competition.
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Jutta Romero

Venice, CA

2014-04-02

It is a much better deal than in the US.

Anne Overby, RN

Olympia, WA

2014-04-02

My insurance wants me to pay 50% of the cost of Cymbalta (Duloxitine), which
would be over $1600 a year! I can get the generic from Canada (not available
in the US for some odd reason...$$) I pay $360 including delivery from Canada.
It is differences like this that I cannot afford and I work full-time, always have
but I am getting old! Please, let reputable pharmacies continue to serve US
patients. By the way, I am an RN.

David L. Pildas Pildas

Fallbrook, CA

2014-04-03

My wife and I have depended on low-cost medicine from overseas for many
years. It is safe and effective. We couldn't afford these important drugs at the
exorbitant prices charged for brand-name pharmaceuticals. Thanks for
understanding this. We support the Obama administration for its goal of helping
all Americans, not just the big pharmaceutical companies with their
unconscionable pricing.
Thanks, David & Patty

EDWARD WHITALL

RED DER, Canada

2014-04-03

WE NEED PAIN MED'S WHEN ARM'S AND LEG'S ARE CUT OFF IN A
VIOLENT WAY. I WAS RAN OVER BUY A TRAIN.

melanie smith

RSM, CA

2014-04-03

I'm a senior citizen

Samuel Reeves

Huntersville, NC

2014-04-03

Cost savings

William Friedel

West Richland, WA

2014-04-03

My wife needs the Rx that is no longer covered by my insurance. It saves me
$500/month.

denise gappa

barrington, IL

2014-04-03

i cannot afford my medicine at the US prices, and would be sick without it

Al Farr

Seattle, WA

2014-04-03

My wife passed away over a year ago, but for several years prior to that she
bought her meds through a reputable pharmacy in Canada... for less than half
of what would've been charged here in the U.S. Shameful when you consider
the Canadian pharmacy was already making a handsome profit. American BIG
PHARMA is a greed machine ... !!!

Brenda Hubka

englewood, CO

2014-04-03

My father needs it since he is on medicaid. They simply don't cover everything

cynthia siss

medina, OH

2014-04-03

because I have seen too many people go without their meds because they cant
afford them

Michael Rockliff

Cranford, NJ

2014-04-03

When our drugs are no safer, we are not paying extra to any good purpose
except to put $ in the pockets of pharmaceutical pirates.

Karl Braun

Mesa, AZ

2014-04-03

Big Pharma...Bad Business!

David Meara

Waterford, CT

2014-04-03

because people can't afford to purchase drugs in the US

Bob and Donna Janusko

Bethlehem, PA

2014-04-03

Pharmaceutical greed is killing us, especially our senior citizens.

Margaret Dunn

N Ft Myers, FL

2014-04-03

As Free Citizens, we all deserve to be able to purchase our medications from
other Countries where the prices are considerably less. American
Pharmaceutical Companies should not be permitted to restrict our Purchasing
power just to fill their own pockets.

Barb O'Connor

Rochester, NY

2014-04-03

Buying from Canada is a step I have been considering as my dog has Immune
Mediated Anemia & the drugs prescribed for her are of the human type but so
low dose they are considered "special so on of them alone would cost me over
$300/month to buy locally. I am on Disability, Medicaid & struggling financially.

mary rojeski

santa monica, CA

2014-04-03

Lets screw the poor even more? Don't you think Big Phar is making enough?

Elizabeth Greenberg

Rochester, NY

2014-04-03

I support anyone already dealing with the stressors of illness in obtaining
medications they need in whatever way best meets that need

Jean Thorne

Connelly Springs, NC

2014-04-03

Drug Companies gouge if the people have no other choices.
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Rena Nassau

Titusville, FL

2014-04-03

Without this option, millions will not be able to obtain their medications. People
are struggling to make it on minimum wage, SSA and SSI and this is the only
way they have to get their medications. Don't take that away from them too.

Anthony Mangogna

Babylon, NY

2014-04-03

Please don't stop Anericans from getting medicine at lower cost outside the
U.S.. Our pharmaceutical industries need to change and stop overcharging
Americans for medication. This is the reason that we have to look for measures
to find for cheaper source to purchase the medication. Our Pharmaceutical
Industries are corrupt.

Angeline Wilt

Cocoa, FL

2014-04-03

Agree! And in Canada, the government has standards for these distributors.
You can look on line to see which ones the government says meet Canadian
standards. I bought from there - great service, amazingly low prices!! Just be
careful which one you order from.

REBECCA ROACH

Chatham, VA

2014-04-03

The Government is WAY too involved in peoples' personal lives. A person's
personal choice should not ever become the business of a government.
Freedoms are lost that way once society become complacent with such
intrusions. You cannot save everyone without destroying freedom.

Jeff Klein

Walled Lake, MI

2014-04-03

we all know US companies buy cheap, Indian-made generics with little
attention to safety; the Canadians, more likely, are more stringent than we are.
Stop being a corporate shill!!

Jeff Waters

Ocala, FL

2014-04-03

Our Government need to cut cost of drug here in the U.S.. This show you the
Cost of drug here in the U.S. is to high.

Caroyn Mitchell

Murfreesboro, NC

2014-04-03

Because people should be able to buy what they want from where they want to.
If the drugs are legal in America then you should be able to purchase them
from anywhere you like. Just as we purchase shoes, clothes, etc. from other
outside the US, it's the same concept. If we can't buy legal drugs from outside
the US then restrict these pharmacies from charging these outrageous prices
or help the consumers pay the difference. The US laws are beginning to
dictate everything...we don't elect representatives to hurt us. We elect them to
help us...Let's start learning something about these people that we elect. Many
of them are too crooked to even run their own households much less make
decisions for our US citizens.

Janie` Manning

Tampa, FL

2014-04-03

I have bought meds from Canada

Steven Rush

Charlotte, NC

2014-04-03

I've not had to utilise purchasing phamacuticals from outside the US, but would
if needed to forego the ludicrious "insider trading" practices of drug companies
and their "network", (syndicate), of suppliers and distribution channels.

Suzanne Larson

beaufort, SC

2014-04-03

Why must the American people suffer when our neighbors can receive fair
prices for medication? Why is this?

Harry Jones

Spring, TX

2014-04-03

Living on a fixed income. Prescription drug prices in the U.S. are ridiculous,
particularly compared with the rest of the world.

tricia Martin

Norfolk, VA

2014-04-03

While I understand not allowing narcotic pain medications to be bought like
this, why is it such a big deal for other medications to be bought from Canada?
Lots of people here in the US simply cannot afford the expensive medications
they need to survive- like blood pressure meds, etc... If they are being bought
by people with legitimate prescriptions, why is it a big deal? Is it because the
wealthy drug companies here just want to get wealthier by over-inflating prices
and having our citizens forced to buy from them? Seems like greed is a
motivation here, and not actually caring about people in need.

stephen Yates

Las Vegas, NV

2014-04-03

why do drugs have to cost so much...

Martin Ryszka

Pinckney, MI

2014-04-03

I live near Windsor, Canada, the differences are near criminal for the drug
companies.
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Maureen Bigler

Glide, OR

2014-04-03

Just because the US government (Medicare) won't negotiate with the drug
companies, please don't stop us from shopping for the best prices!

Juleen Randall

Canyon Lake, TX

2014-04-03

It's time the pharmaceutical companies STAY OUT of politics!

Cathy Zimmerman

Hayward, WI

2014-04-03

When I needed antibiotics for Lyme Disease, I ordered many of them from
Canada. This saved me many hundreds of dollars! It is a shame that
prescriptions in the US are often priced out of range; I may have chosen to
forgo treatment had it not been for the "cheaper" option.

Steven Serikaku

Chicago, IL

2014-04-03

This country should negotiate drug prices just as every other industrialized
country does. What we really need is a single payer, not-for-profit health care
system.

wanda goodin

Austin, IN

2014-04-03

cheaper for brand drugs and generics are available

Vicky Adams

St Paul, MN

2014-04-03

I know people who buy their scripts from Canada else they could NEVER afford
them here! That has to change first!

Linda Bohach

Reno, NV

2014-04-03

If people have a valid prescription let them fill it where they wish. To avoid this
offer competitive prices in the US and stop letting insurance and
pharmaceutical companies tell the American people what they an and can't do.

Ernie Cosenza

Palm Coast, FL

2014-04-03

America was built on principal on free enterprise . People can choose to buy
where and from who they wish to by legal licensed goods. The pharmaceutical
companies are simply trying to gouge the American people. I ask you to get a
honest answer from the drug companies why we must pay in some cases
double what the rest of the world pays. Please work for the American people
and not money hungry drug executives. Thank You

jerry aquino

lyndhurst, NJ

2014-04-03

control my medication cost

Ken Lathan

Port Orange, FL

2014-04-03

The option to buy lower cost medicines is often, for many Americans, the
difference between getting much-needed medicine vs simply going without.
That can cause not only disastrous quality-of-life issues for many Americans,
but it can also be detrimental to the US economy as a whole.

Sheryl Olson

Manitou Springs, CO

2014-04-03

Because I have asthma and inhalers are ridiculously expensive here in the
USA.

Jane Shepard

Annapolis, MD

2014-04-03

Because a pill for chronic migraine costs $38. here and $10 in Canada. Our
system is killing the middle class. We can't afford to go to the doctor.

Dorothy Lathan

Port Orange, FL

2014-04-03

Drug companies have Americans in a vice and many cannot afford to buy
drugs in this country. Corporations are killing the American dream.

Terrie Noll

Santa Rosa, CA

2014-04-03

US drug companies are evil.

dan lehlbach

Berea, OH

2014-04-03

american drug companies ripping- off americans. what a great country we live
in.

Sam Baker

Fort Worth, TX

2014-04-03

Americans are sick and tired of getting ripped off by the MedicalPharmaceutical-Insurance-Congressional Complex. Will the Obama
Administration side with the People or the multi-national corporations?

Barbara Bollinger

Long Neck, DE

2014-04-03

Because my parents have numerous prescriptions and were purchasing from
Canada and they were seized by our government and they lost their medication
and their money and were threatened with prosecution if they did it again.

edward eilbeck

clemmons, NC

2014-04-03

I am in advanced stages of Parkinsons and some us drugs are not affordable
to me.

THOMAS MCLEAN

PITTSFORD, NY

2014-04-03

GENERIC NOT AVAILABLE IN US AND MUCH LOWER PRICE

Patricia Birch

El Paso, TX

2014-04-03

All we seniors take meds, at times it's get meds or food
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Shirley Hickman

Phoenix, AZ

2014-04-03

I don't see why we can't purchase medications from Canada. We buy all kinds
of trash from China---even some medications that contained no medicine.

John/Shirley Valney

Reno, NV

2014-04-03

why prevent Americans from getting what they need at a price that is more
affordable?

E C YARTER

MARANA, AZ

2014-04-03

Big Pharma in the U.S. owns too many Congressmen and Senators who write
laws to increase profits. Many of us can't afford to stay healthy because of
their greed. Give them some competition!

frederick Prohaska

Goodman, WI

2014-04-03

Obamasaid he would fix this medical thing, all he did was hand the problem to
a pack of college undergrads who were all far left and gay democrats, had
them cobble together a thing based on suggestions and not guidence and then
let the insurance big boys review it so they could make changes in their favor,
this isnt providing health care its an insurance scam plain and simple, a good
example is the extreme greed in sellinh pills for a fortune when they cost 2 or 3
cents to nake

Michael Carlson

Chicago, IL

2014-04-03

The PATIENT should have the choice

Jonathan Roberts

Scarsdale, NY

2014-04-03

I have friends who could not afford their meds if they couldn't get them in this
way.

Ann Sutherland

Fort Worth, TX

2014-04-03

I take five expensive meds.

Gisele Sanders

Portland, OR

2014-04-03

Stop Big Pharma from gouging the American people!

Jay Meek

Baltimore, MD

2014-04-03

Why is it important to me? Because I am sick and tired of living in a country
where our elected representatives play into the hands of the big pharma
companies to make their owners billionaires at the expense of millions'
suffering. That;s why. And the incompetent appointees of Obama, including
Sebelius , are on their payroll as well. The notion that these drugs are unsafe
is stupid and a lie. Its all about keeping the costs and the profits astronomically
high. America and Sebelius couldn't care less about the health of Americans
or anyone else for that matter. It's makes me sick.

Gaylene Bucher

Grizzly Flats, CA

2014-04-03

I do not believe the American government has done much of anything in the
past 5 years to help her own people .Kathleen Sebelius would have been fired
in a normal work place environment instead of heading the Health & Human
Services making large sums of money and perks the rest of us could only
dream of. We have had several friend who bought their medications from
Canada due to the crazy cost here in our own country.

Anthony Alosco

Hasbrouck Heights, NJ

2014-04-03

Affordible HealthCare !!

Elizabeth Candlish

San Francisco, CA

2014-04-03

It is only fair! If US drug companies can't compete..Why not?

Linda Jofery

Redondo Beach, CA

2014-04-03

As someone who takes a number of medications for a cardiac condition, the
price of medications is very important to me. It's unfair to have to pay a
premium because of some back-door deal worked out between Big Pharma
and Congress. The American People are the losers in this deal. Please, stand
up for the American People!

Lucy Joseph

Davis, CA

2014-04-03

Free enterprise should not be just for the wealthy.

leonard malherbe

mill valley, CA

2014-04-03

there is a free trade agreement with Canada, drugs should come under that
agreement!!!

Tom Howell

Scottsdale, AZ

2014-04-03

My wife and I am 76 years old and trying to live on our Social Security income.
My wife takes necessary prescription medications that would cost us too much
to buy in the USA under all prescription plans.

Maura Shannon

San Luis Obispo, CA

2014-04-03

Americans should not have to pay more than other countries for the same
prescriptions. And the high prices keep some people from the medications
they need.
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Joanne La Barre

Norfolk, NY

2014-04-03

Purchasing medicines from a qualified pharmacy should not be an issue.
Everyone should be able to have price choices.
We are allowed to purchase numerous products from all over the globe. Most
will choose the lower price and lower shipping costs. Give free choice.

David Conzett

Cincinnati, OH

2014-04-03

I have elderly family members that depend on lower priced RX from outside the
U.S. (Canada). They could not afford their RX if the U.S. companies were their
only option.

theresa hughes

Mahopac, NY

2014-04-03

Because i am against all big corporate conglomerates who are hell bent on
doing nothing more than ripping off the average american citizen regardless of
whether they can afford it or not they would much rather watch you die
because you cant afford your medication at their ridiculosly inflated rices when
you can get them safely at reasonable prices in other countries i thought they
were suppose to be against monopolies in this country guess not i know that if i
could get my ulcerative colitis medicine for cheaper than the 600.00 per month
price tag they are charging for it elsewhere i woukd jump at te opportunity to
instead of having to suffer not being able to afford it so going without it another
thing they do to keep prices higher is to say its only available in brand name no
generic available which would reduce the rice significantly

Patty McGrath

Potomac, MD

2014-04-03

Whose pocket is lined by these restrictions? Just follow the money.

Kathy Lillie

Seattle, WA

2014-04-03

I have good prescription coverage but millions still do not. The drug companies
are shafting these people in the US charging huge amounts and preventing
certain vital drugs from going generic. The only reason to prevent individuals
from getting meds from Canada, Mexico, India etc. is to further enrich the
vastly wealthy drug companies.

Kevin J. Gosztonyi

Bethlehem, PA

2014-04-03

It points out the state of our health care system that is held hostage to the
corporate bottom line. If the same drugs can be had at a much lower price
anywhere else only means we Americans are being gouged by American big
pharrma . There are places online where you can save 80% with a coupon by
only entering a zip code. If this is possible how can there be any justification for
the insane prices we are charged. There are to many middlemen involved in
the process. They do not add value, they are just legalized skimmers.

Margaret Baker

Marysville, WA

2014-04-03

I too buy from overseas.

susan benson

fort thomas, KY

2014-04-03

I am signing because I am sick of pharmaceutical companies charging
outrageous costs in the U.S.

Joe Garcia

Dallas, TX

2014-04-03

Because --The FDA and Corporate are bed together and only PROFIT driven
--... we must do better for everyone... JG

Charles Burnett

Los Angeles, CA

2014-04-03

Because when I outside of the US I find I find my medication to be at such a
low cost, I almost was to yell murder. I see people here that can afford to get
medication. Something most be done.

NELSYS MARRERO

Miami Lakes, FL

2014-04-03

The pills I need are five hundred percent more expensive in U.S. than outside
U.S.

aaron stevenson

diboll, TX

2014-04-03

Big compines get there supplies from out of the country. We do it they want to
make ilgeal

Judy Robertson

Moneta, VA

2014-04-03

Our drug companies & pharmacies are a racket - we need Canadian prices.
Please

peter nelson

medford, OR

2014-04-03

Cost of domestic drugs

Darlene Young

Kailua, HI

2014-04-03

As a nurse, I see so many people who stop life-saving medications because
they can't afford them. This from the richest country on earth!
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Peter Reinitz

LANGHORNE, PA

2014-04-03

To keep my pharmacy cost in line with my income.

Malcolm Smith

Manchester, MD

2014-04-03

Some of my medications are not affordable and safe and cheap generics are
available from online pharmacies.

Robin Kershen

Rego Park, NY

2014-04-03

This is important to me because my mom cannot afford her medication from
U.S. pharmacies who charge so much more for her medications. If they do
away with not being able to buy from Canadian pharmacies, it would be a
major hardship on our family. Please do not punish Americans who need to
buy medications from outside the U.S. or, better yet, implement a law to make it
legal, because it really should be legal. Maybe the pharmaceutical companies
in the U.S. should lower their prices - but since that won't happen, the U.S.
government should not dictate to me where I buy my medication.

Darilyn Schlie

Fort Worth, TX

2014-04-03

Without the ability to go outside the US. I will not be able to afford the
medication I need

Pat Watkinson

Phoenix, AZ

2014-04-03

Now that the we are being forced to buy drugs produced in unregulated
facilities in China and India, it is ridiculous to claim to be "protecting" US
citizens by forbidding the purchase of medication from foreign pharmacies.

Morton Ross

Palm Harbor, FL

2014-04-03

The Meds I take daily, are the difference between 'Life and Death'. I cannot
afford the higher prices at local pharmacies.

Victoria Pendragon

Paw Paw, WV

2014-04-03

We should be able to buy anything that is legal to purchase anywhere we want
to. Drug companies make a ridiculous/immoral amount of profit.

MIchelle La Voie

Franklinville, NY

2014-04-03

I am submitting my signature again because it told me that there was an error
last time. Hopefully this won't come through twice.

Sandra Bailey

Moriches, NY

2014-04-03

I am on a small fixed income - please do not take my ability to purchase lower
cost drugs away!

Marsha Harris

Pauma Valley, CA

2014-04-03

Stop taking our American rights away from us. We are supposed to live in a
Democracy!

W Johnson

New Richmond, OH

2014-04-03

More members of our neighborhood association benefit from lower cost for Rx
by reputable Canadian pharmacy utilization. Please preserve this "No.
American free trade" opportunity.

James Marshall

Nashville, TN

2014-04-03

I have emphysema and could not afford my medications if not for being able to
order some of them from outside the USA

Bill Cole

Glendale, AZ

2014-04-03

The only reason they stop the imports is to line the pockets of the US drug co.
If they truly wanted to help us they would let us do as we wanted instead of
taking away another one of our freedoms while pretending to protect us.

Nikki Turner

Dadeville, AL

2014-04-03

Some meds not covered by insurance are $300 per month in US... can order
out of US for $90 per year!!!!

Aileen Smart

Cornville, AZ

2014-04-03

It would be very challenging for me to have to pay double or more for my high
blood pressure medicine that is a mandatory drug for me to take or risk death
by heart attack. I would hate to see Americans die because of lack of
prescription drugs while other countries in the world enjoy the benefit of low
cost drugs.

David Karberg

Rio Rancho, NM

2014-04-03

My medication is not covered by my Heath Plan. USA Pharmacy prices are 2
to 3 times Canadian Pharmacy prices

raquel brac

redlands, CA

2014-04-03

I get my meds from outside the U.S. because of affordability issues.

Larry Marshall

Burnet, TX

2014-04-03

I use online pharmacies.

Bill Hicks

Elizabethton, TN

2014-04-03

Americans should have the right to shop for the best prices. Insurance does
not cover many. Much higher costs in American pharmacies will end the ability
of many to afford needed medications.
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Ken Norris

Lawrence, KS

2014-04-03

The cost of Evista for my wife is over $500 for a 3mth supply. We can get it
imported for $59. It's a travesty that that the pharmaceutical take advantage of
retired people on limited income.

Cathleen McKenzie

Grapevine, TX

2014-04-03

Can't afford meds, won't take them. Need medicine at lower cost.

Bill Arnold

Washington, DC

2014-04-03

The principle that importation of safe medicines for personal use is important
ans some medicines expensive wherever purchased. A dollar threshold is too
arbitrary.

Bruce Wade

Shoreline, WA

2014-04-03

It appears the vast majority of medicine dispensed to Americans is either
imported or made from imported materials.
Why should corporations have rights to import from known safe sources and
individuals be denied those rights?
Not to mention my imported medicine costs less than 10% of locally
dispensed.
Big Pharma should get some competition, not protection.

DAVID WILLIS

WESTPORT, WA

2014-04-03

It's the only way I can afford my medications.

Jason Williams

Redmond, WA

2014-04-03

I have a medicine that costs literally over 10 times as much in the U.S., for the
same product available overseas. Simple conclusion!

Daniel Gibbons

Albuquerque, NM

2014-04-03

I can not afford meds thru my insurance

Sandy Clearo

Enoree, SC

2014-04-03

I will be forced to choose one of the two high dollar drugs I'm required to take
for my COPD. If I am unable to continue ordering one online I cannot afford
both.

Yvonne Ing

Searcy, AR

2014-04-03

The government has no business telling me where I can buy anything. And
your drugs are the same outstanding quality that I can buy locally.

Alice Magrane

Haverhill, MA

2014-04-03

My dog needs 10 mg omeprazole time-release caps. These are sold over-thecounter in Canada, but only the 20 mg are sold that way in the US. For me to
buy him the 10 mg with an Rx in the US would cost many, many times the price
I pay by ordering them through an online CDN pharmacy. I should not be
prevented from doing this by BIG PHARMA!!

Susan Joseph

Sandy Springs, GA

2014-04-03

Protecting corporation profits should not be the determining factor in how
DHHS policies are written. Only viable health concerns should. Drugs
purchased from reliable out of country pharmacies present no health risk and
should be left alone.

P Hickey

Millersville, MD

2014-04-03

The only effective form of the medication I take is produced outside of the US,
it actually costs me more money but I do not care because it works. Please do
not destroy my life by limiting my choice of medications, it is not always about
money.

Judy Plante

Alpena, MI

2014-04-03

I can't afford the medicine I need so being able to buy a generic form of it
outside the U.S. is really a blessing to me.

Bill Cole

Glendale, AZ

2014-04-03

insurance noes not cover my medications. I get them from Canada or I don't
get them at all.

Dorit Oren

Kensington, CA

2014-04-03

I do not feel that people on limited incomes should be forced to assure greater
profits for US Drug companies by being unable to fill their prescriptions outside
of the USA

Diane Braunlich

Clearwater, FL

2014-04-03

I can't afford to buy my prescriptions in the US

Greg Hafer

Meridian, ID

2014-04-03

American drug companies and ins. companies are in bed together
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Janet Hirsch

Lonmeadow, MA

2014-04-03

I need to buy some of my medications from Canada. the price of these drugs in
US is so high, that it forces me to look elsewhere. I get the exact same drug
that I would get here for a fraction of the price.

Douglas Brewer

North Highlands, CA

2014-04-03

I cannot the inflated prices of the American drug companies

Carole Danis

Seattle, WA

2014-04-03

I obtain one of my medications outside the United States because I could not
afford the medication if I had to buy it in the U.S. It would cost approximately
$300 for a month's supply as opposed to $75 from outside the U.S.

Ben Blyton

Lexington, KY

2014-04-03

I must have Coumadin. My body does not tolerate Warfarin because of it's
fillers.
Coumadin is not covered by Medicare. I have to pay out-of-pocket.
My only affordable option is from Canada.
Do not block trading outside of the USA.

a.francis mesete

newtown square, PA

2014-04-03

i am a physician and a patient

Marion Goodman

St. Petersburg, FL

2014-04-03

Insulin was half the cost of U. S. from Canada. Same identical brand.

John Adams

Irvine, CA

2014-04-03

People with chronic illness need every cost break they can get, and the ability
to purchase from the online pharmacies in Canada is a wonderful cost savings
for us.

Francis Sohr

Menominee, MI

2014-04-03

Cannot afford all domestic medications because of extremely high Obamacare
deductibles.

R. Shultz

Coopersburg, PA

2014-04-03

My medicine from Canada is made by the same manufacturer at 1/3 the cost of
a domestic prescription (that I can barely afford) for my heart condition

Kathleen Sohr

Menominee, MI

2014-04-03

Cannot afford all domestic medications because of extremely high Obamacare
deductibles.

Michael McHugh

Camillus, NY

2014-04-03

At times I have to buy a very expensive drug(Lovenox inject able). It's price is
exorbitant in the States....The price for the SAME mfg. and freshness drug in
Canada is one third the cost.

Tony L Lueck

Chicago, IL

2014-04-03

I am a disabled individual and purchase safe and legal Rx's from international
pharmacies to save money as I am on a Very Limited income. Medication
prices in the US are Hurting people Not Helping people.

tim zijewski

azle, TX

2014-04-03

my wife takes an anti-psychotic which would cost us thousands more if canada
pharmacies were not available. we are retired and live pretty much entirely on
social security. the canadian fda has more credibility than the usa fda.

Robert McGlasson

Loveland, CO

2014-04-03

I am able to afford safe and reliable prescriptions by mail order from Canada,
unaffordable or not covered adequately by insurance in US

WILLIAM MUNN II MD

MARTINEZ, CA

2014-04-03

MANY OF MY PATIENTS RELY ON CANADIAN PHARMACIES FOR
GENERIC DRUGS.

andrew mahon

tazmpa, FL

2014-04-03

because a law like this will wind up killing many of us in America. We will be
squeezed out medically speaking between the insurance bloc and the drug
companies.

Blaise Warner

East Aurora, NY

2014-04-03

Please allow us to go to Canada for our drug needs. The goverment does
nothing to stop the drug companies from raising their prices, we are hostage to
their greed. Because of this my life is always subject to their whims.PLEASE,
PLEASE help us!

Eric Austin

Champaign, IL

2014-04-03

BC/BS denied treatment of my rare but severe anemia with PROCRIT. I have
used it successfully for over ten years! I have no choice but to import it even at
many thousands of dollars.
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Tom Panowski

Los Lunas, NM

2014-04-03

Being on Medicare and having to take a very expensive inhaler for asthma, I
buy a generic version from a Canadian pharmacy. That generic version is not
available in the US. I buy the drug for what my Medicare co-pay is for the US
version. But the big difference is that I would quickly reach the "doughnut hole"
in coverage without being able to buy from Canada. The pharmacy I buy
through will not fill an order without a valid prescription from my doctor. He
faxes it straight to them.

Larry Nees

San Juan Capistrano, CA

2014-04-03

My wife and I have no prescription drug Insurance (can't afford it) and use
medicines from out of the USA. The prices are only a fraction of the cost from
the USA. We have been using these drugs for over 10-years with perfect
results.

Dale Schindler

Atlanta, GA

2014-04-03

I already receive certain drugs from Canada at a much lower price and want to
continue doing so. If not, I probably cannot afford all the medicines I am on.

William Shumate

Suffolk, VA

2014-04-03

Much lower cost drugs are critical to my needs.

Herman Casanova

Canyon Lake, TX

2014-04-03

This access to foreign prescriptions is critical to my managing of my and my
wife's health

Vernon Christie

Sugar Land, TX

2014-04-03

Would not be able to afford life saving medications if forced to purchase in the
states .

Peter Silvia

Middletown, NY

2014-04-03

I have glaucoma and diabetes.

Roger McIntire

Shippensburg, PA

2014-04-03

I can not afford to buy my meds at the local pharmacy the cost is to high

Jack Angus

Omaha, NE

2014-04-03

Using a reputable Canadian pharmacy allows us to economize on drug costs.

Charles Kramer

Port ANGELES, WA

2014-04-03

Can not afford high cost of US purchased drugs.

Burgoyne Porter

Baltimore, MD

2014-04-03

I receive some of my prescription meds from Canada at a drastically reduced
cost (like $10 a pill to 87 cents a pill and they work as well as the more
expensive ones. I also take A LOT of others at great expense if I get them in
the US. It will be a travesty to pass this bill and regulations because of corrupt
politicians who are in the pockets of pharmaceutical lobbyists.

ross carter

milwaukee, WI

2014-04-03

The cost of US medicines is too high and I can't afford them

Jane Jansen

Milwaukee, WI

2014-04-03

I cannot afford to buy the eleven prescriptions that keep me alive solely from
my local pharmacies. One prescription, $600 for 3 months; another $145 for 1
month; it goes on and on. I literally do not have the money for these scripts
and my income is just above the range where these large pharmaceutical
companies might help. My prescriptions are small stuff. Why can't those of us
without the money for expensive drugs be cut off from life-saving supplies?

Judy Benham

Longmont, CO

2014-04-03

I can get the one rx I need in an affordable way, or I can live without it, which is
a very bad thing for my health. I don't have the luxury of choosing to buy it
here.

Gary Kostelec

Rochester, MN

2014-04-03

My cost of specific med skyrocketed in US I could not afford it. I Can get from
Canada much cheaper. I need it for my health!

Jon Karr

Tigard, OR

2014-04-03

Cannot afford domestic pricing

nona watt

fort collins, CO

2014-04-03

I cannot afford US prescription drugs as I'm on fixed income. I'm able to save
$100 per month on each of 2 prescription buying from Canada. The US drug
plan is a joke! Why not fix it by bargaining with pharmaceuticals like Canada
does. Please Help!!

Nora Cooke

Gaithersburrg, MD

2014-04-03

BecauseI take very expensive medication and it becomes affordable getting it
through Canada - I would not be able to afford it if I had to rely on getting it in
the U.S. (which is DISGRACEFUL) !!
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Lea Leuckel

Seattle, WA

2014-04-03

Americans should be able to get their medications wherever they choose and
have it be safe, secure and legal. If these drugs are approved by the FDA then
there is no reason for sales to be blocked or seized from Canada and other
countries.

Rodney Hood

Peoria, AZ

2014-04-03

I have done my research and I have found that there is an unacceptable mark
up by the pharmacy's and drug companies on my needed medication. I can get
6 months of medicine from my online pharmacy out of USA for what I would
have to pay for one month here in USA. Let me get my medicine where I want
and leave Big Drug companies to become more competitive in pricing rather
then government supporting their extortion and monopoly.

Margaret Creelman

Boulder City, NV

2014-04-03

I could not afford my medications if I had to pay American prices. Still over
$7000.00 per year with the help of foreign pharmacies. Without them I would
have to do without or move to Canada.

Gracie DeBrock

Cape Coral, FL

2014-04-03

Pharma is nothing but a money game in the US. One presription from cipla in
india is 17.50 versus 262.50 in the US.

Vanessa Leeson

Kingsville, TX

2014-04-03

I had a very serious traumatic brain injury and take several rxs even with
insurance they are too expensive. I do whatever I can to get meds affordably

Philippe G. Bernard

Houma, LA

2014-04-03

Because I cannot afford stateside drug costs.

duane Furtado

Los Banos, CT

2014-04-03

I take a cancer drug. From my Canada supplier it runs me a touch over $2.00
per pill. (I take 4 per day) If I buy the drug in the states, it's over 30 dollars a pill.
Do the math. I'm on SSD. The cost is more than I get in a month. I wrote my
congressmen once and got a form letter back assuring me that this was for
safety and she was working with the drug company's to lower the cost. There
has been no change in price. How is this for my safety, if I can't afford it, I can't
buy it. And yep, that choice could end up killing me.

Carol Perkins

Newport, OR

2014-04-03

When the drug companies can't 'outsource' their production of drugs, then
maybe it will make sense. So, as long as 'they' can have access to cheap
labor, 'we' should have access to cheap drugs.

Philip Holton

Nashua, NH

2014-04-03

My prescription for 1 med costs $300/mo. in the US and $100 for 90 Days
overseas.

Linda Brown

Acton, MA

2014-04-03

I was unable to continue my treatment because of the cost! Our healthcare
system needs much more thanObamacare but that's a start!

Ron Schwarcz

Delray Beach, FL

2014-04-03

I have been using Rx from Planet Drugs (a Canadian Pharmacy) for over 8
years and have never had a problem with the drugs. It is foolish to pay the
American drug companies there outrages prices when I can get the identical
drugs from overseas. This proposal to change the existing law is both
egregious and unfair.

john wilson

New York, NY

2014-04-03

I save money by getting medication from Canada.

Pam Osborn

Henderson, NV

2014-04-03

Can't afford my prescriptions at USA prices.

Gary Hebbel

Guilford, CT

2014-04-03

I have to buy brand drugs outside the USA because my health insurance
provides only generic coverage. Some of my medications are only brand and
would be so expensive for me to pay myself that I would have to go without
them. Please consider this when you limit my medicine choices.

Robert Hayes

Redding, CA

2014-04-03

seniors need low priced meds priced like seniors in other countries pay.

Charles Hawkins

Friendsville, TN

2014-04-03

Can't afford the cost in the USA!

robert komender

ferndale, MI

2014-04-03

I buy medications from Canada.

Name
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JON NOGGLE

BELLINGHAM, United

2014-04-03

low income..i get my prescriptions--from Canada & Europe(much cheaper!)

2014-04-03

Drug costs are getting way too expensive and insurance coverage is not

States Minor Outlying
Islands
Jerry Cotter

Phoenix, AZ

keeping up.
Ed David

Gurnee, IL

2014-04-03

I'm retired on a fixed income. Lower cost generics from overseas pharmacies
are the only way I can afford some meds.

Genaro Prieto

Hialeah, FL

2014-04-03

affordable medicines is a right we all should have.

Terri Langston

Conway, SC

2014-04-03

I have clients that have almost always paid too much for their prescription
drugs. When one single drug can cost as much as $2600 a month for RA, there
is not way around it. Its pay the price or have absolutely NO quality of price.
This give the pharmaceutical companies continued control and ability to
monopolize this billion dollar industry. These obstacles that keep people from
getting the RX drugs they need.

James Kinsaul

Norcross, GA

2014-04-03

Some of my prescriptions cost in the thousands for a 90 supply. Without
access to a competitive market I could never afford them.

Leo Maranhas

Savannah, GA

2014-04-03

cant afford the prices in the states for my meds so have to go International for
my drugs

James Thompson

Laconia, NH

2014-04-03

I purchase affordable prescription drugs from Canadian pharmacies that would
not be affordable from US sources.

Anna Kline

Tucson, AZ

2014-04-03

I buy my meds in Canada at a far less expensive rate than in the US. They are
SAFE drugs. I've never noted that our Canadian neighbors are dropping over
dead from their purchase of international meds.

Virginia Stevens

woodinville, WA

2014-04-03

I get important medications that are not insurance paid for that I can afford
buying them from overseas.They are the identical drugs sold for extortionist
prices in the U.S.

George McMullen

Streator, IL

2014-04-03

I can't afford drug prices in the US

Sherrilynn Palladino

Port Hueneme, CA

2014-04-03

Medicine is too expensive in US. I too buy from Canada.

Antoinette LaSpina

Hicksville, NY

2014-04-03

Drug costs in the US are crazy.. There should be price controls on them.. Why
should a 90 day supply cost $1,600 here and imported from Canada it's $
490.00 WHY it's made from the same drug company.. Why doesn't our
congressman & senator's stand up to these drug companies.. I think because
the drug companies have them in their pockets.. Should be ashamed to to have
voted on this bill...

Rich Wood

Hamilton, Canada

2014-04-03

There should be access to affordable medicine for all Americans

Sheila Arnold Tomlin

Kingpsort, TN

2014-04-03

I can't afford some of my medication if I don't get it from Canada., The meds
are 1/4 of the cost!!

larry godbold

Pass Christian, MS

2014-04-03

very shortly I may have to have medications shipped to me from Canada due to
a possible shortage of an important drug here in the U.S. If the U.S. runs out of
the drug I need I will not be able to live a decent life. The drugs, especially
from Canada, would help save many lives here in the lower 48.

Janet Albrecht

Greensboro, NC

2014-04-03

We are being ripped off by our pharma companies! We are subsiding them and
the folks in the other countries who get their meds at a reasonable cost. Also, if
you check your prescriptions closely--you will find that many are produced in
other countries, selling them to us as a generic. I am an RN, and I do take
generics. My Zocor has taken my cholesterol count down 50 points. I have no
side-effects.
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Toni Slater

Thornton, CO

2014-04-03

I have purchased drugs from an online Canadian pharmacy that shipped from
Turkey, UK, and US distributors. The time period: years. Te reason: cost was
80% less. The drugs were sealed by the manufacturer in punch cards except
those shipped from the US. Feel free to contact me.

John Ayers

Lafayette, LA

2014-04-03

I can't afford my prescribed medications at U.S. prices!

Michael McLaughlin

Lincoln, RI

2014-04-03

My asthma prescriptions are too expensive!

Arden Davis

Gig Harbor, WA

2014-04-03

This important to me to the tune of saving over $200. per eye prescription that
in the US quotes of $292. whereas from Canada, same prescription, same
manufacturer cost me $26.plus $10. shipping. Why should American
regulations financially persecute Americans needing prescriptions. All I have
heard for the last 10 years is the World economy and now you are telling me I
cannot participate in it except to take wage cuts to make America more
competitive. Get real!

Donald Kershner

Mishawaka, IN

2014-04-03

Because I cannot afford the Bush revamped Part D on medicare. Since I am
not as wealthy as our useless politicians, I have to buy where the prices are
reasonable.

Cristine Buntin

Lochbuie, CO

2014-04-03

Let me explain what a lot of people are going throught right now, including me.
WE cannot afford the cost of buying our medication in the United States. So
our only choice is buyin g them elsewhere, mainly Canada. You may never
had to go through an experience where you have no money to buy these
medication that actually many people depend on to live. Of course you haven't.
We have. If I can buy medications that I need at a lower price outside of the
US, I'm going to continue to do so. Why should I make a contribution to the
pharmacutical companies here when they only care about profits? At least
Canada has something that we have the we need at a much better cost. I'm
sick of the government butting into our business. Keep Out of IT. You've nver
experienced it nor will you. However, more people then you think do count on
medications that they need from out of the US. Hey, I'll give you an idea, we'll
stop when the pharmacutical companies drop their prices. Why not go after
them instead? Oh, maybe you get a kick back, is that it? I'll bet that you do.

LINDA BIRCHALL

TULSA, OK

2014-04-03

I pay $500/mo for 4 generic prescriptions that I have to take for a congenital
birth defect. While I signed up for OBAMACARE (WE LOVE IT), it was still
cheaper to take the higher deductible & pay the RX out-of-pocket. I can get the
most expensive RX from Canada for $75/mo. vs. $175/mo. that I pay in the US.

Carl Manley

Sandwich, IL

2014-04-03

I am unable to afford my needed prescription drugs from USA suppliers.
Without access to outside suppliers, I will not be obtaining the drugs I need.

Brent Handy

Sandy, UT

2014-04-03

Some medications I wouldn't be able to afford otherwise. Also why are
generics available to Canada but not US citizens, specifically Celebrex? It's
been around for a long time.

RICKY MULLINS

BROOKSVILLE, FL

2014-04-03

I BUY MY MEDS FROM AN INTERNATIONAL PHARMACY. I CANNOT
AFFORD TO PAY THE PRICE THAT AMERICAN PHARMACYS CHARGE

Leo Conway

Richardson, TX

2014-04-03

Because of leg cramp issues. I can get Quinine Sulfate in Canada. I use to be
able to get it as a generic in the USA but not any longer.

Sherri Davis

MIAMI, FL

2014-04-03

Even with insurance my medication is very expensive
If I can't get my meds from Northwest Pharmacy in Canada I would not be able
to afford everything I need every month.

Judith Stifel

Port St. Lucie, FL

2014-04-03

I'm.a senior who lost both my job and my small business due to this failing
economy and I have to eat dog food to afford even some of my medication on
meagermeager.Social.

Janice Connolly

Lisle, IL

2014-04-03

Because US Medicine should be more affordable us.
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wilma putz

mountain city, TN

2014-04-03

Because drug companies are out of control

Randy Posvar

Tigard, Saint Lucia

2014-04-03

We should not be at the mercy of corporate greed by this insanity. There is
absolutely NOTHING wrong with being able to get safe, affordable medicines
from across the U.S. borders. It's not the concern of the safety of U.S. citizens,
but only the control and scare tactics we as Americans have been accustomed
to for so long now. Leave us alone Big Pharma and you'll not notice a dent in
your pocket books......you'll still be able to afford your yachts and month long
vacations.

genelle doyle

port angeles, WA

2014-04-03

It is important for us to have the opportunity to purchase cheaper prescriptions

BN LAWSON

Houston, TX

2014-04-03

Because I can't afford the blood pressure, cholesterol, and acid reflux
prescriptions in the US, even with insurance.

Sonya Mellott

Beaver Springs, PA

2014-04-03

We get one prescription from Canada. It is a fraction of what it costs in U.S. If
we can't get it from Canada in the future, it will be a definite hardship for us.

Gerry Hakkert

Honolulu, HI

2014-04-03

Cost of Rx Drugs in the USA

Antoinette LaSpina

Hicksville, NY

2014-04-03

I'm going to be in the donut hole if I don't get meds from Out of country.. Very
important..

Frank Meyers

Santa Barbara, CA

2014-04-03

Prescription medication at an affordable price. Do not take it away.

David Morris

Peterborough, NH

2014-04-03

US prescription costs are obscene.

Mark Luce MD

Tucson, AZ

2014-04-03

Reliable medications at affordable prices are key to good health care.
There are still many of my patients who are more compliant with recomended
treatement because they can afford the medications from international
pharmacies.

Jim Lodwick

Austin, TX

2014-04-03

I'm tired as hell of being ripped-off by BigPharma.
Aren't you?

Kathleen Collins

Rochester Hills, MI

2014-04-03

Last year I was told I needed to take Lovenox every day for the rest of my life
$50K + a year I ended up with Xeralto which is still expensive but I know the
panic of the high cost of Rx's in America. Good luck

Hal Knilans

Thousand Oaks, CA

2014-04-03

Cost

Regina Posvar

Tigard, OR

2014-04-03

I take care of a lot of elderly people that cannot afford it

James Temple

Noti, OR

2014-04-03

Buying all my drugs using Medicare part D will bankrupt my family. I buy most
of my drugs in Canada for less than the copay on my part D.

William & Katrina

Sheffield Lake, OH

2014-04-03

Dresbach

We are Senior's and need our ,medicines at reasonable cost! Way too
expensive in the US!!

Jan O'Brien

Cadillac, MI

2014-04-03

Can't afford my medicine without going outside US

Linda Daniels

Chesterfield, MO

2014-04-03

Wve caanot deny anyone the right to have affordable medicines. Verified
ligitimate canadian pharmacies help hundreds of thousands of needy
Americans. Let our legislators use the system an ordinary US citizen uses and
they would be "running" to Canada for their scripts!

Meg Mullen

Denver, CO

2014-04-03

I purchase many prescriptions from Canada because the US prices are beyond
my reach. Many of the brand names for sale in the US are manufactured in
Canada and other countries, and are the same products I am purchasing from
Canadian pharmacies for 80% less than US prices. Please stop this conspiracy
with US drug companies and start making drugs more affordable for normal
Americans. DO NOT allow the seizure and destruction of imported mail order
drugs!

Clayton Colvin

Palm Harbor, FL

2014-04-03

High drug markups.
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Sylvester Mason

Maumee, OH

2014-04-03

The cost of Medications are out of control. Can't afford U.S. meds.

Jonathan Senn

Tucson, AZ

2014-04-03

Because the drug and insurance companies are in collusion. My insurance will
not cover the drugs I need. What is really wrong in Health care, drug
comp;anies.

charles sowders

lakewood, CO

2014-04-03

because of cost on medicare you end up in donut hole early and pay 100
percent of cost on a fix income can not afford medication

Amy Stevens

Pensacola, FL

2014-04-03

I pay $102.00 for 180 pills (generic) over the boarder, for a drug that would cost
me $570.00 in the states b/c it is still brand name, and was recently extend to
remain brand name in the states. If I can not have this drug available from over
the boarders, I will no longer be able to walk, care for myself or live a quality
life; I would have to literally quit work and I am currently a nurse who cares for
others and it's all b/c I have this drug available to me.

Robert Hansford

Reno, NV

2014-04-03

Stop protecting big drug companies at citizen expense!

Kristie Knutson

Virginia Beach, VA

2014-04-03

A 3 month supply of Cymbalta, an antidepressant, costs me $1,362 in the US
vs $140 from Canada. If I can't order from Canada, I cannot afford the
medication. I have been hospitalized in the past for depression. Please don't
let that happen to me again!

Laura Powell

Tuscaloosa, AL

2014-04-03

My insurance does not cover my medication since there is not a generic made
yet. I can buy my drugs from Canada for 166.00 for a 3 month supply an and in
the U. S. a 3 months supply would cost 750.00. I can not afford this on S. S.
and my retirement checks.

James Calvert

hastings, MN

2014-04-03

because I buy inexpensive Zetia from Canada

priscilla carpender

charlotte, NC

2014-04-03

i cannot afford advair in the usa. if outlawed, I will break the law and still buy it
even if I have to fly to Canada quarterly else, I will probably die without it.

Michael McKenzie

Grapevine, TX

2014-04-03

out of control med costs

Jeff Peterson

fredericksburg, VA

2014-04-03

I have to buy my prescription drugs out of the country because its too
expensive to buy in the US. This is something that nobody in this country
should have to do. Shame on the pharmacy lobby for buying the government
votes to make it this way.

Fred Barnes

oak park, IL

2014-04-03

Fixed income

Karl Waters

Verona, WI

2014-04-03

I get my drugs for $1.02 and in the US it costs me $33.53 apiece. They are
needed for me to keep living. Why does the Government always have to get
into persons personal business that cost them their lives. What do you have
that keeps you alive that we pay for as U.S. Citizens?

Richard Fried

sugar loaf, NY

2014-04-03

Am nye registered pharmacists. Have seen the state approval supposedly at
risk manufactures when it suits there purpose

kathryn moore

manhattan, KS

2014-04-03

As long as we do not, as a society, make prescription drugs available to the
citizenry at the kind of reasonable costs available elsewhere, we have no
business stopping people from going elsewhere. Basically, put up or shut up.

Betty Sanders

Fairfax, SC

2014-04-03

I am 87 years old. The idea of US citizens being "penalized" just because they
are US citizens is awful. All of the men in my family who fought in WWII were
not fighting to create a country where it is a negative to be a US citizen.
Congress should be ashamed. The delaying of generics is also wrong.

Robert M Cohen MD

Philadelphia, PA

2014-04-03

I do NOT begrudge the pharmaceutical industry REASONABLE profits. Those
are what pays for R&D. HOWEVER - the profits being demanded by our drug
companies are SO obnoxious and out or the range of reasonable that most
Americans can no longer afford many drugs they need. The ONLY solution
right now is getting the same drugs from first rate Canadian pharmacies. I
encourage whatever it takes to not stop this reasonable drug stream.
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lillian maynard

Jackson, OH

2014-04-03

A lot of Americans can not afford the prices here. The only reason the drug
company's are trying to stop this is because it's taking money out of their
pockets. Instead of stopping people from buying in Canada why don't the drug
companies compete or shut up and quit robbing the American people. Just
another way of taking people's rights. Shame on the drug companies and
congress. Next they will try and tell people how many times you can go to the
bathroom. It just never stops.

vince gavin

pittsburgh, PA

2014-04-03

retirees can not afford to pay the unjusstified, extreme, prices of life
susustaining medicines.

Terrence Webb

Surprise, AZ

2014-04-03

I take Asmanex Inhaler for COPD. The best price I could find in Surprise, AZ is
$235. for a month. I bought in on line for $42 a month. I probably will quit
taking it if I cannot buy it from Canada.

Judy Taylor

Boise, ID

2014-04-03

I cannot afford the cost of my meds from American pharmacies. My medical
expenses already takes 2/3 of my annual income. If the U.S. Customs is
allowed to seize my drugs my health will surely deteriorate.

Dennis Wolterding

Myrtle Beach, SC

2014-04-03

I work in the healthcare field and see, everyday, how the high costs of medicine
are actually preventing people from being able to buy what is vital to their
health. These Rules will make matters even worse

Robert Kelchner

Midlothian, IL

2014-04-03

The cost of medications is so much cheaper in Canada.

Karen Nordin

Huntington Beach, CA

2014-04-03

Health Care has already become so expensive, taking away this source of
Prescriptions will add even more. Necessary prescriptions will no longer be
affordable, thus accessible.

Sandra Creek

Richmond, MO

2014-04-03

Because we are seniors and live on a limited income. These drugs are safe
from Canada and it's none of the governments business how we save money.

JIM CRENSHAW

SAN ANGELO, TX

2014-04-03

I USE COMBIVENT,SYMBICORT & OTHERS FROM CANANDIAN
PHARMACY. ALL ARE BY THE ORIGINAL COMPANIES AS USA.
I USE ONE COMBIVENT EVERY TWENTY DAYS. CANADIAN COSTS $68.00
AND USA COSTS $220.00 EACH.
THIS IS JUST ONE MEDICINE. HOW MUCH DO I SAVE ON THIS ONE
DRUG ?
I HOPE ENOUGH SAID.

Walter Anderson

Lady Lake, FL., FL

2014-04-03

I'm retired, live on a FIXED income

harry danik

cleveland, OH

2014-04-03

This proposed regulation is an attempt to further control & deny my rights as a
Citizen of The United States of America & in violation of The Constitution &
Interstate Commerce Commission regulations.

Linda Donaldson

Canton, OH

2014-04-03

At one time, I needed to order thyroid meds from Canada.

Rebecca Gregory-Chifos

Indianapolis, IN

2014-04-03

I have never had the least problem with the safe, effective asthma meds I get
from Canadian pharmacies -- and they, unlike American medications, are
affordable. I am sick and tired of the FDA protecting the rights of giant
pharmaceutical companies at the expense of American health.

Eddie Sindt

Kalaheo, HI

2014-04-03

I use a on-line pharmacy that has allowed me to buy the prescriptions I require
at 1/3 the cost of tier one drugs from our local pharmacy. Please don't try to
dictate what and where I van buy my drug. I am not senile yet so let me live my
life the way I choose. mahalo

dave lum

pittsford, NY

2014-04-03

Medicare copays are huge... and I can buy the same drug in Canada... where
my retail price is less than my USA copay. Both the USA and Canadian
products are made in Ireland. Why do you allow big pharma to steal from me?
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Edward Dominguez

Kansas City, MO

2014-04-03

I get my medicine through an online pharmacy in Canada. My health insurance
has a very high deductale ant then pays 80 % I can not afford what my
medication would cost in the US.

Dale Slatton

Benton, KY

2014-04-03

I am using revlimid which I order from India for 300.00. The same medicine in
the States cost many thousands

Michael Ellis

Mascotte, FL

2014-04-03

It should be illegal to restrict our right to purchase legal medications !

Daniel Hale

Newport, OR

2014-04-03

I cannot afford US prices...

Barbara Beaton

San Diego, CA

2014-04-03

This is very important to me. If I could not get medicines from Canada I would
have to stop taking most of my medication.

Ruben Parker Jr

Waianae, HI

2014-04-03

I am on a fixed income and prices are soaring higher and higher making it
diffult to make ends meet.

Scotta Steele

Marion, AR

2014-04-03

I should have the right to procure medicine wherever I wish.

richard tuhro

sault sainte marie, MI

2014-04-04

I don't have drug insurance and rely on getting my expensive medications from
reliable non U.S. sources

Meggin Lane

Hanover, MA

2014-04-04

Because a person's health should be more important than profit

joyce ostrand

Newark, DE

2014-04-04

Purchasing my meds through Northwest Pharmacy oer several years has
saved me thousands of dollars in costs. Seeing that most of the generics in
this country are already made in China and India, why would you make citizens
pay more for the same drugs. How much more are citizens to endure from the
government running our private lives.

PATRICIA MCHUGH

SAINT LOUIS, MO

2014-04-04

Why? Even w/Medicare & Coventry, EVERY YEAR I pay ca. $6,500 OUT-OFPOCKET!

Jackie Weber

Aurora, IL

2014-04-04

Cannot afford costs - $5600 if I had part d vs under $1500. In simple English,
my quality of life would suffer and be significantly shorter.

Leslie Rizzo

Tewksbury, MA

2014-04-04
the medicine American's buy is over-priced. It will bankrupt the nation. Lower
prices, how come it is so cheap in Canada?

AB

Albuquerque, NM

2014-04-04

It's unfair for Americans to be forced to pay outrageous prices for
pharmaceuticals purchased in this country. If it weren't for all the TV
commercials pushing various drugs and raising the cost, Americans would not
be tempted to fill their prescriptions in Canada. It's disgraceful that some
people are forced to choose between buying food or filling a prescription.

john lynn

South Hadley, MA

2014-04-04

It would help the indigent folks in the USA.

Franklin D Nash MD

Indianapolis, IN

2014-04-04

82 y/o retired professor of medicine. Take 13 oral med, 2 injectables. One costs
$355/month here where from Canada, I get three months supply for $112
(generic).

Wilfred Bendig

West Salem, OH

2014-04-04

Price is much lower then here in the states.

Kristin Samuelson

New Orleans, LA

2014-04-04

I have needed to use Canadian pharmacies myself when I had insurance with
a $1000 deductible for prescriptions. I could buy the same meds there for 1/4
of the price and they worked very well! This is important to many, many
Americans. Depending on how well Medicare works, I may need to start doing
it again. This is VERY important!

Patricia Rencken

Irrigon, OR

2014-04-04

Because the drugs we purchase from Canada are safe, and are from a
licensed and regulated pharmacy. The drugs are approximately 1/3 the cost of
those here in the U.S.--a pretty sad commentary indeed!

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Lynn Harrington

Redway, CA

2014-04-04

In the past I could not afford antibiotics which I needed to resolve an infection.
My insurance would not pay for any effective antibiotics- only cheaper
antibiotics which were not effective and so my doctor told me her hands were
tied- she could not treat me. This was more than systemic neglect, it was
dangerous and added to the problems of antibiotic resistance. I was able to
import the medication and take it and the infection was resolved. I believe
many people are in this situation, not just with antibiotics but also expensive
heart medications etc. For instance if someone does not have the right heart
medications they may not be able to function very well, but will live a long time.
I don't believe this is followed or researched very much.... but it's apparent to
anyone who has had a chronic condition.
Sometimes it saves money to treat a disease or condition right the first time.
Otherwise the system ends up paying much much more for the maintenance of
sick people. Until the system is fixed (probably never) it is both cost effective
and humane to allow people to obtain the medications they need. And to allow
people to buy their drugs at a cheaper price. If they do buy at a cheaper price
the government saves money by not having to buy the drugs, and by not
having to support as many sick people. It's a win/win situation and a no brainer
for everyone except the pharma companies.

Peter Chasar

Brookings, OR

2014-04-04

I currently get my prescription allergy medications from an online pharmacy
outside the US. I do it because I'm living on a fixed income and the imported
medications are much more affordable.

Todd Hendrickson

Port Orange, FL

2014-04-04

I need to continue to have access to low cost meds. What right does the
government have to take my mail ???

Arthur Larsen

Paradise, CA

2014-04-04

Cost is very important to those of us who are on fixed income. Some brand
name drugs cost $550 for a 90 day supply. Some of these drugs are heavily
advertised on TV. Drug prices for those living outside of the US are
significantly lower that here. WHY?

Thomas C. Lawford MD

REston, VA

2014-04-04

I have no Rx insurance and could not afford the 5 meds I need at us prices

Steve Wilhelm

Katy, TX

2014-04-04

I am tired of paying exorbitant medication prices in the US. Why are generic
drugs that are available in Canada not allowed here? The only reason can be
that the FDA is a puppet of the drug industry.

Sam Bissell

Edgewater, CO

2014-04-04

Because of the current cost of certain medications which I take, I am forced to
buy them from a source outside the US. If I can't buy them from that source, I
will be forced to live without them and thereby cause my condition to get much
worse because of its cost here in the US. PLEASE don't take that away from
me!

Leo E. Froechte

Fuquay Varina, NC

2014-04-04

I buy 5 different Brand-Namedrugs on-line and could not afford the local prices.

Randy Posvar

Tigard, Saint Lucia

2014-04-04

Just look at how many doctors have signed this petition!!! Hmmmm, maybe
they know what we already know?

James Slawinski

Alexandria, VA

2014-04-04

I have CPOD - reasonably priced Advair is critical to my continued treatment.
Without regulated, registered Canadian pharmacy Advair, I will be forced to cut
my dose by 75% to save money; that is one inhalation every two days, rather
than the prescribed twice per day.

Gary Saxon

Wilmington, NC

2014-04-04

I get my prescription from Canada. This matters to me.

Donald Arledge

Gig Harbor, WA

2014-04-04

I rely on imported drugs because of the cost of some drugs not covered by my
insurance

clower maloy

sneads, FL

2014-04-04

This is the only way I can afford my medicine

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Albert McCown

Canyon lake, TX

2014-04-04

Colchsine use to cost $24.00 before the FDA gave it to a firm that now has a
cost over $500 for 90 days for my Gout in the states but only $58.00 in
Canada. Please don't do this to us.

Bruce Panowski

Santa Fe, NM

2014-04-04

I currently depend on necessary cheaper drugs from Canada.

Jerry Driscoll

Kapaa, HI

2014-04-04

I get drugs from Canada for the ones that Humana won't cover at a fraction of
the cost. i

Kenneth Souza

Pacific Grove, CA

2014-04-04

No generic in U.S. for the drugs I take. And, at a cheaper price same
drug...Brand.

Darcie Renault

Studio City, CA

2014-04-04

I have health insurance and still need to buy drugs from Canada or Mexico as
they are so much cheaper. I buy Albuterol, Prosac and Wellbutrin from out of
the contry on a regular basis.

Donald berman

CUMMING, GA

2014-04-04

I am a 77 Yr.old actively practicing attorney. I know how to investigate the
foreign sources of my prescriptions. Some prescriptions are Medicare tier 4 or
tier 5. These are prohibitively expensive in the U.S.

John Totten

Port Charlotte, FL

2014-04-04

These medications are AS safe, if not safer than the drugs the US ALLOWS to
be imported from Croatia.

Delia Cuellar

Houston, TX

2014-04-04

I can't afford my rx in the USA. I need my Crestor purchased in Canada at a
reasonable cost. Don't give in to big pharmacy lobby!

Monica Cox

Mobile, AL

2014-04-04

I am signing because I know several people who have been able to get their
prescriptions over the boarder in Canada at a cheaper rate. If it weren't for this
ability, these people may not be living the life they do today because they
couldn't afford the medications to keep them healthy and/or alive.

Larry Ward

Lead Hill, AR

2014-04-04

Cost. And, the deliberate manipulation of drug cost to force us into no gap
coverage quickly so we are forced to pay full outrageous costs for meds.

Jeannine Jalanivich

Gautier, MS

2014-04-04

For the greater good of our society.

Lillian Hunt M. D.

Arlington, VA

2014-04-04

I also have ordered medication from India saving $2000 a year on just one
drug.

Karl Williams

Kingsport, TN

2014-04-04

I won't be able to afford my insulin at inflated US prices.

Beulah Price

Houston, TX

2014-04-04

I buy my medication out of the U s

Ralph H Arnold Jr

Geneva, NY

2014-04-04

I can`t afford a lot of my medicines here in the USA, so I have to buy from
Canada, as I`am on a fixed income.

Jeri Young

Coos Bay, OR

2014-04-04

My medication is too expensive to be filled in the US. Being able to get my
medication from outside the US helps me afford to keep taking it otherwise I
would not be able to....

Patricia Carranza

Long Beach, CA

2014-04-04

I buy my antidepressant at 86% lower from a Pharmacy in Canada. I do not
have any health insurance and could never afford it otherwise,

Joseph Higareda

Chicago, IL

2014-04-04

As a cancer patient I need to watch my budget. I know tat canadian drugs that I
order have met the safety standards required, are safe to consume, are the
very same generic drugs that big pharma buys in bulk to resell to U.S.
consumers at outrageously hiked up prices, thus acknowledging the drugs are
safe and affordable. To stop our right of access is not only cruel but unethical
and immoral. Please vote no on any bill impeding our life-prolonging drugs from
Canada and overseas.

Carol Beatty

Anaheim, CA

2014-04-04

My husband and I cannot afford to buy all our meds in the U.S. so we have to
use other resources.

Janeen Landsberger

Chanhassen, MN

2014-04-04

There are many seniors who despite having medicare are still spending a
fortune on medications.

Name

Location

Date
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Judith March

Longmont, CO

2014-04-04

I am tired of us all being robbed by big corporations

Lynn Brown

Altoona, PA

2014-04-04

Being able to purchase drugs out of the country is the difference between being
in good health or not. It's just that critical. Don't make people choose between
food or medication - stop messing with the basic rights of U.S. citizens to be
able to choose where they want to buy what they need. This is ridiculous that
our own government wants to stick their nose in this.

Brian Bancroft

Matthews, NC

2014-04-04

cost differential for essentially the SAME medication

Molly Lai

Millbrae, CA

2014-04-04

Many people cannot afford their prescriptions. Some people have to choose
between food and medication or rent and medication.

Melanie Huntley

Las Vegas, NV

2014-04-04

Drug companies should not have the power to prevent me from filling my
prescriptions from legitimate pharmacies in Canada & England.

tom STAMPER

grandy, NC

2014-04-04

because 1 medication i take cost 120.00 here .in canada its like 22.00

James Enny

Hopewell Junction, NY

2014-04-04

I lost my prescription plan due to the new health care law. I now have to pay full
price for my scripts.

Linda Jones

Aurora, NE

2014-04-04

My insurance doesn't cover the cost of my medications that are essential for
my very life. The only way we can afford to pay for them out of our own pocket
is to buy them from an international pharmacy.

Catherine Hoyt

Windsoe, VT

2014-04-04

Because bankruptcy shouldn't be the result of buying overpriced prescription
medications just to satisfy unconscionable greed.

Deborah Sjoberg

Gadsden, AL

2014-04-04

Although I have Part D, which I detest, I feel it necessary to buy my most
expensive medication from a Canadian Pharmacy to avoid the coverage gap
as long as possible. I would have to do without my arthritis medication if this
insane "law" is instituted. Since it is this administration, however, I am betting
this entire thing is an exercise in futility.

E Pummill

Littleton, CO

2014-04-04

I don't know how I would afford one of my prescriptions if I couldn't get it from
Canada.

Michael Darnley

Ramona, CA

2014-04-04

Two of my medications are so expensive that if not for my Canadian Pharmacy
I would have to stop taking them.

Christopher Kidwell

Aberdeen, MD

2014-04-04

My father is on many medications. His bills would drop if healthcare ompanies
actually had to compete and stop charging U.S. customers more than overseas
customers.

James Brundy

San Francisco, CA

2014-04-04

I obtain medication from abroad. As a senior with a chronic condition, the ability
to obtain prescription medication safely from a quality pharmacy outside the
United States is a key component of living with this plague.

Jeffrie Susa

Ventura, CA

2014-04-04

consumers should have the right
to purchase outside US without
government interferance.

Deborah Marsh

Highland Village, Tx

2014-04-04

I use imported drugs to keep me healthy.

75077, TX
Barbara Rosenthal

Los Angeles, CA

2014-04-04

I depend on these medications as I can't afford them in the United States

beth kennedy

virginia beach, VA

2014-04-04

Because the majority of Americans can not afford the ridiculous prices that we
have to contend with in the United States.

Herb Behrstock

Alameda, CA

2014-04-04

health must be made as affordable, as accessible as possible. Our Canadian
friends have a better solution. We must learn, humbly, to follow best practices
--- for the health of our country and people.
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Lynn Calhoun

Tiger, GA

2014-04-04

Why should I pay more with my insurance for a medication when I can get it
from outside the US for a cheaper price than my copay? It's certainly no secret
most of our generic drugs sold in the US are from foreign sources. Another
example of big business, here drug manufacturers, trying to hold on to top
dollar, no regard for those of us who need and depend on cheaper equally
good foreign purchased drugs, and in some cases the brand name.

Kevin Murphy

Abbottstown, PA

2014-04-04

Because this is just one more freedom that is trying to be taking away from the
people. Also it offends me that big drug companies in this country control our
government

Marshall Brumbaugh

Garrett, IN

2014-04-04

My insurance is high deductible. I pay $50 for an asthma inhaler from Canada
that costs me $300 in the US. That's a monthly cost.

Brock Bunnell

Orlando, FL

2014-04-04

I need insulin that cost $270 per 10/ml at local pharmacy. I get it out of country
for $90.
The drugs are only made in Germany so there buying local cost me 3x for the
same drug. America drug companies are a rip off.

Richard O'Keefe

Chardon, OH

2014-04-04

We can't afford these same drugs from US pharmacies

Eric Weinberger

Asheville, NC

2014-04-04

I have asthma and need a drug that is called Symbicort in the U.S. I simply
cannot afford the American price of this medication. If I cannot get the drug
from abroad, I will not get it at all. I will then become unproductive, because I
won't be able to breathe properly. Although I have been living in the U.S. for
twenty years, I am considering returning to my home country of England, just to
get affordable healthcare. There I could get my medication free of charge. By
the way, the versions of Symbicort that I get from abroad are better than the
samples I have been given here.

PAUL ROBERTS

RUBY, NY

2014-04-04

I cannot afford to pay the prices that US drug compamys charge for medicine
to keep me alive . The US cost is 10 times more than I pay for the same
branded medicine .

PAUL ERNST

RACINE, WI

2014-04-04

The outrageous pricing of my medication in the US Big Pharma is
rediculous...How do they expect me to pay the copays on the meds I need to
survive!!!!!!!!

Lisa Cummings

Las Vegas, NV

2014-04-04

I can't afford my copd inhaler. $120.00 here in the U.S.A. No body can afford
these prices.

Sue Vasko

Oxford, MI

2014-04-04

Allows me to afford my medications.

Debora Reyes

Hoffman Estates, IL

2014-04-04

It's unfortunate the drug companies causes such financial hardship on
Americans. We should have other alternatives to purchase the medications we
need.

Neil Rosenblum

Aventura, FL

2014-04-04

The government is slowly destroying the middle class. After 15 years of
purchasing medications from overseas without any ill effects, The Big Drug
Companies are trying to rid us of big savings on our prescriptions. It's time for
the FDA to get out of bed thig Big Business.

Brandon Shane Butler

Mustang, OK

2014-04-04

My son and I both have asthma and require Advair to control it. If I was unable
to buy a generic form from Canada it would cost us an additional $500/month
that I can not afford!

Susan Jacobs

Brier, WA

2014-04-04

I have a couple of autoimmunde disorders and I have to take daily pills that my
US insurance does not cover so I go to Canada which is cheaper to supply
from US manufactured medicine than US suppliers

Name
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Ray Green

jacksonville, FL

2014-04-04

if i could not get my prescriptions from Canada i would not be able to afford
them here. My insurance doesn't even cover inhalers anymore. I have been
getting my asthma meds for a few years and I have had no problems. If i was
to buy them here I would only be able to afford about a 1/3 of the amount.

velma alleckson

canby, MN

2014-04-04

My husband is in the nursing home. Costs are extremely high. It's hard to
make ends meet. And he needs his medicine.

Phyllis Knubel

York, SC

2014-04-04

I price of the drugs I take is unaffordable. The only way to stay out of the
"donut hole" is to buy from Canada. A 90-day supply of LANTUS Solostar for
diabetes is about $800+.

John Hasselbeck

Lawerenceburg, IN

2014-04-04

I have a prescription that to have filled in the U.S. would cost me double the
dollar amount that I can have filled at an online pharmacy. The average person
and the elderly cannot afford to have some meds filled in the states. So I say
tell the big pharmaceutical companies to put on their big boy panties, stop
crying because they are not making money (because they charge way to
much) and stay the heck out of it. All they want the money for is to pay their
CEO's millions of dollars. Enough is enough.

Irene Masiello

Corona,, NY

2014-04-04

I cannot afford the medication I need in order to function so I purchase a 3
month supply from a Canadian Pharmacy that costs me about $30 a month, if I
buy it in my local drug store it costs about $250 a month

Diane Strickland

Groton, VT

2014-04-04

As someone who nearly went bankrupt buying brand name medications,
because I was allergic to most generics, finding alternative sources, AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES, in Canada (the identical brands), has saved my life. If
the US Government wants to pass this law, then they should make all
medications affordable or free to ALL, as the governments of most other
countries do. We in the US end up paying for all the advertising, R&D, etc. for
the pharmacological companies. I'm sure those in the government don't have to
worry about getting these same drugs affordably, so why should we? Passing
this law will only make the US a LESS healthy country - not more, because
people won't be able to afford to take their medications. There is absolutely no
logic in this except for pressure from the greedy big pharma and their
kickbacks.

Margaret Hall

Nokesville, VA

2014-04-04

My husband is in the donut hole by April, his meds would cost over $1,500 per
month out of pocket from May 01 until the end of the year. He's been taking
chances by cutting his medication in 1/2 or not taking it at all for 1 of the doses.
This is dangerous. Now I'm experiencing health issues and having meds
added it seems monthly. We cannot afford it anymore. It's either meds or food.
Please help us.
Margaret Hall

Dudley Delany

Virginia Beach, VA

2014-04-04

I wouldn't be able to afford my medication if I couldn't import it.

Anthony Novak

St Petersburg, FL

2014-04-04

cost

John Best

Louisville, KY

2014-04-04

imported medicines are effective and many are a lot less expensive. Only way I
can afford the best medicines

robert fleming

braintree, MA

2014-04-04

personal

Jan Creedon-McVean

Wichita Falls, TX

2014-04-04

We cannot afford the medications my disabled desperately needs due to the
"donut hole" which has yet to be eliminated ! Deny us affordable medication
and many will die.

Burt Rochon

Kaufman, TX

2014-04-04

I'm unemployed and the only way I can afford the medicine that keeps my wife
breathing through her asthma attacks is to buy it from an overseas pharmacy
where it's about 1/10 the cost.
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Andy Halper

West Palm Beach, FL

2014-04-04

because I import Cialis at one third the price. Cialis is a necessary drug for me.

Mary Bowen

Inglis, FL

2014-04-04

On S.S. income, and need the low cost of meds.

maurine stenwick

minneapolis, MN

2014-04-04

I and friends rely on cheaper medicines! we go with out when we cannot afford
them -at the low prices.

Elizabeth Judy

Hollywood, SC

2014-04-04

I won't be able to survive if they do this.

Richard Nelson

Hartford, CT

2014-04-04

I could never afford the prescriptions that I need if I couldn't buy outside the
U.S.

Lynn Ensslin

Los Alamos, NM

2014-04-04

I do not like to see any lobby have such control over the government,
particularly drug companies and the NRA.

John Gordon

Portage, MI

2014-04-04

Can not afford US prices for somem of our medicines needed for chronic
treatments.

J Koesler

Saint Jo, TX

2014-04-04

you old hag.

ELAINE DARNELL

GREENEVILLE, TN

2014-04-04

COST IS CERTAINLY A FACTOR AS WELL AS THE TROUBLE I HAVE HAD
FROM LARGE PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES INSURANCE RULES.

Alan Bassett

Tilton, NH

2014-04-04

I have been getting my asthma medicine from India for over 10 years. I can
purchase 6 months supply for 146.00 dollars. If I buy it in USA it cost over
200.00 dollars for 1 month supply for same medicine. I have no insurance and
cannot afford Obama care

Kit Bonham

McKinney, TX

2014-04-04

Each year I purchase about $750 to $1000 of Drugs in Canada

John White

Bossier City, LA

2014-04-04

freedom and FREE enterprise

Stephen Vanderhoof

Londonderry, NH

2014-04-04

Like Dr. Barrett, I buy prescription drugs from a licensed pharmacy in Canada
at less than half the cost of the same drugs in the US.

Denise Edwards

Spring, TX

2014-04-04

My husband and I own our own mom-pop business, and health insurance has
always been an issue. We have a son who has mental health issues. Even
when we had health insurance, his prescriptions were not fully covered. When
we had to give up our health insurance, we were left to funding his
prescriptions ourselves. The ONLY way we could afford to keep him medicated
is through international pharmacies. For some of us this is a "freedom" issue,
but for our family, this has been a NECESSITY. BTW, you need to know
ObamaCare is a JOKE. I have attempted about a dozen times to get my son
signed up for Medicaid and thanks to a CRAPPY website STILL can't get it
done. I also shopped for insurance for my family, and the premiums are MORE
than what I was paying for before we gave up coverage! It's a SHAM and a
SHAME.

Diane Rose Phillips

Tehachapi, CA

2014-04-04

Freedom from government control

Charles Hall

Granbury, TX

2014-04-04

My wife takes a medicine that has been used for years around the world but
not in the U. S. A. She cannot get it here and we order it from Canada. It has
kept her problem in check for about 7 years. If we couldn't get it, there is
nothing in the U. S. that helps as she had tried them all that was available.

Paul Morrison

Dallas, TX

2014-04-04

With the Republicans in the House in Congress doing all they can to make life
more difficult for middle and low income people, including seniors on Social
Security and Medicare/Medicaid, we have to do all that we can to meet our
fixed expenses, and the cost of prescription drugs is one of the fastest rising
costs we encounter.

Joyce Larson

Iron Mountain, MI

2014-04-04

I have bought drugs from Canada pharmacy's for years. I am on a fixed income
and before I got online drugs I was paying $450. a month for my medication
and now it is down to $65 a month.

eddie warf

longs, SC

2014-04-04

for containing drug cost in the united states
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Susie patillo

MOORESVILLE, NC

2014-04-04

One of my prescriptions at my local Pharmacy cost me $600 for a 30 day
supply. I can purchase the same drug from Canada and the cost is $445 for a
90 day supply.

dean rick

gainesville, FL

2014-04-04

The cost is too high for my income.

Richard Riggs

Somerville, NJ

2014-04-04

The drugs from elsewhere are made by the same companies that sell it here, in
fact the drugs sold here are the same ones that are manufactured overseas.
The US drug companies are ripping us off.

Elaine Mintz

Sammamish, WA

2014-04-04

Many medications are not covered by insurance in spite of the high rates we
pay. We then have to go outside the US to find them affordable. There are
many other reasons people choose to do this. To stop this and to destroy them
is ludicrous.

Larisa HERNANDEZ

Lynnwood, WA

2014-04-04

We think Americans should be free to seek more competitive prices for their
medications.

David Lake

Boulder, CO

2014-04-04

I cannot afford the drugs I need if purchased in the US.

Kristina Everett

Elkton, MD

2014-04-04

The cost of prescription drugs in the U.S. is astronomical compared to other
countries. Those with medical conditions who don't have prescription drug
insurance should be able to obtain necessary medicine from any source
deemed safe.

Lucy Milton

Brentwood, TN

2014-04-04

Thousands of Americans cannot afford their medicine. People will stay in
better health if they can buy their medications. Many will simply stop taking if
they have to choose between food and medicine.

Jay Mathy

Casselberry, FL

2014-04-04

My insurance doesn't cover every drug prescribed! I cannot afford my
medications at the price American Pharmacies charge. If I an unable to obtain
them from Canada at a much lower price it will mean I will have to go without
my medications.

George Sims

Alachua, FL

2014-04-04

As retirees, we could not afford my wife's critical Rx's if we had to purchase in
US.

Lucy Milton

Brentwood, TN

2014-04-04

This should be our freedom. The government continues to chip away at our
freedom everyday. Vast amounts of money are given to elected officials by Big
Pharma. for their reelections.

Melanie Rowan

Prospect, KY

2014-04-04

I have been buying my Thyroid medication this way for 10+ years and I have
saved over $3000. Please don't take this option away from me.

Ken DAVID

Tucson, AZ

2014-04-04

I need lots of meds

Randy and Karla

Maineville, OH

2014-04-04

My wife has Alzheimer's and just one of her medications would cost about

Vandegrift

$1000 every 3 months; we get the same medicine through Canada for $200.
On a fixed income, this helps us to keep bread on the table, the lights on and a
roof over our heads.

Linda Tenbrink

Delta, CO

2014-04-04

I am a senior and many of the generic meds don't work for me and the nongenerics are too expensive for me.

Fred Stapp

Ventura, CA

2014-04-04

I have been buying my medications through Canada for 20 years saving
thousands of dollars at age 84 I need to retain the savings.

Cynthia Britt

921 Richland Dr., VA

2014-04-04

I can't afford to buy the medication in U.S.

Connie Moser

Lanesville, IN

2014-04-04

I can get needed medications at a more reasonable cost.

Barbara Hoffmann

Medford, OR

2014-04-04

Because I'm on a limited budget and when drug prices here on a prescription is
2 or 3 times higher, plus putting me in the "Donut Hole" where I would have to
pay even more-Full Price, I would be going without. Maybe that's their point
---to dispatch old people to their end quicker! Yes please do not limit my
access to affordable prescriptions.
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Location

Date

Comment

Mari Townsend

Chandler, AZ

2014-04-04

I cannot afford the prices American pharmacies charge for my prescription
medicines. This law serves no purpose except to increase the bottom line of
pharmaceutical companies at the expense of lower income US citizens.

Mike Litt

Lake Oswego, OR

2014-04-04

I get a crucial drug from Canada that is not available in the US. It is called
Domperidone and controls my upper GI reflux.

Rose Hucke

Valencia, PA

2014-04-04

Prescription drugs prescribed by a licensed doctor and fulfilled by a qualitycontrolled pharmacy, no matter where it is located, should be available to the
residents of the USA. We need to have choice in our decision as to where to
obtain our prescription drugs--giving us choice in how to spend our money.

Robert Wright

Mechanicsburg, PA

2014-04-04

Because we buy drugs from Canada, and have lived in a number of foreign
countries, with no bad results.

Elaine Sopko

Tamiment, PA

2014-04-04

I am a 75 year old artist. although I do have Rx insurance, I fall into the donut
hole and the cost of my meds becomes prohibitive.

Elaine Sopko

Tamiment, PA

2014-04-04

I am a 75 year old artist. although I do have Rx insurance, I fall into the donut
hole and the cost of my meds becomes prohibitive.

Ted Moore

Tigard, OR

2014-04-04

I cannot afford to pay the cost of US drugs.

Ellen Savage

Highland Park, IL

2014-04-04

I have many allergies that require daily prescription strength antihistimines. My
insurance no longer covers this medication because some antihistamines are
available over the counter, even though these are ineffective for me. It still
costs a fair amount to go to Canada, but savings are worth it.

Reva Felder

Glenview, IL

2014-04-04

I take a medication that is not available in the USA. It is prescribed by my
physician and has been helpful in releaving my gastric symptoms without side
effects.

jon beck

phila, PA

2014-04-04

because i do it

Christine Newton

Santa Rosa, CA

2014-04-04

I need to purchase some medication not covered by my insurance company, I
could not afford out of pocket charges if I purchased medication in the U.S.

Daniel Martz Sr

Newport, PA

2014-04-04

Daniel Martz Sr Newport Pa
I am on a fixed income.The price I pay from canada is half the price from the
usa.

margaret wertheim

Los Angeles, CA

2014-04-04

Millions of American rely on affordable drugs from Canada because we cannot
afford the high prices here in the USA - even with good health insurance drugs
here are hugely expensive. I urge that Congress does not stop americans from
getting lower cost medications outside the US.

Cindy Mullen

Endicott, NY

2014-04-04

Millions of older Americans can not afford their drugs when they fall into the
Medicare "donut hole" and may want to buy drugs from online foreign
pharmacies to save money. Given the fact that many of the drugs dispensed
by US retail pharmacies are foreign manufactured, Americans should have
access to those same drugs through accredited online foreign pharmacies.

Michael Fawell

Glen Ellyn, IL

2014-04-04

Because I save two thirds on price on my essential cardiac medicine.

Janie Massey

Danielsville, GA

2014-04-04

We the people should have the right to buy our medicines outside the U.S. if
we choose to!
We should have the rights to all things about our own bodies.

William Baldyga

Jewett City, CT

2014-04-04

Without the ability to purchase affordable medications out of the country, since
our government won't do anything about the costs, my wife and I coulden't
afford the medications we need to keep us alive.

Maggie Hageman

Burien, WA

2014-04-04

Health care costs are going up and we need affordable drugs!

Frank Beran

Worth, IL

2014-04-04

I buy asthma medication from Canada for 16% of Medicare part D co-pay costs
to me.

Name

Location
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John Kent

Flowery Branch, GA

2014-04-04

It's not government's business where one buys meds, only that they are
genuine.

Ilya Paley

Solon, OH

2014-04-04

affordable cost

Elizabeth Kennedy

Metairie, LA

2014-04-04

B/C the costs of some of my meds is prohibitive, forcing me to have to forgo
having them filled, thus doing w/o necessary medications for my health and
well-being.

kevin marler

peachtree city, GA

2014-04-04

Part of Obama's "Pharmaceutical Companies in my Pocket" program, as I am
sure he is benefitting from it. He speaks of "affordable healthcare" deceptively,
since it does not always offer affordable drugs that millions are on. Sebelius is
his puppet so she will do what he tells her no matter how many petitions you
get. The only up side is that if people start dying because they cant afford their
medications, it will cast another shadow on the ACA.

Joan Woods

Burlington, WI

2014-04-04

The cost of drugs in the united states is just to high. The government needs to
stay out of our lives

Everett Faircloth

Bridgeville, DE

2014-04-04

It's important to buy legal medicines in an open market, not the monopolies
controlled by greedy USA pharmacueticals.

Hugh Peach

Beaverton, OR

2014-04-04

The government has colluded with the drug companies to artificially raise the
price of drugs based on the fiction that they need the extra money to fund
research. This research would be easily done more responsibly and at a
fraction of the cost by government labs and their consultants. The concept that
medicine coming in from Europe or Canada is less tested or less safe than
what is often the same product manufactured by another branch of the same
company in the US is absurd on its face and puts the government in the
position of committing complete disaster against ordinary Americans who need
access to medicine at the kinds of prices paid in every other country.

Maritza Combes

Lutz, FL

2014-04-04

I cannot afford medicines if I don't buy them overseas. Without them I can't live.

Steve Blodgett

Baring, MO

2014-04-05

I buy drugs from a pharmacy in Canada that I couldn't afford at home even with
insurance.

Rolf Warner

Signal Hill, CA

2014-04-05

Many people have to choose, between meds or food

Rebecca Atwood

West Fork, AR

2014-04-05

At one point, even though I had health insurance, they refused to cover one of
my medications. I could not afford it without going online to get it. Now there is
another medication that I use that the insurance does pay for. But I had to go
online in the past.

Caroline Miksch

Ubud, Bali, Indonesia

2014-04-05

This is the fair thing to do. US meds prices are ridiculous.

james mathis

mission viejo, CA

2014-04-05

If my wife is forced to buy a prescription drug to control her Ulcerative Colitis.
The prescreption she HAS TO USE costs $420 + Shipping from True-value. If
she is forced to buy the prescption in the USA.,we, cannot afford over $2100
every 3 months.I guess under the GREAT OBAMA CARE RULES-She
qualified for a review of a DEATH SQUAD.

Sonya Bolton

Port Angeles, WA

2014-04-05

Because medicaid will only cover 9 pills of a medication I need more of to not
be bedridden.

fred carusona

sarasota, FL

2014-04-05

To help any one for the chance to get better,we all deserve that! Who doesn't
believe that.

dwight jackson

ellenwood, GA

2014-04-05

cannot afford some brands

Jon Burek

Batavia, OH

2014-04-05

Father needs very expensive COPD medication

Name
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Carolyn Walker

Urbandale, IA

2014-04-05

For the same reasons as anyone else obtaining their necessary meds outside
the USA...Big Pharma and our US insurance system have RIDICULOUSLY
inflated the prices for needed meds. Isn't it interesting one can get therapeutic
meds outside the USA for a fraction of the cost AND SOMEONE IS STILL
MAKING MONEY!

Keith Janssen

Meadview, AZ

2014-04-05

I can't afford the drugs I need as they are overpriced here in the US.

Eileen Mothershead

Mesa, AZ

2014-04-05

I take several prescription medications. If I could legally buy them elsewhere for
my personal use, I'd certainly buy from a Canadian pharmacy. The U.S. drug
companies should be trying to lower their medications' costs instead of keeping
U.S. citizens from buying from competitors. U.S. pharmaceutical companies
are just afraid of competition and losing business to other, more reliable
companies.

Chris Jarvis

Monroe, NC

2014-04-05

The government works for the people, not big business. We need to remind
them of that.

ARTHUR MOORE

Greenwood, IN

2014-04-05

why is it that a pharmacy from outside the U.S., can sell medicine at a much
lower cost than in the U.S.? That is just not right .

ANN REWIS

SAINT SIMONS ISLAND,

2014-04-05

GA
Gloria Brazda

Santa Fe, NM

I, too, purchase pharmaceuticals from an international source for considerably
less cost than locally.

2014-04-05

The cost of prescription drugs that Americans must pay is criminal! A breathing
medication that I have to take to be able to breathe costs me $65 a month
because I have relatively good insurance. In Europe it costs $8. We are
owned by the pharmaceutical companies

Dr. Richard Stoll

LAS VEGAS, NV

2014-04-05

I help support several groups that assist people in taking more personal control
of their health - it's obvious why we should all be concerned.

Lawrence Pyser

Lake Worth, FL

2014-04-05

Drug Costs even with plans for seniors are ridiculous.

Scott and Barbara

Urbana, IN

2014-04-05

We own a family farm. Bills are very high. Even with insurance medical costs

Dawes

are way out of control. Prescriptions filled in Canada have been much more
cost effective. You don't have the RIGHT to tell us where we can buy our
meds!! Are we still in America????

mikki harper

west valley, UT

2014-04-05

Because so many people can't afford their meds and this is one way to help
them..

Bradley Carver

Pawleys Island, SC

2014-04-05

I receive my RX drugs from a Canadian pharmacy currently

Howard Harris

Bath, NH

2014-04-05

Keep Rx costs down!

richard brooker

dayton, OH

2014-04-05

its my business where I buy my meds. get the govt. the hell out of my every
day life.

Daniel Bettis

Maryville, TN

2014-04-05

I cannot afford the cost of my medication any other way.

Vincent Magowan

West Baldwin, ME

2014-04-05

Because I have diabetes and require affordable medicine. Otherwise,
purchasing within the U.S.A. would cause me to forfeit taking my medicine
because of the cost.

Irene Dobronski

Brooklyn, NY

2014-04-05

I had to order a medication that is too expensive for me in the US.....since it is a
compounded medication. My Part D does not pay for this type of drug. I
ordered via a Canadian pharmacy.

Wanda McNeal

Council Bluffs, IA

2014-04-05

I would not be able to take some medicines I need if I couldn't buy them from
Canada

Cameron Davis

Caldwell, ID

2014-04-05

My wife and I depend on the affordability and availability of RX drugs from
Canada.
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Karen Whitaker

Gainesvile, GA

2014-04-05

Our government should not have the right to have control over our health. I
order prescriptions that I cannot live without and my insurance deductible is too
high to cover them.

Michael Gorel

Carbondale, PA

2014-04-05

Because i'm a Insulin diabetic and i live on a fixed income. It's very important to
me to purchase Insulin outside the United States at a much cheaper cost.

Robert Hintz

Brookings, OR

2014-04-05

I can't pay exorbitant prices for drugs I can get from safe Canadian
pharmacies.

Mark Sanborn

Kenduskeag, ME

2014-04-05

Need to have better options than paying for drug companies here in the US's
CEO private jets and brand new sports cars.

Shirley Ward

lead hill, AR

2014-04-05

I am a senior citizen and it makes hundreds of dollars difference

Loretta Goldenberg

Bonita Springs, FL

2014-04-05

Do they have the same regulations as to quality and dosage as we do here?

William Shuster

Las Vegas, NV

2014-04-05

With our medication and all other expenses and costs going ever higher, it will
be conservative to shop for more REASONABLE priced medicines here!

Stephen Alison

Gretna, LA

2014-04-05

Obama says OBAMACARE is because he cares, Katheleen Sebelius should
care about the health of thebAmerican people instead of putting bureaucracy
ahead of sick people

Mary-Ann Zykin

Hamden, CT

2014-04-05

I buy an asthalin inhaler for a small FRACTION of the price that I would pay
here. And I'm not restricted by having to worry about doctor's prescriptions
when I'm running low and am afraid to exercise or go outside in the summer in
fear of an asthma attack!

Alison Loerke

Seattle, WA

2014-04-05

The cost of healthcare in America is so over the top compared to most other
western countries. Its time to acknowledge the pain that comes with not being
able to afford medicines that would help citizens regain their health. Putting a
high price tag on that is immoral. Let us purchase medicines where we can
afford them!

Marvin Lewin MD

Bradenton, FL

2014-04-05

White house made a deal to extend name brand patents and there was an
across the board 300% increase in pricesfor brand name meds.. Patients
buying name legitimate brands from Canada made in band companies
factories in :acceptable companies with and without a pill cutter can reduce
their brand name medication cost frequently by 75%.frequently by 75%. Now
that truly makes for Affordable Medical Care

Amelita Marinetti

Raleigh, NC

2014-04-05

There is no generic version of Evista. The brand name is too expensive.

Charles Darling

Manchaca, TX

2014-04-05

I purchase my eyedrops, vital to controlling my intraocular hypertension from
overseas and ~1/5 the cost of US purchase. I would not be able to buy these
@ US prices.

Jon Watters

Reno, NV

2014-04-05

Saves money-retired with fixed income.

Sandi White

The Plains, OH

2014-04-05

While I've not gotten any prescriptions filled outside of the US, I find the cost of
some medications appalling. I have asthma. The steroid inhalers cost no less
than $200/month. Yet I can get 90 pa4in pills at a time for a copay of $4. I'm not
sure the answer is to keep us from getting meds from outside the US, but
something needs to be done to regulate these companies - especially when
there is no alternative, as is the case with the steroid inhalers. I guess
breathing isn't necessary?

T Kindle

Indianapolis, IN

2014-04-05

If it's a regulated pharmacy and one has a valid prescription, I simply cannot
see the harm to Americans that use Canadian pharmacies. Who benefits from
stopping the purchase of prescriptions from Canadian? Pharmaceutical
Companies. Plain & simple. And they already get too much money from us.

Allison Rosson

Hamden, CT

2014-04-05

I work but can't afford health insurance . So it's cheaper for me.
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Laurel Newton

Rochester, NY

2014-04-05

Drug companies in the US are robbing americans of affordable meds.

Tom Watson

Nedrow, NY

2014-04-05

Tom Watson

barbara duehne

ocean gate, NJ

2014-04-05

cannot afford medication prices in u.s.

Leslie DaCosta

North Port, FL

2014-04-05

This is important to me because there are many Americans who cannot afford
the high pharmaceutical prices in the U.S. By monopolizing and controlling the
medicine, these companies can increase their prices and profits at the expense
of the American people.

Craig Allison

Windsor, CA., CA

2014-04-05

I use several prescription drugs.

Peter Garnham

Amagansett, NY

2014-04-05

Please do not give the public even more evidence that the US Government is
dictated to by the pharmaceutical industry!

Trenna Voziou

Charlotte, NC

2014-04-05

Nobody should dictate how we spend our money and where. This is getting
totally out of hand.Who does she think she is to tell people what to do and how.

William Nordmark

Rockport, TX

2014-04-05

I can get prescriptions MUCH cheaper from Canada.

melissa Odom

Darby, MT

2014-04-05

I also get some prescriptions filled via Canada…cannot afford otherwise

Monty Crawford

Centennial, CO

2014-04-05

Because America is sick of American's getting robbed by GREEDY PEOPLE.
Our prices don't need to be so high for all our medical related treatments. If
America can't figure it out, we will go elsewhere for treatment.

Terri Hasman

Fairport, NY

2014-04-05

I am on many medications and I am tired of the rediculous markup.

Alair Davidson

San Jose, CA

2014-04-05

Americans pay the highest costs in the world for healthcare. Most of my
doctors won't even take my insurance anymore and I look for ways to keep my
costs from eating into my retirement funding.

Clarence Mangrum

Dolton, IL

2014-04-05

I hae ro rake a lot of medicines and some the prices are outrageously
restrictive, price-wise. I'm for anything that might alleviate some of those
pressures.

Cleve Burley

Houston, TX

2014-04-05

Because at the Canadian price I can afford to purchase the meds that keep me
alive

Karyn Curtis

Quartzsite, AZ

2014-04-05

Cost saving.

Joyce Desjardins

Dracut, MA

2014-04-05

There are those in our nation who claim that we have the best health care in
the world, but let's be honest... if you have lots of money, you have no problem
accessing great care. For those who have limited financial resources, health
care is not quite as readily accessed. To think that some forego medical
treatment or prescribed medication, because they cannot afford it, is
unacceptable in our great nation. If the same medications are cheaper
elsewhere, why block access?

john asher

goldvein, VA

2014-04-05

Obviously it is a matter of fairness. One would think that if anyone got a lower
price,it would be people in the U.S. They spend too much of our money
advertising to increase sales.

Richard Dotson

Dallas, TX

2014-04-05

This is important to me because I am semi-retired and have limited income.

Milinda Blue

Sacramento, CA

2014-04-05

If the Federal government is so gosh-darn determined to keep Americans from
purchasing their meds across the border, then they need to do something
about the price of medication here.

John Swank

Tracy, CA

2014-04-05

It's the right thing to do

Janice Ernst

Bradner, OH

2014-04-05

I am on a lot of rx's and takes from my bill money. I am senior.

Kathleen Roskowski

Schertz, TX

2014-04-05

Prescriptions in America are not all affordable for our health, so what other
choice do we have, but to go where they are affordable? Until then, we need
the medication to be within our budget.
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Ignacio Alvarez

Evanston, IL

2014-04-05

Because the pharmaceutical companies in their greed charge much less in
other countries, why not to the Americans that made these companies what
they are today?

Catherine Galietti

Naples, FL

2014-04-05

No one should go without needed medication because the cost is too high!

Eileen Berger

Blue Ridge, GA

2014-04-05

Lives depend on the option to purchase needed medication without paying the
price of corporate greed.

Rajanarayanan

Dayton, NJ

2014-04-05

Mudumbai
Holly Shaltz

If we can buy Chinese goods for cheap at Walmart why not medicine from
Canada? Makes perfect sense to me.

Boyne City, MI

2014-04-05

Among other things, my insurance (Tricare) will only pay for generics, even
when it's well-known that those are of much-weaker potency or quality, no
matter what the doctor specifies.

Celia Hartley

Bloomington, IN

2014-04-05

Big Pharma is at it again!

Maria Gabriela Cicarelli

Miami, FL

2014-04-05

is important because I do not trust the American pharmaceuticals mega
corporation they do not care for nothing but earnings

Kevin Hooper

Orting, WA

2014-04-05

Stop pandering to big business and lobbyists. Give us a break! My medical
premiums have out paced my pay by a 1000 to 1 and I'm employed with an
advanced degree.

Janet Cook

Hilmar, CA

2014-04-05

I'm draw Social Security. Two of my prescriptions total $1,500 in the United
States for a three month supply. It is not possible for me to pay that much. Will
have to do without if you stop my prescriptions from Canada.

Joseph Tyrrell

Blufton, SC

2014-04-05

My wife was taking Tamoxifen for 5 years after breast cancer. We bought it
from a Canadian Pharmacy and paid about 13% of what we had been paying in
USA. We need someone to stop the US drug companies from over-charging
their own citizens. Let us be free to shop around for what we need.

Linda Kenderesi

Snohomish, WA

2014-04-05

I pay 238.00 with my copayment for my prescription meds, it will cost more with
my new advantage prescription drug program because everyone gets there cut
from drug companies.

Karen Ferrell-White

Stockbridge, GA

2014-04-05

I, too, have medications that are extremely costly and am on a fixed income.
Being able to have a true open marketplace in which to shop for those
prescriptions is the right thing.

charlotte jemison

Las Vegas, NV

2014-04-05

I order medications at lower cost also, because I do not have ins.

Cheryl Pistner

St.Marys, PA

2014-04-05

Just found out I could do this and save money.

Susan Rebillot

St. Petersburg, FL

2014-04-05

Pharmaceutical companies are gouging us with higher prescription medication
costs than other nations.

Val Sweeney

Somers, CT

2014-04-05

Many have to choose between food or meds.

Margaret Boston

Glen Arm, MD

2014-04-05

NWP affords me to buy medications I could not otherwise afford. I am on a
fixed income. We should have the right to purchase medications from where
we choose and this is a right that should not be taken away from us. This is
borderline dictatorship and encroaches on our freedoms.

Rick Sexty

Tollhouse, CA

2014-04-05

Artificial trade barriers to protect corporate profits should't be the US way of
business. It is totally against the spirit of NAFTA and the spirit of free trade
within the Americas.

Dianne Ely

Hudson, FL

2014-04-05

Even with copays US overcharges for medicine, I believe we should be able to
buy prescribed medicine from any place that is a fair price and meets US
standards
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Raju Vadapalli

richardson, TX

2014-04-05

I want this thing to be stopped. I lost my wife to Colo-Rectal cancer just
because i couldnt get her the Ayurvedic medicine from India and she was too
weak to travel to India. One of her relative survived same cancer in 4th stage
using Ayurvedic medicines, but unfortunately US Govt/FDA and the Allopathy
medicinal companies all seem to be hand in glove in not letting alternate and
traditional medicines of 1000's of year of proven effectiveness to let inside the
country. I dont want anyone to die just because they live in US and are not
allowed to get medicine at lower cost from outside US

Dave Penn

saxonburg, PA

2014-04-05

The laws rpotecting drug companies in the US are anti consumer. Let us buy
from who we want!!!

Heidrun Smith

Medford, OR

2014-04-05

Please don't let the pharmaceutical companies dictate to the American people
so that they have to buy the hugely expensive drugs when the people can get
the same drug so much cheaper from Canada, etc. We know it is all about
money. Pls. don't let the pharmac. get so powerful as to influence law.
Besides, they make more than plenty of money in our shamefully flawed
healthcare system.

Peg Merrill

Parkton, MD

2014-04-05

Health care shouldn't be mandated by the government. An individual should
have free choice of how that take care of their body.

Tom Long

San Francisco, CA

2014-04-05

Importance: costs. Rights. And, it's right. Drug companies, like so many
industries without adequate anti-trust laws and enforcement, are manipulating
the markets. Shareholder maximization is the underlying problem.

Sherry Bastien

Valparaiso, IN

2014-04-05

I am a widow and living on a pension. I cannot afford my meds.

margie taylor

st. augustine, FL

2014-04-05

because i have asthma.

Dee Dee Burgess

Carmel, NY

2014-04-05

My family's prescription plan copayments are more than my mortgage. This is
why this petition is important to me.

Sandra Hill

Portland, OR

2014-04-05

Medicines are expensive and this is done safely!!

rod ruger

fishers, IN

2014-04-05

Preventing Rx drugs made by reputable firms from being imported into the U.S.
is simply rent-seeking. We all know it about pharmaceutical company money
and bribing Congress. This sort of thing is the opposite of capitalism.

Chuck Thompson

Gloucester Courthouse,

2014-04-05

VA

It can easily be verified that drugs sold within the US are sold outside the US at
much lower costs. As long as safety measures are taken to ensure that the
medications ordered are the same as sold in the US, there should be no issue
with getting the same medications at much lower prices. It's simple
economics.
Forcing Americans to pay higher prices is bad economics as well as bad
business and truly hurt real healthcare reform.

jill nugent

Holden, MA

2014-04-05

I can't afford it otherwise!

Linda Hammock

Chapel Hill, NC

2014-04-05

Without it I can NOT get the meds I need. It would be unethical to interfere with
people's access to health care.

John Murphy

Norfolk, NY

2014-04-05

Because we need better choices!

Eric Mackie

Wake Forest, NC

2014-04-05

I am on a reduced income being retired and if I have to pay the ridiculous
prices for my meds I may as well go ahead and die.

Bonnie Leist

O Fallon, MO

2014-04-05

I am tired of the inflated prices American drug companies use to bilk the
American consumer. Keep drugs from Canada available to the American
consumer
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Jacquelyn Bohner

Holbrook, AZ

2014-04-05

The American Pharmaceutical industry over charges US citizens, yet sells the
same medications to other countries for less. US citizens should be able to
buy medicines at the most affordable price from other countries. This is an
example of a free market system, that the US supposedly supports, using
competetion to keep costs down. One of the areas that US healthcare has
escalating costs that is hurting individuals and the whole economy is in the
Pharmaceutical industry. Keep costs down by making it possible to buy
medications at the lowest cost, without borders.

Stephen Rosenthal

Santa Monica, CA

2014-04-05

Let the wealthy ones, that avoid paying taxes, pick up any slack in the
connections to Canadian Pharmacies. most of us, really do need all the can
put together and need to shop wisely. Perhaps our Pharmacies would like to
compete better.

Robert Kellerman

Margate, FL

2014-04-05

I can't afford the prices here.

Kevin Kreitman

San Jose, CA

2014-04-05

We're artificially keeping US Pharma highly profitable at the expense of
individuals, and therefore inflating insurance costs for everybody. Big Pharma
needs to play by the same rules as everybody else.

Harvey Leff

Portland, OR

2014-04-05

Medications should be affordable, and not subject to "extra" charges to line the
wallets of pharmaceutical executives. I believe medicines should *not* be a
profit-making commodity. The current US system is obscene.

James Peden

Magee, MS

2014-04-05

The cost of medicine in the United States has gotten out of control

Dennis Zaebst

Newport, KY

2014-04-05

I am retired and on a limited income. Although I have an insurance plan that
covers most medicines i take, it doesn't cover all of them. I would like to have
the option of buying safely from licensed pharmacies outside the U.S. As long
as this is for personal use, I don't understand why the government wants to
regulate this, except for hard-tack lobbying by the pharmaceutical industry to
increase their already obscene profits.

brenda anderson

marlin, TX

2014-04-05

We should have our own choice as to our decision. Not everyone has the
money to pay USA prices. I remember a time when I couldn't afford my
expensive meds.

Gilbert Jennings

Oklahoma City, OK

2014-04-05

We're being ripped off by the drug industry

Michael Affronte

Sumter, SC

2014-04-05

The freedom to puchase pharmacuitacles from a country outside the U.S. is
every americans right. Freedom of choice, You allow us to purchase items
manufactured in third world countries, that have proven to be a hazard to
safety and health, and yet contiune this practice.

Nancy Pomeroy

Orem, UT

2014-04-05

I'm getting older and taking more prescriptions...

Christina Fagerstal

New Canaan, CT

2014-04-05

It is outrageous and unfair that Americans have to pay so much money for
prescriptions when people in other countries pay much less.

ellen thurman

petersburg, VA

2014-04-05

I cannot afford to pay U.S. prices for the medicines I need for blood pressure,
high chloresterol, and breast cancer.

David Seaquist

Waltham, MA

2014-04-05

I once could rely on my physician's judgement about the necessity of a drug,
but now I've found physicians are being taught/bribed/mislead by the
pharmaceutical sales staff focused primarily on profits to dismiss less costly,
but often more effective, treatments. In my case an a series expensive statins
kept me from sleeping comfortably for many months - only recently did an
older, traditionally-trained doctor put me on an non-prescription treatment,
which has lowered my cholesterol!

Teresa Pickering

Blue Rock, OH

2014-04-05

These big Corporations get everything outside the US why, why shouldn't us
little people get a break & get cheaper medicine outside the US?

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Anne Greashaber

Ann Arbor, MI

2014-04-05

My husband had one prescription from Meds for America because they
stopped making it in the US. It was too cheap to have much of a profit margin.

nina benjmain

coeur d' alene, ID

2014-04-05

This is another example of pharmaceutical big money dictating to our
lawmakers. Follow the money!

Shavana Fineberg

Williams, OR

2014-04-05

I can't afford some of the drugs I need without access to CAnadian
Pharmacies!

Mary Beth Ferriere

Nassau, NY

2014-04-05

I cannot afford my prescriptions for my two daughters - why are the costs so
high in this country its all about the almighty buck. I'd love to boycott the drug
companies

donald gleason

Bronxville, NY

2014-04-05

I order some medicines from overseas.

Melissa DelGrippo

bangor, PA

2014-04-05

The American people are being robbed by Pharmaceutical and Insurance
Companies.(among others) Our Government (who runs on our tax dollars) is
setting its people up for these big money companies to shake down...How is
this possible in America?... How can our Government, stand in judgement of
how other Countries treat their people??

Loren Coyle

Fort Walton Beach, FL

2014-04-05

Because I believe in free trade and less government intrusion in our lives!

Linda Robinson

Columbia, SC

2014-04-05

I'm sick and tired of the pharmaceutical/health insurance industry dictating the
conditions and costs of how I purchase my prescribed medications.

Rick Guinn

Omaha, NE

2014-04-05

I wish I could get some thc drugs for my son but my state doesn't allow it so no
how she feels.

Kristi Leach

Detroit Lakes, MN

2014-04-05

I am on 4 medications, and one of my medications costs me $12 per dose, and
this is the generic form. I will most likely be on this medication the rest of my
life.

Barbara Bonville

Acushnet, MA

2014-04-05

Big pharma is not concerned with me or my getting my medicine at fair market
prices.

Joe Hamilton

La Canada, CA

2014-04-05

It's not fair to be charged more. People matter, not corporations.

Judi Ambrosius

Alturas, CA

2014-04-05

Because we shouldn't have to be ripped off by the pharmaceutical companies!!

Paul Dawson

Greensburg, PA

2014-04-05

It's a basic right, being taken away to benefit US pharmacies & pharmaceutical
companies.

William L, Suthard

Iron Station, NC

2014-04-05

Why should Americans pay more then Canadians for the same drug? Many of
our seniors are NOT taking the drugs they need because of cost. Congress
should be embarrased

Alice Oliver

Milford, CT

2014-04-05

Prescription drug prices in the U.S. are too high, and are not any reflection of
the true cost to the pharmaceutical companies. Rather, they are a cash cow. If
U.S. citizens can save by buying from countries with reasonable restrictions on
the cost of prescription drugs, we should be able to do so. Further, the U.S.
should seriously consider imposing the same kinds of ceilings on the cost of
prescriptions that exist in Canada, and other progressive countries.

Sarah Gibeau

Rome, GA

2014-04-05

Drug companies should not be able to charge whatever they believe the market
will bear. We need better control over U.
S. drug prices.

Joann Osborne

Jericho, VT

2014-04-05

I believe people have the right to order legal drugs that are prescribed from
legitimate sources no matter the country of origin. I myself take herbal
preparations. Many German herbal products are not sold in the USA. I am
getting resourceful. Give us the right to buy where we chose.

Janice Graves

Tucson, AZ

2014-04-05

There may be a day when I will need to search for a more affordable source of
medication.
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Windell Bolling

Big Stone Gap, VA

2014-04-05

It's not the business of Government to tell us where and from whom,we get our
medication's.

Susan Grimm

Wilmington, NC

2014-04-05

I have worked with patients for many years and have witnessed how difficult it
is for MOST to buy their medications. If the cost of drugs in America was
lowered to other countries then we wouldn't have to go somewhere else to buy
our drugs.

Marcia Harris

Franklin, TN

2014-04-05

It's ridiculous for people with a limited income to do without needed
medications when they could afford it from another country. If pharmaceutical
companies weren't so outrageously expensive, I'm sure they would prefer to
buy them here. That, unfortunately, is not the case.

Todd Ussery

Seattle, WA

2014-04-05

As a type 1 diabetic I am paying extremely high prices for the insulin I am on,
even with my insurance. It's gotta stop!

Sheryl Camp

Valparaiso, IN

2014-04-05

America's government is no longer for the people and need to stay out of our
healthcare choices. A governmpent who be recalls food that hurts as little a
three person but puts fluoride in the water and injection it's most helpless
citizen with deadly toxins in the name of public safety is completely cold
hearted and obviously in no position to decide a person's healthcare needs.
What we spend on it or where we seek treatment.

Jeffrey Mendenhall

Salt Lake City, UT

2014-04-05

I am a registered nurse with a specialization in geriatrics after many years
managing hospice nursing care. It is criminal that drug companies profiteer in
the US!

Maria Athanassiou

ANN ARBOR, MI

2014-04-05

I believe in deregulating prescription drugs. The patient should be able to
decide on their own medication and its origin.

Robert Rowe

Cary, NC

2014-04-05

Many Americans are on a fixed income and needed prescriptions are often
very costly to them. If they can buy it cheaper outside the US, then why should
that be a problem? It's just capitalism and competition allowing prices to be
determined by competitive pricing. That's how it works in America.

Ann B

San antonio, TX

2014-04-05

I use COPD meds

Emmanuel Demafeliz Jr.

Newport News, VA

2014-04-05

The United States government couldn't give a rat's ass about its people even if
it tried. As a college student who is constantly getting screwed over with the
rising prices of prescription medicines, why shouldn't we have the option to
seek outside help? Especially when the "help" we're supposed to be getting
from our own country is the farthest thing from help anyone could ask for.

Gary Hawkins

Tennga, GA

2014-04-05

Why should Americans have to pay more than people in other countries? I
don't think it is fair and honest and should be stopped.

tim delong

des moines, IA

2014-04-05

Americans are getting ripped off by drug companies. Our government is
complicit.

Sally Hill

New York, NY

2014-04-05

We can't afford to buy our prescribed drugs in the US.

TARLOCHAN SINGH

Kent, WA

2014-04-05

Because I spent lot of money on my diabetes and heart related medicines

Sundown, NY

2014-04-06

People should be able to buy their medications wherever it is cheapest, and

DHILLON
James Hobbs

form a reliable source!
James Anderson

Hollis, NH

2014-04-06

I have lost my insurance and get get any until december 2014. I can't afford to
pay US list price.

martin howley

wesley chapel, FL

2014-04-06

The cost of medication in the US is insane - we have little bulk purchasing
companies - and BIG Pharma rapes the American People by charging them
much higher rates for the same medication - charge China / Saudi Arabia /
UAE - much higher rates, not your own people.
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Ted Freeman

Pueblo, CO

2014-04-06

IT SEEMS THAT EVERY TIME I REFILL A PRESCRIPTION THE PRICE HAS
INCREASED.

Stephen OHara

Westwood, MA

2014-04-06

save money

Andrew Bell Edman

Lonqwood, FL

2014-04-06

certain drugs are much cheaper abroad and are a ripoff here, in my opinion.

Lonqwood, FL

2014-04-06

certain drugs are much cheaper abroad and are a ripoff here, in my opinion.

Lemon Grove, CA

2014-04-06

Why should we have to buy overpriced medicines when we can safely

Goewey
Andrew Bell Edman
Goewey
Barbara Hendricks

purchase from Canada if we choose. You still need an Rx.
Alan Sigler

West Chester, OH

2014-04-06

In general I feel that the American Medical Association, etc. are becoming a
monopoly with too much power over controlling the supply & demand side of
the market, such that it is no longer a "free market". Things such as Medical
School admittances are also highly controlled and restricted to keep the
number of graduating doctors low, and salaries high. This strikes me as
another instance. As for the "risk" associated with buying from other countries I
think we need to find a way to allow open competition and allow for those
choices where the risk is reasonable.

Susan Waugh

St. Louis, MO

2014-04-06

I take expensive prescription drugs.

Byron Crow

Polson, MT

2014-04-06

We all should have the same availability to low cost meds as those we elect to
congress

William Ward

Austin, TX

2014-04-06

I order and use these drugs with great success--I hope that won't be impaired!!

Karen Herrema

Custer, MI

2014-04-06

We should have a choice on where we buy our medications and how much we
pay. Since the government has already decided for us that we need
Obamacare and our health will suffer for it, we should at least retain the right to
be able to purchase our medications at a price we can afford, no matter where
they are coming from.

philip balsimo

south staint paul, MN

2014-04-06

so we can afford our meds its a shame they charge so much so much in our
country

Susan Charles

Palo Alto, CA

2014-04-06

Pharmaceutical companies must not get richer on the illness of sick people.

john dohner

fairhope, AL

2014-04-06

because the pharms greed makes me puke.

CLAUDIA SCHROEDER

harahan, LA

2014-04-06

I currently do not have any prescriptions. I do know many people that take
medicines that their life depends. Prescription Insurance is no guaranty that
your medications will be covered. Currently Brand medications are not covered
if Generics are available. Getting the generic substitute is often a crap shot at
best. People in these situations often have to make severe, life and death,
financial decisions.

Pat Rains

Trenron, MO

2014-04-06

lower cost meds

karol Farlow

Fletcher, NC

2014-04-06

I have an adverse reaction to the generic form of a medication that has been
subscribed for ADD. The insurance company through my work will not allow
me to take the name brand medication which is successful in helping my
disorder. I took the original paying a higher price for over 5 years and then the
insurance company kept raising the price. The drug store had no control.
They raised it from $34 a month to $400 a month over a 4 month period. I
should have the right to take the medication that my doctor prescribes.
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Al Klein

Fayetteville, NC

2014-04-06

Between me and my wife, we take about 16 prescribed meds a day. And with
the donut hole, it can become a matter of eating or medicating. Paying a few
hundred dollars a month for ONE med that you need to stay alive, when you
can buy exactly the same medication for a few dollars without any insurance, is
something that should be happening in some third-world dictatorship and the
US should be fighting it, it's not something US should be doing to its own
citizens - just to enrich the drug companies. (It's not to pay for research costs if they can sell a pill to a Canadian pharmacy for 50 cents, and an American
pharmacy for $50, it's greed.)

William Schoene

Santa Monica, CA

2014-04-06

Republican Congresses have fixed the rules to favor pharmaceutical
corporations over consumers, including many seniors, who simply cannot
afford domestic drug prices.

Judith Macdonald

Braintree, VT

2014-04-06

Some drugs are overpriced!! Competition is good and Canada sure can
compete. Americans should be able to choose who they get their medicine
from inside and outside the US.

Kristine Franklin

Lake St Louis, MO

2014-04-06

This will law would only hurt low income citizens.

David Campbell

Park Forest, IL

2014-04-06

Now that the Affordable Health Care Act is established, this is even more
important because the cost of prescription drugs is distributed among all
taxpayers. We will all bear this burden together, but still it is a burden we don't
actually need to bear. We can't continue to let pharmaceutical companies profit
at our expense while using our own laws to maintain their power.

Carla Smith

Bandon, OR

2014-04-06

We should not be penalized for living in the US

Brian Street

Carleton, MI

2014-04-06

My mother takes 14 pills a day and even with prescription coverage some
medications are significantly less expensive buying from Canada.

dipti tripathi

greater noida, United

2014-04-06

every good change is important to me

2014-04-06

Because my mother needs to buy my dad's insulin from Canada due to its

States
Paul Handza

Ridgway, PA

outrageous cost.
Maria Carter

Lakeland, FL

2014-04-06

It's for a family friend

Theresa Frank

Charlottesville, VA

2014-04-06

We should have the right to buy prescription drugs from certified sources of
our choice without being forced to buy them at inflated prices.

Jennifer Block

Tucson, AZ

2014-04-06

I have asthma and cannot afford the inhalers I need TO BREATHE at U.S.
prices.

Charles MacDonald

Wayne, PA

2014-04-06

Go fuck your self take me off this bull shit list now

Erna Berghuys Dryer

Mount Vernon, WA

2014-04-06

My mom's only way to get prescriptions. You cannot take it away from her
unless we get Universal Health care!!!! It is time to stop Big Pharma. We are
the one of most expensive country in the world for healthcare. We one of the
worst out come.... Stop health care for profit!!!!

Dar Rodriguez

Benson, AZ

2014-04-06

We should all be able to buy medicines at a lower cost.

James R. Kennedy. Sr.

Huntsville, AL

2014-04-06

Insurance costs are going up, MDs are retiring early, students will choose to
not be MDs, drug costs are higher in US. I never thought I would see the day
when US medical care was second class and getting worse.

Roxanne mccaffrey

Stockbridge, MA

2014-04-06

I do not take prescription meds myself, but friends and family do. This may help
bring down the prices charged in the U.S. by instituting "free market
competition". Drug companies need to have their strangle hold on American
health care removed.
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Sherwin Seed

Lacey, WA

2014-04-06

people should be allowed to choose what they get or dont get outside of the
country, just like anything else... its not a question of health and bad drugs its
taking away peoples choices in regards to drugs.

Francis Vynorius

Bradford, MA

2014-04-06

Cost and the thought that these products are controlled...

Marcos Sola Cruz

Melbourne, FL

2014-04-06

I like to be able to buy drugs not approved by my health plan at reasonable
prices. The drugs from Canada are of equal quality to those bought in the USA.

ROBERT BARINOWSKI

CAMDEN, SC

2014-04-06

MY WIFE IS CANADIAN

Laurie Gano

Melville, MT

2014-04-06

I buy both of my prescriptions from Canada Drug and would have trouble
paying US prices

Deborah Schwartz

NYC, NY

2014-04-06

If Big Pharma continues to use US taxpayer to aid in defraying the cost of
developing new drugs and provides same to other nations at a lower cost.
Why should US citizens not utilize those very same drugs at a lower cost from
another country? Do not prevent US citizens from obtaining the same drugs
from other countries.

Lenore Humphrey

Petersburgh, NY

2014-04-06

My husband and I got our meds from Canada for years until his co. changed
health insurers and they wouldn't allow us to do it any longer. I thought it
humorous that often the drugs were made in the U.S., shipped to Canada, then
bought here cheaper than we could buy them direct.

Joan Anderson

Lafayette, LA

2014-04-06

Like many others, I would be unable to afford needed RX drugs if this bill is
passed.

jerald britten

clayton, CA

2014-04-06

healthcare costs in the US need to be brought under control, let the market, not
legislation, level the playing field.

lynn tezak

newbury, OH

2014-04-06

I have not had insurance for many years and the obamacare insurance has a
huge deductible which I cannot meet. I have been purchasing my own and my
pet's meds out of the country for many years at anywhere from a 40 to 90%
discount. Without this option, I will have to go without my meds. Please allow
Americans like to myself to purchase internationally for our much needed
prescriptions.

Rob Rowe

Farmington, CT

2014-04-06

If I cannot get my medicine from Canada I can't afford to buy them in the USA
and my health would suffer

kym benson

san antonio, TX

2014-04-06

my father could not afford all of his prescriptions if he could not buy from
Canada.

Josephine Uriarte

Staten Island, NY

2014-04-06

It's not fair that we should spend 80% more and the drug companies get rich.

lisa dubinsky

new york, NY

2014-04-06

Many of my relatives who have limited incomes buy their medication from
Canada.

John Morrison

Livonia, MI

2014-04-06

I cannot afford several of my medicines that are monopoly priced in the U.S.
Colchacine and Effient.

Lawrence Czoka

San Diego, CA

2014-04-06

Freedom!

Amelia Dyer

New Smyrna Beach, FL

2014-04-06

I could not afford one of my Parkinson's medications (insurance won't cover it)
without PlanetDrugsDirect. I also can afford my dog's medications by using
PlanetDrugsDirect. I pay 1150 a month for insurance for me and my husband
and they still don't cover much of my medicine!

Susan Collins

Chestertown, MD

2014-04-06

It is ALL about peoples choices

Alan Levine

Los Angeles, CA

2014-04-06

It's simply a life saver for too many people...and that's the bottom line
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Bryan Steen

Jamestown, NY

2014-04-06

about 1 year ago the name brand medicine in US was 25.00 for 90 days now it
is 250.00 in US for same Rx I have been buying through Canadian Pharmacy
online for 34.00 for same thing.

Mark Kessans

New Albany, IN

2014-04-06

It is ridiculous that U.S. citizens should hay substantially more than the rest of
the world for medications. The pharmaceutical companies are ripping the U,S.
off, because congress allows it in order for members to receive huge campaign
contributions, in turn to protect these companies rather than their constituents..

mELVIN HILL

Bloomsburg, PA

2014-04-06

Would not be surprise if the US prices go up if this ?law? Is enforced

Bryan Steen

Jamestown, NY

2014-04-06

why pay 10 times the price when you can get it cheaper

Lawrence Northwind

East Wen. wa, WA

2014-04-06

I a, so tired of paying inflated prices for medicine. The laws should be
protecting us from this kind of BS.

raul hernadez

Fort Lauderdale, FL

2014-04-06

My mother needs very expensive medication for Ankylosing Spondylitis and if
we can get the medicine cheaper outside our own country then either change
the law so we dont have to or let us to continue to shop for the best deal. I
mean this is the America's mantra a free open market to foster competition.

Gary Lynde

Marlborough, MA

2014-04-06

The cost at my local pharmacy is over double for the same drug . this is not
reasonable or fair .

Nathan Chubb

Kutztown, PA

2014-04-06

The US is the only western nation where one can go bankrupt due to medical
costs. That is nothing short of absolutely shameful. Buying prescriptions from
online pharmacies in Canada should not be an issue, especially if they're fully
licensed. We still live in a bad economy, and even though there has been
some growth, most US citizens would be hard-pressed to see it. If people can
save money by purchasing their prescriptions from Canada, and those
pharmacies are licensed and regulated, they should be allowed to do so.

William Stringer

Liberty, SC

2014-04-06

Ms. Sebelius, I assume you are a person, not a corporation. So respond like a
person, not a corporation.

Russell Theisen

Colorado Springs, CO

2014-04-06

Many of my RX are not covered by the new Part -D for medicare since January
2014.

Chad Coursey

Vancouver, WA

2014-04-06

If the government regulated RX companies American's would not have to seek
lower cost/better coverage elsewhere.

Wayne Swanson

Glassboro, NJ

2014-04-06

My wife and I are seniors and have drug plane now, but if for some reason our
insurance plan ever ends.I would like to be able to buy drugs for the best price
for same drugs.Seniors need to keep an I on this one . This is important!

Martha Marchino

Fishers, IN

2014-04-06

Don't have insurance that covers the cost of some of my drugs prescribed by
my doctor

michele Mayes-Gerra

North Adams, MA

2014-04-06

Drug companies should NOT be allowed to charge American Citizens more
than they charge to sell the same drugs to other countries. Our tax dollars
often fund the R&D to make these drugs, there is no reason we should foot the
bill for these companies to turn around and rip us off.

carol dresler

Rockville, CO

2014-04-06

my new medications are quite expensive and i am considering buying them
outside of the US where their prices are not as 'marked up' as they are in the
US.

Harriett Moody

Round Rock, TX

2014-04-06

The lower prices are very helpful to us since we are retired and use a lot of
meds.

Joseph McGrath

nahant, MA

2014-04-06

Millions of US citizens are poor and need to circumvent the high prices charged
for medication by Big Pharma.
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Dan Roy

chicago, IL

2014-04-06

I think it's important that people don't have to choose between medication and
groceries. For some people paying the high prices in the US, that's what it
comes down to for sure.

Faylene Roth

Castle Valley, UT

2014-04-06

We have to find ways to cut medical costs. You tell me: how can Canada sell
the same drugs for so much less than in the U.S. Do they have a different
value system than we do. Must the ill support the profit habits of
pharmaceutical companies in the U.S. We need legislation to make medical
prescriptions more affordable for those who need them.

Charles Failmezger

New York, NY

2014-04-06

Your service keeps Americans healthy.

Dawn Nykanen

Berkley, MI

2014-04-06

We should all have the option of saving money on our drugs. If American
pharmacy's could reduce prices, Americans would use them.

Patricia Diab

Oldsmar, FL

2014-04-06

Having a lower price determines whether or not I can take this medicine

William Ploss

Coral Gables, FL

2014-04-06

I need to take prescription drugs daily, at undue cost to me.

Carole Kirkland

Margate, FL

2014-04-06

I cannot afford my medications in the US and need to get them cheaper in
Canada. The prices here are caused by the lobbyist of the big pharmaceutical
companies.

Deborah Baron

Twain Harte, CA

2014-04-06

Because I have members who can't afford their prescriptions.

rita wise

hubbard, OH

2014-04-06

on some meds can't afford u.s. prices

Jerry Amey

Commerce Township, MI

2014-04-06

We are destroying the health care system in this country supposedly to save
money for the people. Why is this not supported by the Obama administration.

Cathy Keller

Howell, MI

2014-04-06

I have been very fortunate not to need any drugs, but I have friends who have
to pay exorbitant amounts for their necessary drugs. If I at some point need
something like that, I will want to have options!

Seth Greene

Arnold, CA

2014-04-06

This country was founded on freedom! So people should have it to do as they
please! What's wrong with a having a legal prescription, but getting it filled
cheaper outside this country. Nothing that's what!

Matt Wyckoff

Stillwater, OK

2014-04-06

The exhorbitant prices of medicines in the US is outrageous. Especially when
you consider that when a drug is found to be responsible for other negative
side effects the drug companies then make it generic so that they cannot be
held legally responsible for those problems.

Barbi Buckles

truckee, CA

2014-04-06

because Im a nurse and I know the drug companies in America are just like our
oil companies. They want all the control. People need to be able to afford their
meds and so many get into trouble and even die because they can't afford
them and most don't know that there are other options

Jeffrey Fallows

Pewaukee, WI

2014-04-06

Affordable medications needed to survive.

Lisa Pecoraro

Georgetown, TX

2014-04-06

Why should I pay up to 80% more $ to US drug companies to get the exact
same medication I can get from mail order pharmacies in Canada?

Warren Wiscombe

Santa Rosa, CA

2014-04-06

Does the government serve only business, a la Calvin Coolidge, or does it
serve the people? This is a perfect test of that question.

Moira Hadlock

Beaverton, OR

2014-04-06

Freedom of choice is particularly important in a Democracy.

Caroline Hunt

manorville, NY

2014-04-06

Disgusting to hype the price of medications to needy people in the USA just
because they have to have insurance. What a rip off.

Ronald Pust

Tucson, AZ

2014-04-06

AS a doctor and a patient, I want to see drug companies AND us doctors think
about cost. Ron Pust MD

Ray Wojtak

Waterford, WI

2014-04-06

I don't need the U.S. government to become an overprotective nanny or "big
brother" (as in the book "1984")

GIJO MATHEW

milton, GA

2014-04-06

Very important to keep your citizens healthy
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Laura Greene

New York, NY

2014-04-06

I by many of my prescriptions from Canada!

Lisa Nowogurski

Des Plaines, IL

2014-04-06

my husband buys advair from canada with a doctors prescription and it is 75%
less than an american pharmacy.

robert hadden

cincinnati, OH

2014-04-06

Buying a prescription at the pharmacy is like buying on the commodity
exchange--instead of buying gold ,wheat or soybeans, we are buying
"prescriptions". I had one prescription go from $112 to $118 to $199 then
dropped by my provider (with only "a tier 3" vs a "tier 4" prescription available
to me) My prescription for an asthma problem cost more that I pay my doctor-and his professional recommendations to help me with a prescription are
completely over looked by the "Big Pharm" corporate "bonus driven" monopoly.
A Canadian remedy witll be I/4 th of what I pay in the US ! Last year Walgreens
tried to curb the profit excesses of the US "Big Pharm" corporations and even
they were unable to make any headway to reducing the costs of prescriptions
in the US. Given this ,Canada is our only answer to get what the rest of the
world pays for subscriptions that our doctors recommend. The answer to this
problem is government oversite of Big Pharm costs and profits or a government
prescription exchange--if this doesn't happen its either we bankrupt our seniors
and those with special med needs or we buy in Canada.

Jai Prem

Union, NJ

2014-04-06

Rx in America is a rip-off

Milton Carpenter

Peoria, AZ

2014-04-06

I am a freeman

Robert Lieske

LaPlace, LA

2014-04-06

Because I have elder parents that are on fixed income and the price of these
drugs is spinning out of control. Furthermore... I am near 20 years from being
on fixed income myself and I do not see how I could make due if drugs become
necessary for me to maintain my health.

Virginia Salvito

Roslindale, MA

2014-04-06

Several medications are produced inconsistently the US - being able to get
them from Canada VERY important.

Wanda lambie

Forney, TX

2014-04-06

Because I cannot afford the high costs of some of my medications I take for
being diabetic and having osteo arthritis.

Ann Stephens

longmont, CO

2014-04-06

my meds in the states cost $300 and i can get them for $50 in canada

ARLENE CURRIE

Flemington, NJ

2014-04-06

I can't afford American made drugs, and the republicans don't care....SO what
do I do...

Kathy Bolasini

Hollywood, FL

2014-04-06

This is important because I am taking generic prescribed medications that are
1/3 the cost if ordered from Canadian pharmacies. Americans should not have
to pay such inflated costs because our government is in the pocket of the drug
companies.

Richard DeHaven

Escondido, CA

2014-04-06

Can't afford the US drug prices!

Beverly Carter

Boise, ID

2014-04-06

If it were not for imports, I would not be able to afford one of my meds. It still
hasn't come out in generic form and will not until the big pharm company
develops a new cash cow to take its place filling their coffers.

Lisa Specht

Lewistown, PA

2014-04-06

medicines are very expensive in US

Laurie Wells

Kennewick, WA

2014-04-06

because I pay 500 a month in prescriptions and it gets very spendy

Betty Edwards

Memphis, TN

2014-04-06

Many people are not able afford anything but this.

debbie russo

Phoenix, AZ

2014-04-06

I can't afford some of my drugs if purchased in the U.S. If I can't get them from
International Rxs, I would not be able to afford them. Going off of them would
cause me to get very sick from my personal health issues.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Gina Remer

Minneapolis, MN

2014-04-06

I'm an RN & a Public Health Nurse that believes patients, families & myself
should have the opportunity to decide for themselves where they fill their
prescriptions. If another country, like Canada, has their prescription at a lower
cost & is the exact equivalent & efficacy of the medication they take here in the
U.S.- then why not? Not everyone has the luxury of affording their
prescriptions & that may mean the difference between taking their meds or
putting food on their table or paying their electric bill!

Irene Moye

Lexington, SC

2014-04-07

It is no secret that Americans pay inflated rates for prescription drugs. Often
even "discounted" rates are many times higher than what people in other
countries pay, even when we are covered by medical insurance. Our
accessibility to reasonably priced prescription drugs should not be driven by the
greed of the pharmaceutical companies.

Loretta Banta

Denver, CO

2014-04-07

I can't afford my medicine if I buy it in the USA.

suelynn estby

Aptos, CA

2014-04-07

Please stay out of my choice for where to buy medications. I do not want the
drug companies to run my health!

Amanda Fleming

Burlington, VT

2014-04-07

This would very likely be fatal for many people.

Craig Narron

Newport News, VA

2014-04-07

Do you really want to hobble us from getting the medicines we need?

Anita Levine

Toms River, NJ

2014-04-07

This is critically important for Americans who couldn't otherwise afford their
meds

matt neibaur

Gainesville, FL

2014-04-07

Stop the greed drug companies

Madeleine LaMarre

Atlanta, GA

2014-04-07

To reduce pharmaceutical costs and lower cost of health care.

Donald Grussemeyer

Bloomington, IL

2014-04-07

I need the $220 a month I am saving.

Susan Eberhart

Cuyahoga Falls, OH

2014-04-07

I'm tired of paying such higher prices in US so drug companies can sell the
same item cheaper in other countries.

ROBERT COURY

NEWPORT BEACH, CA

2014-04-07

Profits ahead of people seems to be their mantra !

Sharon Baker

MiddleburG, FL

2014-04-07

I buy from canada too.

James Campbell

Atlanta, GA

2014-04-07

Reasonable RX prices.

christine mcdowell

jamestown, TN

2014-04-07

personal reasons

Tony Spadarella

San Francisco, CA

2014-04-07

I am having trouble paying for my medecines while in the Medicare donut-hole.

Bill Coleman

Madison heights, VA

2014-04-07

I am disabled and need many meds.

Curtis Tyler

North Fort Myers, FL

2014-04-07

I can't aford the Democrates any longer

Peter Thomas

Exeter, NH

2014-04-07

Rx costs are unconscionably high in the US as compared with any other
industrialized country in the world.-- all to grow profits for Big Pharma.

Krystyna Belendiuk

Potomac, MD

2014-04-07

The medicine I desperately need, and which has dramatically changed my life
is not available in the US.

Tom Meerschaert

Bay City, MI

2014-04-07

There is no way I could afford some of muy prescriptions without these
sources.

David kwiat

Bal Harbour, FL

2014-04-07

Price and availability. Druge prices have gone up under Obamacare and some
important drugs on the market for years are not sold in the US under generic to
protect the pharmaceutical firms

william shaw

beaufort, NC

2014-04-07

prices

Betty R Maseda

Tampa, FL

2014-04-07

Senior citizen with expensive medicines.

Richard Geller

Clinton, CT

2014-04-07

The cost of healthcare in the US is becoming more unaffordable everyday for
ordinary citizens of moderate means and those of us on fixed incomes.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Barbara Weiser

Bellport, NY

2014-04-07

Too many Americans cannot afford the high drug prices here, and cannot get
the health care the need

Melissa Weaver

PHOENIX, AZ

2014-04-07

Because the US government is full of hypocrisy!!

curtis yahnke

sioux falls, SD

2014-04-07

my prescription medicine is more than I can afford if I have to buy in a u.s.
pharmacy. it is over $10 per tablet!

Marge Blaine

Brookllyn, NY

2014-04-07

When we were in the donut hole we saved thousands a month by buying a
needed medication .

Joe LeGrand

Milford, OH

2014-04-07

cost of drugs in the U.S.

Robert Minnon

Hampden, MA

2014-04-07

COST

Donald Silcox,

Hollister, CA

2014-04-07

Hundreds of thousands of people in US cannot afford US drug prices.
These.patient go without needed medication which in turn results in increase
healthcare cost due to uncontrolled disease.

Jeffery Orr

Hoschton, GA

2014-04-07

I simply can't afford all my prescriptions in the US. It's $200 a month verses
$80 every three months.

Jack Scherer

Churubusco, IN

2014-04-07

I would have to decide which prescriptions I could afford to buy.

emil delvecchio

miami, FL

2014-04-07

savings

Mary Stewart

Ringgold, GA

2014-04-07

It has saved me several hundred dollars being able to order from Canada.

Cathy Burcroff

Beulah, MI

2014-04-07

It is 1/3 of what we pay here and if you have no insurance we still have an
option.

mario cesare

FL, FL

2014-04-07

prices are much lower,I can afford them from Canada.

Amelie Gooding

Keene, NH

2014-04-07

prices being lower and meds not being made in India or China is a good option
for Americans

Jennifer Smith

Virginia Beach, VA

2014-04-07

we should be negotiating prices with the pharmaceutical manufacturers, not
paying them whatever they want!

Michael Gamble

2014-04-07

Cost, cost, cost

debbie roseberry-odom

gainesville, GA

2014-04-07

Because it's another way our government wants to control our entire life.

Joyce Glass

Conneautville, PA

2014-04-07

I would not be able to afford my meds thru my drug plan. Would hit doughnut
hole within 6 months

Harlan Wiss

Delray Beach, FL

2014-04-07

One can save over 50% of the U.S. prices, which leaves monies to spend on
other items in the U.S.

Jack He,Bert

Beavercreek, OH

2014-04-07

Because I can't afford the cost of my medicines

Jackie Willey

Dunwoody, GA

2014-04-07

I order Epi Pen's from an online pharmacy. I would have to pay $250 in the US
per pen but pay $70 at a Canadian Pharmacy. The US no longer allows
generic brands, other countries do so the pen actually comes from the UK.

Michael Rosen

Greenwood Lake, NV

2014-04-07

The ability to buy the SAME medications from reputable suppliers in Canada
and elsewhere helps combat and put a brake on the outrageously high prices
on medications that are still proprietary in the U.S. As a senior citizen (who
votes) I can not afford to pay several hundred dollars monthly on these
monopolistically priced drugs in the U.S. when I can obtain the same for 10-20% of that price from Canada. Neither Medicare nor my media-gap insurance
policy covers adequately the price charges me on the U.S. version of these
monopolistic drugs.

Doroth Kubis

Ocala, FL

2014-04-07

When reaching the doughnut hole this resource is my only means of getting my
medicine

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Judy Naccarella

Fairport, NY

2014-04-07

I'm retired and on a limited income. Several of my medications are cheaper
through Canada and don't interfere with my medical insurance. No insurance
and still cheaper than my co-pay.

Ivan Lawton

Annapolis, MD

2014-04-07

Cannot afford the US drug prices.

Richard Smith

Wyoming, MI

2014-04-07

Restrictions would erode the coveted open market system that is regularly
espoused in Washington.

Tom Thompson

Clarkesville, GA

2014-04-07

We are retired and need access to affordable medicines

Donna Morris

Coeburn, VA

2014-04-07

My insurance will not pay for my meds. I cannot afford to pay for it. I HAVE to
order it from Northwest Pharmacy!

virginia brock

culver, IN

2014-04-07

meds my dr wanted me to take were priced way out of site here in the states.
mr dr referred me to your pharmacy

Daniel P. Harris

Aston, PA

2014-04-07

Even with Medicare's Prescription Drug Plan, the meds I require cost more
than $300 for a 90 day supply - through Canada, they cost less than $100 please don't restrict this option!

Connie Fair

Hendersonville, NC

2014-04-07

I am diabetic with CAD,PAD, AAA and my medications are very expensive,
need to save money wherever I can. Some meds are only 20% of my co-pay.
And they are not counted against the donut hole limit.

Ken Hanley

Carrollton, TX

2014-04-07

I want to e choice and the availability of cheap Rx's.

Mark Dreckman

Urbandale, IA

2014-04-07

Because the drugs cost a lot of money and I get in the donut hole quite quickly
and have to work to cover them

Kellie Cummings

Hixson, TN

2014-04-07

There are many people here in the US that cant afford to pay for their
prescriptions and if they can get them for less from Canada then they should at
least have the choice to do so.

Mary Santos

Hudson, NH

2014-04-07

I think people should be allowed to purchase medications from outside the
United States

kenneth breeden

boise, ID

2014-04-07

I can't afford us prices on my Meds.

Janet Goodsell

Grand Island, NY

2014-04-07

The US price for my medication would quickly put me into the Medicare "donut
hole). I can afford the out-of-pocket price through a Canadian purchase.

Faith & Dr. Stuart Cohen

Louisville, KY

2014-04-07

We are paying too much for our medicines.

Marilyn Livingston

Parrish, AL

2014-04-07

Because I can't always afford the American price.

John Josepshon

Denver, CO

2014-04-07

Cost of meds in the US are not accessible while pharmacuetical companies get
rick while others suffer

Carl La Brash

Selby Township, MI

2014-04-07

Medicine is not affordable in the U.S.

Carol Sergeant

Sodus, NY

2014-04-07

The outrageous cost of some medications in the U.S. is disgraceful. Buying
my migraine med's from Northwest Pharmacy saves me hundreds of dollars
per month!

Antonio Pieras

Statesville, NC

2014-04-07

I now get my blood pressure medicine from a Outside US company and it
saves me money, and it makes it possible to afford.

jeanenne fernstrom

scotch plains, NJ

2014-04-07

I can't afford some of my medications in the US. I would have to stop taking
some of them.

RICHARD EHRLICH

Austin, TX

2014-04-07

I am 72 years old and subsist on a small fixed income. If I had to pay U.S.
prices for my prescriptions which Medicare Part D doesn't fully cover, I couldn't
afford them.

Robert Slimak

Duluth, MN USA, United

2014-04-07

American Big Pharmacy prices are unaffordable. I would hit the doughnut hole

States Minor Outlying

in Medicare part D very quickly if I had to buy everything at their outrageous

Islands

prices.

Name

Location
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Samuel Boyd

Penhook, VA

2014-04-07

Have saved hundreds of dollars on prescriptiion drugs from Canada

Sandra Sclhlerer

Madison, WI

2014-04-07

It allows me to purchase a face cream I use at a reasonable price.

Barbara Hesse

Loudon, TN

2014-04-07

Because our govt is making my health decisions which is between myself & my
dr.

James Bryant

Dallas, TX

2014-04-07

To be able to afford the medicine I need.

Ruth Mandel

Brooklyn, NY

2014-04-07

I buy my cat asthma medicine that I couldn't afford otherwise.

Margaret Roberts

Amherst, MA

2014-04-07

This is the only way the drug could be afforded, and it was life saving.

John Ricci

Naples, FL

2014-04-07

Americans pay the highest price in the world for medications. Drug
manufacturers charge Americans more so we can finance the cost of drugs for
the rest of the world. This is a fact! I'm a retired pharmacist.

Jr Church

Lansing, NC

2014-04-07

cost on fixed income

JEAN SNYDER

MARION, NY

2014-04-07

I COULD NOT AFFORD MY GLAUCOMA EYE DROPS IF I HAD TO PAY IN
THE US

kendall Morse

Portland, ME

2014-04-07

American drugs are just too high.

Robert Korb

San Jua, Puerto Rico

2014-04-07

American Pharmaceuticals routinely overcharge for medicines people rely on to
maintain their lives while the same medicines are available in other countries at
much lower prices due to their ability to negotiate drug prices - unlike in the
U.S. where pharmaceuticals appear to have a stranglehold on the political
system that prevents us from setting restrictions on overcharges. Until the U.S.
solves it's problem with overpriced drugs, middle class people relying on
expensive medicines must do everything they can to keep their costs down to
avoid the sometimes crushing costs of medicine. Online Canadian
pharmacies are providing a critical stop-gap service which helps those who
have insufficient insurance coverage and high costs of medicine, maintain
themselves in the face of excessive drug pricing. Closing this option flies in the
face of Obamacare's stated goal of preventing people from resorting to
bankruptcy resulting from excessive medical costs. The high cost of medical
care is not ONLY from medical services - it must include pharmaceuticals in
order to be effective. With respect to drug pricing it seems the Affordable Care
act as it stands now, and likely in the future cannot achieve that goal. Leave
the ability to purchase from other countries alone please. We need alternatives
in case we cannot afford the medicines we need to maintain normal lives.

Joe Compian

La Marque, TX

2014-04-07

Having the ability to purchase medicines from a legitimate on line pharmacy is
crucial when I reach my doughnut hole.

Angie Pennacchini

West Warwick, RI

2014-04-07

The drugs from other Countries are much more affordable, the elderly have
and ill have much to contend with, especially in co-pays, etc. The drug
companies in the USA are upset because it is "less" money in their pockets.
Kathleen Sebelius, should be really consider the people who are struggling to
pay for an already over priced medicine that they really need. It is the drug
companies and pharmacies in our Country that continue to raise prices. These
are the issues that should be addressed. If drugs cost less in the US, this
would not be an issue, would it ?

Ana Maria Isaza-

Doral, FL

2014-04-07

I am who decided where to buy my medicine!!!

Sumter, SC

2014-04-07

Without these drugs I will not have enough funds to buy meds and support

Payeras
ronald briggs

family. Itake @22 different prescriptions.
geraldine masters

hankamer, TX

2014-04-07

because i fwant to be able to get the meds i need at a lower price.

Name

Location

Date
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Deborah Gouge

Pittsburgh, PA

2014-04-07

Corporations and the wealthy now wield the power in the U.S. It frightens me
that we are now a democratic republic in name only. Health care prices are out
of control in the U.S. For many Americans, websites like
GetCanadianDrugs.com are the only access they have to affordable
medications.

Terry N

Dumont, NJ

2014-04-07

I would have to pay over $600 /month for my medicine for my. Interstial cystitis
.By my buying for Canada I pay only $199 /month. Now I'm pain free. Please
please let us buy Canadian medicines if we want & I want to and need this
medicine!!!

Curt Kubert

Racine, WI

2014-04-07

Affordable medications

Mike Servais

San Diego, CA

2014-04-07

Several of my diabetes drugs are not covered by my US insurance and I would
have to pay list price for them. I take these daily and can't afford to buy them at
list price.

Scott Budzien

West Allis, WI

2014-04-07

We can't afford the current ridiculously priced meds being offered by US
suppliers. Until that problem is rectified by the US government, they should not
also deprive us from getting cheaper meds elsewhere.

Cathleen Chidester

Bay Cit, MI

2014-04-07

makes prescriptions more affordable

William Costenbader MD

Birmingham, AL

2014-04-07

Same quality meds by a US company at 1/4 the cost of generic in US.

Dean Bard

Ocala, FL

2014-04-07

affordable pricing

Kimberly Grasso

Largo, FL

2014-04-07

The truth is I cannot afford my medication if I have to pay the US rates. The
Canadian pharmacy cost is 1/3 what I'm charged here.

Bill Tarczy

strongsville, OH

2014-04-07

can't afford meds without

cindy boyd

phoenix, AZ

2014-04-07

because I want the same right

Sherry Pritikin

Corona, CA

2014-04-07

I buy a generic version of a drug not available in the US.

Thomas Gresinger

Flint Hill, VA

2014-04-07

To counter the obscene over prices of the US drug sellers

jennifer Davidson

micanopy, FL

2014-04-07

This is the only way I can afford to buy my medicines. I am retired and on
social security and cannot afford to buy a Medicare Part D plan, because it
costs more than my meds, with the cost of the premiums and associated copays!

carlyle perry

stuart, FL

2014-04-07

I get drugs that the VA does not carry but are needed. The price difference from
domestic suppliers is more than two thousand dollars a year. I am living
primarily on social security and could not buy these drugs here and eat.

frank swiger

wickliffe, OH

2014-04-07

cnn not afford the US drug prices

John Quinn

Roseburg, OR

2014-04-07

My wife and I use a Canadian pharmacy for most of our prescriptions.

laura sherrill

Supply, NC

2014-04-07

none of the governments business where we get our meds! Its all about
controlling the masses!!

Diana Rimkus

lyndhurst, OH

2014-04-07

Our healthcare system is a mess and getting worse. Americans should be able
to order medicine from Canada if that helps them afford what they need.

Sandra Shuman

Somerville, MA

2014-04-07

I couldn't afford my prescription medication otherwise. I am 75 and on a fixed
income.

Augustus Merriweather

Buffalo, NY

2014-04-07

Saves me 2800.oo dollars a year

LOWELL SEABERG

DETROIT LAKES, MN

2014-04-07

Why should I have to pay between four and five times as much for the same
product in the United States?

Richard Jacobson

West Palm Beach, FL

2014-04-07

Because I can't afford the high cost of medications in the US.

Lois Sweatt

Central, SC

2014-04-07

I have patients who cannot afford their medications at US pharmacies but are
able to buy them online.

Name
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Karin Rem

Rochester Hills, MI

2014-04-07

I save thousands of dollars, plus I would be in the donut hole by May with all
the medications I take

blondie walker

atlanta, GA

2014-04-07

Because Over pricing of much needed medicine has caused the death of many
people who could not afford to pay the COST!

kenneth sandor

roebling, NJ

2014-04-07
why should the citizens of this country be bankrupted or forced to forego their
health in order to make others filthy rich!

ANA ARMSTRONG

PONCE, Puerto Rico

2014-04-07

I NEED EXTREME EXPENSIVE MEDICATIONS AND I END IN THE
MEDICARE GAP IN THE FIRST THREE MONTHS OF THE YEAR. I HAVE
STOPPED (ON MY OWN) TAKING ONE OF THEM BECAUSE OF THE
PRICE!

Jeanette Langley

Pompano Beach, FL

2014-04-07

Cost is less

Robert Sharples

Pine Grove, CA

2014-04-07

As a disabled Korean War Vet I can't afford to pay the high prices charged here
in the States for medications.

Carol Bumgarner

Purlear, NC

2014-04-07

This is the only way I can get my medications due to the cost of them. I take 14
medications and if I can't buy them online at a cheaper price, I will not be able
to get them..

D Magnolo

San Jose, CA

2014-04-07

Insurance premiums increasing tremendously due to obamacare...retired and
only way to afford Scripts

Cassie Jordan

Denton, TX

2014-04-07

The USA continues to allow pharmaceutical companies to rape the American
people by charging outrageous prices for medicines. Medicines that are sold
for much less in other countries. Do not allow this to continue. Allow
Americans to get their medicines where ever they can so they can continue to
take them. I have myself, not taken medicine at the prescribed amount to
save money, or not taken them at all. If we can afford our medicine, in the long
run, this will enable us to be healthier and save money.
Thanks

Marta Steele

Washington, DC

2014-04-07

Low-priced drugs are essential to my very limited budget!

George Handley

Leawood, KS

2014-04-07

$$$$

Karen Cauley

Chanhassen, MN

2014-04-07

I can't afford my necessary prescriptions without buying them from Canadian
pharmacies.

Henry David

Calabasas, CA

2014-04-07

I don't want to live in the Soviet Union. Dial it back NOW

Rodney Hornby

lincoln, NE

2014-04-07

deregulation of health care is the only answer

Gary Burnett

Monrovia, CA

2014-04-07

decrease costs of LIVING

Lea Hawkins

Richland, WA

2014-04-07

I can not afford to play the high prices for drugs in the US. Please don't stop
me from getting this drugs at an affordable price.

Helen Baker

Panama CityBeach, FL

2014-04-07

Drug prices in the US are kept unreasonably high by the drug companies and
by the FDA, which does nothing except to protect the companies profits.

Daniel Walker

El Paso, TX

2014-04-07

This is the only way I can afford the meds I need.

mICHAEL Gordon

keaau, HI

2014-04-07

fixed income

Jim Meade

Great Falls, MT

2014-04-07

23% of the US price on my prescription & Canadian pharmacies are regulated
every bit as strictly as US pharmacies Maybe even moreso.

Rick Kedzierski

Tampa, FL

2014-04-07

Affordable medications needed

Charity House

Anchorage, AK

2014-04-07

I buy my cats inhalers from Northwest Pharmacy and they save me a ton. It's
half the price for the same medication.

phillip dugas

AUSTIN, TX

2014-04-07

Pharma companies, have raped our healthcare system, enough .

Name
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Claude Merrin

Deerfield, IL

2014-04-07

I cannot afford my medications

Marielle La Mar

Prescott, AZ

2014-04-07

One over the counter medication costs 28 cents/pill through a Canadian
Pharmacy and over $1 a pill at a local pharmacy!!! Can't afford to take it if I
can't get it from Canada.

Robert Korb

San Jua, Puerto Rico

2014-04-07

American Pharmaceuticals routinely overcharge for medicines people rely on to
maintain their lives while the same medicines are available in other countries at
much lower prices due to their ability to negotiate drug prices - unlike in the
U.S. where pharmaceuticals appear to have a stranglehold on the political
system that prevents us from setting restrictions on overcharges. Until the U.S.
solves it's problem with overpriced drugs, middle class people relying on
expensive medicines must do everything they can to keep their costs down to
avoid the sometimes crushing costs of medicine. Online Canadian
pharmacies are providing a critical stop-gap service to help those who have
insufficient insurance coverage or high costs of medicine maintain themselves
in the face of excessive pharmaceutical drug pricing. Closing this option flies in
the face of Obamacare's stated goal of preventing people from resorting to
bankruptcy resulting from excessive medical costs. The cost of medical care
does not ONLY come from services - it must include pharmaceuticals in order
to be effective. To this point it the Affordable Care act has not, and probably
cannot achieve that goal. Leave it alone please. We need to have
alternatives in case we cannot afford the medicine we need to maintain normal
lives.

Lionel Monty

Lehigh Acres, FL

2014-04-07

The source for most of the drugs sold by US pharmacies is the same as those
for Northwest Pharmacy. In some cases the same drug in the USA costs more
than 10 times that same drug sold by Northwest Pharmacy.

Susan Weed

Benson, AZ

2014-04-07

I had to buy from Canada before I was old enough for Medicare.

Carolyn Troyer

Winter Haven, FL

2014-04-07

The medication I takes for Crohns Disease would cost me more than $1,500.
per month, I can not afford that amount. I get the same medication from
Northwest Pharmacy for $600. for a 3 month supply. Medications in the states
have tripled in price just this year. I have receipts to support this claim.

david trask

hamburg, NY

2014-04-07

this is the only way i can afford this medicine

Kathy Johnston

Houston, TX

2014-04-07

I didn't have health insurance for 2-1/2 years; there was no way I could have
afforded my medications without being able to get them from the "international
market."

Harvey Rutheiser

Shaftsbury, VT

2014-04-07

Seniors living on fixed income. Prices in U.S. are unaffordable

Peter Zarcone

Durham, NC

2014-04-07

because it is our right to do this, first of all and the US drug companies are
gouging us

Wendy Hull

Agoura, CA

2014-04-07

This is the only way I can afford my Rx. This pharmacy makes it easy to order
and is always in contact with my Dr. for refills. PLEASE let us continue
affordable Rx care if not in the US then outside!!!

James Van Epp

Warwick, RI

2014-04-07

Our economic system is supposed to be based on competition. Why can
Canada supply meds at a lower price than the US?

Matthew Cantillon

Ann Arbor, MI

2014-04-07

Pharmaceutical companies engage in shameful advertising which we all end up
paying for. In addition, they strive to keep things on patent for as long as
possible to keep their rapacious profits.

Jessica Renner

Evanston, IL

2014-04-07

I am on a strict budget and I can afford the medications that I need much better
through international pharmacies.

Sam Little

Claytyon, OK

2014-04-07

Because I buy my meds from Northwest Pharmacy

Leonard Valenti

Boca Raton, FL

2014-04-07

We need low-cost options on drugs. Drug prices in the U.S. are out of control.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Angela Parrish-Green

Lebanon, OR

2014-04-07

I would not have my two amazing beautiful boys if it were not for the affordable
licensed fertility drugs from overseas. These drugs are the same ones
available in the U.S. but thousands of dollars cheaper.
If anyone in my family were to get sick and need expensive drugs I would want
the option to obtain safe inexpensive drugs from outside the U.S..

Peter Hughes

Mission viejo, CA

2014-04-07

Loss of this option will make certain of my prescribed meds unaffordable. This
loss will endanger my health. Its a sure way to lose my vote in 2014.

angelica reyna

los angeles, CA

2014-04-07

Because a lot of people keep loosing their jobs, elder people are not working
any more etc

Jacqueline Davis

Medford, OR

2014-04-07

With the Medicare drug plan as it is, his is the only way that I am able to afford
my brand name prescriptions.

Grace Brock

Dallas, TX

2014-04-07

I save thousands a year by using North West Pharmacy!!

Janet Crane

San Francisco, CA

2014-04-07

Drugs are so expensive here it is very important to allow people access to
more reasonably priced drugs.

Janet Barnes

Bradenton, FL

2014-04-07

US "Big Pharma" controls the high cost of medications in this country which are
way too expensive - especially for retirees etc. That's why I go to Canada where it is much more reasonably (and fairly!)priced.

Douglas Livingston

Seattle, WA

2014-04-07

I cannot afford the inflated prices of US Drug companies and could not afford
all my medications otherwise. I have been ordering online safely prescription
medications for a few years and see no reason why I should be denied this
right. This potential seizure of shipments by US customs is all about
maintaining high profits for drug companies and has nothing to due with public
safety and health.

nicolas kiessling

Pullman, WA

2014-04-07

I can't afford local (American) prices.

Lance Klenk

Dallas, TX

2014-04-07

The market is working fine. Do not mess this up too.

Mary Carlson

Delafield, WI

2014-04-07

The cost of the medicine.

Monte Hawk

Jackson, TN

2014-04-07

I can get a 90 day prescription for the same price as a 30 day supply in the
USA

Joy Aardappel

Bothell, WA

2014-04-07

We should have a free market, one that allows us to buy from whomever we
choose. Are they going to make it illegal to buy foreign cars next?

Heidi Kaplan

Ann Arbor, MI

2014-04-07

Secretary Sibelius, my own gynecologist was shocked when I told her that the
Nuvaring cost $110 at the local CVS. Doctors' sense of what birth control and
other medications cost domestically seems to be divorced from reality. I would
truly appreciate the option to pay something much closer to $1 a day (less
would be great) for simple family planning birth control than $4 a day. Help a
lady out.

Dennis Basierbe

Southfield, MI

2014-04-07

I myself purchase and use Rx medications. They should be available at a
reasonable cost to all.

Kristin Benjamin

Woodland Hills, CA

2014-04-07

I save hundreds of dollars a year by having a choice to where I buy my
prescription drugs. Even with medicare insurance I would not be able to
continue my meds without the Canadian pharmacy I use now. Thank you

Wendy Fitch

Schaumburg, IL

2014-04-07

Able to purchase lower cost medication outside the US that I can not afford in
the US. It's food or meds for many. Not a fair choice.

Michael Loren

Overland Park, KS

2014-04-07

Save money. Also Excellent safety in Israel, Canada, England.may be better
than in USA. Lower prices in these countries because of thoughtful gov regs..

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Chris Orona

duarte, CA

2014-04-07

Medications are way too expensive in the US. Our country is too focused on
the bottom line and increasing the profit margin. It's not healthcare; it's
profitcare! There was a time that I was buying insulin from Canada, because it
was 50% cheaper.

claudette richardson

irving, TX

2014-04-07

better price some medication

Rebecca Hartman

Stuart, FL

2014-04-07

The cost of medication is unbelievable.

Phyllis Blodgett

Sterling Heights, MI

2014-04-07

Cost!!!!!

Susan Rockwell

Sausalito, CA

2014-04-07

Because Big Phrma is out of control.

Sandra Costa-Brousseau

Casa Grande, AZ

2014-04-07

I can only get the medication for my nocturnal leg cramps from a Canadian
Pharmacy.

Stephen Cotsworth

Overland Park, KS

2014-04-07

I'am just like so many other meds in the Us are way more than what I can
afford to pay and still eat.Being on a fix income is not fun

Catherine Hood

Bushkill, PA

2014-04-07

Because I see patients needing a certain type of med and do not have the
money to pay for it in the US

Margaret Kellner

Chicago, IL

2014-04-07

I'm on a medication that won't have a generic version for at least another 4
years. The monthly cost to me after insurance is still 3x higher than what I pay
out of pocket through a completely legal international pharmacy. Stop the price
gouging, and let us be able to select the best option available.

Horacio Ricci

Glendora, CA

2014-04-07

Medicines are too expensive in the US, we must have the freedom to purchase
them were we want.

Ronald Bauerle

Summerfield, FL

2014-04-07

Cost of Medicines in our country are 2 to 3 times higher than other
countries.which supply most of the ingredients for our Drug companies But they
have not allowed an exhorbint patent sysyem.

Suzanne Jacobs

kirkland, WA

2014-04-07

I am on Medicare but one of my drugs is on the highest Tier level for drugs and
therefore is VERY expensive in the States. It is 1/3 the price in Canada. If it
was $50 more that would be tolerable. But it is over $150 more expensive.
Outrageous. ObamaCare's success depends on competition in the
pharmaceutical industry as well as doctors, hospitals, etc.

AD

Oakland, CA

2014-04-07

Can't afford Mom's psychiatric drugs.

HHoney Workman

Atlanta, GA

2014-04-07

Many of my drugs unaffordable in US!!!

Kimba Adams

Middletown, CT

2014-04-07

This is extremely important to all that need a voice to keep this option available!
It promotes our freedom of medical choice that is up to us to decide what is
best for our health and economics. It is also a comfort to know that I can
establish a real relationship with those I choose to have give me the best health
care!

Nancy Harakay

Hailey, ID

2014-04-07

My insurance still does not cover my prescriptions and it is so much more
costly in US especially for non generic

Marcus Weise

Woodland Hills, CA

2014-04-07

Even with insurance, the medications are very very high in price, some aren't
covered and some generics are not sold in the U.S. It is actually less expensive
to pay out of pocket from a pharmacy outside the country than to use insurance
and pay in the U.S. It is also wrong to be told that a generic is not available in
the U.S. when everywhere else the generic is available at one tenth the price or
less. Here is another case of where pharmaceutical and insurance companies
want to hold Americans hostage.

Juana Cusi

Mexico City, Mexico

2014-04-07

tHE CREAM i NEED FOR MY FACE IS ONLY SOLD IN COLD WEATHER
COUNTRIES, BUT MY SKIN IS TOO SENSITIVE SO I NEED IT.

Name
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LInda Rosengarten

Fort Bragg, CA

2014-04-07

Price! I could go on and on about why. Not all situations are mutual; this is one
situation where using credible global resources works for people who must look
to conserving dollars. Big Pharma in the U.S. needs to be controlled; this is a
good way to keep my pockets from being picked, me being fleeced, and in
some control of my finances and choices.

daniel sauter

savage, MN

2014-04-07

I get Alzheimer's medication for my mother from Canada.

Christina Rosas

Palo Alto, CA

2014-04-07

Because I also have skin and sun sensitivity issues-with nothing here

CYNTHIA KOHAGURA

ROSEVILLE, CA

2014-04-07

I AM ON FIXED INCOME AND CAN'T AFFORD THE RIDICULOUS PRICE
THE DRUG COMPANY CHARGES.

virginia baird

scottsdale, AZ

2014-04-07

Friends with little income, and with disorders, rely upon getting these
medications at a reasonable rate. Thank you.

ken bucklin

Lakeland, FL

2014-04-07

i get some drugs there.

Ronald Lee Thomas

Arlington, WA

2014-04-07

because there are no lower cost options in the USA

Arlena Wood

Anderson, IN

2014-04-07

To save much money

Nancy Wilkens

Spokane, WA

2014-04-07

My husband needs to take Cymbalta which is very expensive in the U.S. but is
much more affordable in countries outside the U.S.

Morris Greber

Sarasota, FL

2014-04-07

I am a disabled WWII veteran, and it allows me to get better priced drugs.

Sue Blum

Henderson, NV

2014-04-07

My insurance doesn't cover all the medications I'm prescribed and cost is
prohibitive in US

Mary Fugier

Seattle, WA

2014-04-07

Don’t let us where we can buy your medication.
Let the free market determine this. We will all be better off in the long run.
Millions of Americans like me do this safely, buying from regulated pharmacies
with verified licenses.
Stop overreaching. Back off US Government.

Janet Marsella

San Jose,, CA

2014-04-07

Durin the "donut Hole" time for having help with purchasing our drugs (my
husband especially) would not be able to pay the price for his expensive heart
meds. Being able to buy from Canada has been a life-saver for us.

Richard Venturini

Long Beach, CA

2014-04-07

Seniors need freedom to select lower priced medications

Austin Bigley

Houston, TX

2014-04-07

Preventing importation of cheaper pharmaceuticals would hurt my mother who
is an asthmatic greatly.

Jared Harless

Oceana, WV

2014-04-07

Affordable

Nancy Stiborik

Kingwood, TX

2014-04-07

The price you have to pay in the U.S. for medication is ridiculous.

Dawn Benedetti

Prunedale, CA

2014-04-07

I can't afford to pay what they want for my meds here in the U.S.

Richard Aldridge

Spring Valley, NY

2014-04-07

The people who make these laws have ties or ownership or share holder of
those pharmaceutical and insurance company are criminals HIV/AIDS
medication is too high for insurance to cover.The drugs will cost 2,500 dollar
that's more than the limit that they cover probably half.So you will pay 1,250
dollar out of pocket.THAT IS RIDICULOUSLY INSANE.Specially for the middle
and lower class people.How can they afford that plus with other expense
involve?IMPOSSIBLE.

Patti Petro

Lafayette, LA

2014-04-07

It is important to all those who cannot afford to purchase these medications
locally at inflated prices.

John Podkowka

West Chester, PA

2014-04-07

It's the only way that I can afford all my meds

Wendy Bolton

Makawao, HI

2014-04-07

I have no drug insurance and the cheapest prices I can find are through a
pharmacy in Israel.

Kathryn Heyner

Bass Harbor, ME

2014-04-07

As a chronically ill pain sufferer, need I say more???
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lonnie matherne

slidell, LA

2014-04-07

the on
only way I can afford to take all of my meds

Eve Savitzky

Providence, RI

2014-04-07

I need a name brand medication (the generic simply doesn't work for me)
which is a small fortune (which is the really shameful truth that our country
won't deal with)! No one should have to bankrupt him/her self in order to
receive necessary medications.

David Shevrin

West Bloomfield, MI

2014-04-07

Many of us cannot afford the prices of some prescriptions in the U.S. For us
the only way we can get the medicine we need is by buying affordable
prescriptions outside the U.S.

Frederick Asch

Tucson, AZ

Cathy Greer
Dorothy Weissert

Washougal, WA

2014-04-07

I can't get my Quinine Sulphate in the U. S. anymore.

2014-04-07

Can't afford drugs in US

2014-04-07

I agree. This law was sneacked in the bill for senior's drug medicare coverage
and should be changed. That's what happen when legislators let drug company
lawyers write legislation that the political parties have received money from.

S Douglas

Phoenix, AZ

2014-04-08

Competition has been the single greatest engine for driving progress and low
prices in the United States. Big Pharma will only respond when there is
competition, not when it vanishes. The people should have access to these
pharmaceuticals, especially the elderly.

james mchargue

LAKE PANASOFFKEE,

2014-04-08

FL
Kenneth Graber

Smithsburg, MD

iT IS VERY IMPORTANT BECAUSE I GET SOME MEDICINE AND SAVE A
LOT iCOULD NOT GET IT WITHOUT THIS SAVINGS.

2014-04-08

I have to pay for my adult daughters epilepsy meds. US price $650 per month.
Same pill from Canada $110. Enough said.

Kelly Netherton

Garland, TX

2014-04-08

I can purchase medicines in Canada I cannot afford in US due to :generics"
ntot being available in the states when there ARE available in other parts of the
world.

Eddie Quinn

Las Vegas, NV

2014-04-08

I can not afford the price of 2 of my vital prescriptions (NOT covered by
Medicare) at US pharmacy prices

A.F. Rica Spencer

Cottonwood, AZ

2014-04-08

would like to be able to get my medications from Mexico

Vayden Nembhard

Royal Palm Beach, FL

2014-04-08

High quality product at a reasonable price

Samuel Haapala

Ridgeland, SC

2014-04-08

This lifeline of medications keep me alive!

Karen Schaffer

Broadview Hts., OH

2014-04-08

Many of my friends can't afford to pay for their medicine in this country. All our
health care is much too expensive! If our government allows big business to
outsource jobs in the u.s. then people should be allowed to buy things outside
the us. including less expensive drugs. I am sure big pharmaceutical
companies will lobbying against the right for people to be allowed to buy where
they choose.!

audrey hall

oceanside, CA

2014-04-08

price, service great product.

Thomas Sanger

Enumclaw, WA

2014-04-08

price

William Robinson

Brentwood, TN

2014-04-08

I can't afford the US Drug company protected prices. The US price for one of
my Rx is $1.875.00 per month. Canada Rx price is $238.00.

Linda Davis

Alpharetta, GA

2014-04-08

I order a medication from a reputable online Canadian pharmacy and have
done so for approximately 8 years. I have had no problems whatsoever in this
time. I totally trust this pharmacy in their vetting practices and in the quality of
the medications I receive through them. If I weren't able to get this particular
medication in this way, I would not be able to afford it. It is an affordable/viable
alternative to surgery I do not want to have unless I am absolutely forced to do
so.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Wendy Conquest

Boulder, CO

2014-04-08

The FDA is preventing natural medicines and supplements from being readily
available.

RICHARD JARVIS

TRAVERSE CITY, MI

2014-04-08

OUTRAGEOUS US PRICES PROTECTED BY OUR GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES

Donna Black

Lake Ariel, PA

2014-04-08

My medication is way beyoned my what I can afford.

Gerald Falke

Hagerstown, MD

2014-04-08

Big Pharma in the US has a monopoly on all drugs coming into the country,
and as a result, charges exorbitant prices. My experience with Canadian
pharmacies, and in particular, NorthWest Pharmacy leads me to recognize that
thet ethically dispense pharmaceutical equivalents at a fair price - one that
most can afford. Nothing should bar American citizens from being able to
purchase from other sources. It's important.

Miriam Koren

Larchmont, NY

2014-04-08

I am on 3 brand-name medications that together would cost more than $1000 a
month if bought in the US. I can't afford that much, and would have to go
without if I couldn't buy them in Canada.

Alexander Hyatt

Turlock, CA

2014-04-08

My wife has MS. The drug to inhibit the progression of the disease costs
$4000/month when purchased from a US supplier. It is manufactured in Israel.
When it is purchased out of the US, we can buy it for $1200/month.

philip enegess

jpohnson city, TN

2014-04-08

Viagra has extended their patent to deny older veterans the right to choose..
most of the Medicare providers will not provide any Ed for the elderly and
disabled. The Va only allows 2 pills per month...

Lisa Bouwsma

Cutler Bay, FL

2014-04-08

In the U.S. it's a shell game, where the inflated costs are partially hidden by
insurance, whereas other countries don't use shells, even if they provide
healthcare for their citizens.

Richard E. Quillen

Oakland Park, FL

2014-04-08

going to retire soon and won't be able to pay for meds in the USA

Barbara Morrison

Livonia, MI

2014-04-08

The drugs I need are twice as expensive in the US

Rev. Dr. Kaye E Skinner

Phoenix, AZ

2014-04-08

Meds in America can be too expensive. Even with the copays. Please allow us
to make a decision to get some from Canada from time to time.

Philip Wilt

Altoona, PA

2014-04-08

Good service and prices for quality products

Lynda Carter-Markham

Indian Harbour Beach,

2014-04-08

Our citizens need access to drugs costing less than the prices they must pay in

FL

our country. Patients, not the income of drug companies, is my primary
concern.

Alice Barrette

Berlin, NH

2014-04-08

We also buy from Planet Drugs due to the fact we don't have a prescription
plan that is affordable

Sorella Walti

Angwin, CA

2014-04-08

Because we use a medication that we get outside of the USA that is more
affordable.

Alex King

Villa Park, IL

2014-04-08

To get needed meds at prices I can afford.

ruth paige

portsmouth, RI

2014-04-08

I can't afford the 80% higher US Drug company prices

Laurie Guy

Maggie Valley, NC

2014-04-08

If it weren't for Northwest Pharmacy, there are several of my prescriptions that I
would not be able to afford.

carol bredeson

oxford, WI

2014-04-08

I need the medications I purchase from North West Pharmacy. If I'm not able
to get them at their reduced price, I won't be able to afford to buy them. Then
I'll be getting worse health issues. Please, do not stop US citizens like me from
getting medications that we NEED!

Robert Marshall

Columbia, MO

2014-04-08

I could not afford my Abilify if you take this action. My monthly copay for this
drug is $450/month. That is 25% of my monthly income! Please allow to
continue buying these drugs. This medication has made a marked
improvement in my Bipolar symtoms.
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Mike Qualtieri

Hiawassee, GA

2014-04-08

I cannot afford drugs in the US and some no longer available in the US, very
big problem with drug company's to much GREED !!!!!!!!!

Tim Kinsey

Branford, FL

2014-04-08

Promotes price competition when prescriptions are too expensive in the US.

Donald Schmucker

Bryn Athyn, PA

2014-04-08

I'm 80 years old and need reasonably priced prescription drugs.

lorene bohanan

virginia beach, VA

2014-04-08

For those on annuity and soc security, and those without health insurance,
would be greatly impacted if the new law goes through.NOT A GOOD THING.

Jane Baker

Lakeland, FL

2014-04-08

It's a freedom issue. Don't let "big pharma" charge Americans more than other
countries for the same medications. Unfair. Let us have the freedom to choose
for ourselves.

David Brande

Montgomery, OH

2014-04-08

I am a customer

Cathy Ballou

Fort Wayne, IN

2014-04-08

I cannot afford my inhalers for asthma if I buy them in the US. My only option
is to go to Canada SO I CAN BREATHE.

John Noble

Sun Lakes, AZ

2014-04-08

I was unable to afford my medications at the local pharmacy. You cannot take
away my freedom of choice!!

Luda Polonsky

Skokie, IL

2014-04-08

I have no insurance and I cannot afford to buy my medications here.

Richard Runge

Seymour, IN

2014-04-08

Meds are overpriced in the US and on limited income can't afford the costs in
the US. It is take the meds from out side the US or do without the Meds.

David Wren

Kentfield, CA

2014-04-08

We simply cannot afford to purchase prescriptions for a number of drugs we
need in the US.

jane salmon

long beach, CA

2014-04-08

Because I can't afford the medication prices here in US

Vicki Hill

Mint Hill, NC

2014-04-08

Financial reasons

Bienvenido Castaneda

Newton, KS

2014-04-08

I am disabled and dont have a prescription coverage.

Denise Lannon

Hudson, FL

2014-04-08

Because I can't afford my inhalers in the US. My co-pay is more then the price
of one from Canada

pam cary

decatur, IN

2014-04-08

I can't afford US prices for drugs. Walmart wants $947 for a 3 month supply of
Spireva.

Daniel Stowens

Kennewick, WA

2014-04-08

It is not fair that Americans are forced to financially support the international
drug companies. Please let us buy our medicines out of country.

Walter Dobrowolski

San Marcos, CA

2014-04-08

The price of meds in the US is off the charts!!!

Pat Castronova

Denver, CO

2014-04-08

I am tired of supporting the US government and their lobbyiests for the
pharmicutical companies.

JF&Laurel Renish

San Jose, CA

2014-04-08

I get my prescriptions filled by Exoress-scriots in the US and see no reason
that my fellow Americans can't get thiers filled by a similar operator..

Dena Rice

cedar park, TX

2014-04-08

I have severe acid-reflux. My insurance "Caremark", will not pay for the Brand
name of Prevacid. The generic absolutely does NOT work. Now I am forced to
buy it on our limited income & it is expensive. I do not know what I would do
without this Canadian pharmacy. The American Pharmacies are way too high.

Cheryl Gustafson

Albuquerque, NM

2014-04-08

Obamacare is not helpful for our elderly.

Mario Floriani

Northfield, NJ

2014-04-08

We need this badly for all.

Peggy Borchardt

Albuquerque, NM

2014-04-08

I need access to affordable medications. The pharmaceutical companies and
the insurance companies are raping American citizens with their excessive
prices.

Marty Flannery

Ballwin, MO

2014-04-08

No need for more government

Charles Love

Redding, CA

2014-04-08

It is unacceptable that people cannot afford medicine for no good reason
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Clare Kwant

Big Rapids, MI

2014-04-08

Buying my name brand drugs from a supplier that reduces my fixed costs for
prescriptions!!

Kenneth Kellick

Tonawanda, NY

2014-04-08

Canadian pharmacies can obtain core medications that are near impossible to
obtain in USA

MARK JACOBS

SUNRISE, FL

2014-04-08

i AM 95 YEARS OLD WITH MANY EXPENSIVE PRESCRIPTIONS AND NO
HELP.

Janet price

denham springs, LA

2014-04-08

I'm trying to quit smoking, and the Nicorette Inhaler is the best thing I've found.
They cost well over $200 per month at Walmart in McKinney, TX. In Canada, I
can get them for $50 per month!!!!! I can't afford the U.S. prices!!!!!

CARLTON PATTERSON

NORDLAND, WA

2014-04-08

I CAN'T AFORD TO BUY THEM IN US

Ken Carrigan

Brockton, MA

2014-04-08

Because many American's simply can't afford the U.S. Pharmaceutical prices!

Burton Alpert

middletown, RI

2014-04-08

It is a much cheaper way to buy medicine made by the original manufacturer.

Peggy Holt

Ocean view, DE

2014-04-08

I deserve affordable options

Betty Hagenow

Lafayette, IN

2014-04-08

lower cost

Darolen Sorum

Sherwood, OR

2014-04-08

It saves me a lot of money

James Glenn

Ypsilanti, MI, MI

2014-04-08

While a certain amount of government oversight may be needed to curb
abuses, free enterprise should be free to conduct business unimpeded by
governmental interference. If there's a nation of people anywhere on earth I
trust to do business honorably and efficiently, it is Israel. Please feel free to
contact me directly if you'd care to furthere discuss this with me. Cordially, Jim
Glenn

Jane Tanner

Walnut Creek, CA

2014-04-08

Big pharma special interests should be fighting the insurance lobbyists and
courting government investment in R&D rather than putting the squeeze on
patients. Not everyone has insurance - not everyone has drug coverage. Until
that's true, please start thinking about the long term consequences of your
current strategy.

Cynthia Schnitzer

Prescott, AZ

2014-04-08

I can not afford my medication if importation is stopped

Alfred Winick

Chicago, IL

2014-04-08

Makes medications otherwise unaffordable, possible to purchase.

Doris Hyman

ma, MA

2014-04-08

Saves me money

Cemo Runyon

Sun Valley,, CA

2014-04-08

I can not afford medication in the U.S.

Eileen True

Sarasota, FL

2014-04-08

My husband's glaucoma drops are so expensive that on our fixed income, we
would not be able to afford them. I guess we would go hungry rather than
allow him to go blind.

Virginia Freedberg

Denver, CO

2014-04-08

American drug companies are all about massive profits and seniors are using
their retirement funds to line the pockets of the drug companies

Alex Arriagada

Fontana, CA

2014-04-08

To keep prices as low as possible!

Sharon Guenther

Phoenix, AZ

2014-04-08

cost of my medicine is out of site in the U.S.

John Komorita

Edmonds, WA

2014-04-08

Affordable medication
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Robert Beckett

Powder Springs, GA

2014-04-08

I am a low income single father. Even under the affordable care act, the
prescriptions I require to keep me alive are not covered or if they are covered,
they only pay a fraction of the cost to get them filled in the United States. I can
either order my prescriptions from overseas and live or not get my prescriptions
and die. I and my children choose that I live and with that said I need to order
my prescriptions from overseas to be able to afford them. An example is one of
my prescriptions that is shrinking the tumor under my brain stem cost over
$35.00 per pill here in the United States and none of the health plans on the
affordable care act covers this medication. But I can order the pills from
overseas at a cost of $4.00 to $7.00 each based on how many I buy. This huge
difference is ridiculous and shows how the American Drug Companies are
ripping the American people off. So please do not listen to Big Pharm money
but to the people who live or die without their medications in this country. You
should be the advocate of the little people in this country (which President
Obama claims he is for the little people) and not the big Drug companies and
their lobbyist and special interest groups whose only goal is to line their own
pockets.
Thank you for taking the time to read my story and your help will be
appreciated greatly!

Linda Kirvel

Homerville, OH

2014-04-08

The drugs that I get from Canada are the same ones that I can get in the US
but at a significant reduction in the cost and some are not covered under my
prescription plan. I want to be to purchase my drugs where I can get the best
price for the exact same thing.

Katherine Hal l

Mascoutah, IL

2014-04-08

I am only able to get the generic from of my anti-anxiety medication and it
doesn't work for me. I can afford to buy the "real" form by buying it from
Northwest Pharmacy. I am so thankful for the ability to do so and truly hope I
will always be able to. I take other generic drugs and they work fine. This
particular drug does not in its generic form.

Jonesia Radford

Anaheim, CA

2014-04-08

When I buy my inhalers here in Anaheim it cost me $45.00 a month. The cost
for my inhalers in Canada is $60.00 for 6, quite a savings don't you think.
Mrs. Radford
714-772-0477

David Bock

Kingwood, TX

2014-04-08

Help keep my cost for prescription drugs reasonable.

bob harless

kansas city, MO

2014-04-08

my wife would hit the donut hole in 4 months and then have to pay over
$400.00 per month for 5 months before catastrophic coverage hit

ANN KING

TERE HAUTE, IN

2014-04-08

BECAUSE IT HELPS TO GET THIS MED THROUGH YOUR COMPANY

Kathleen Lavery

Provo, UT

2014-04-08

There is no generic option of the medicine I need to breath in the US. That
only proves to me greedy billionaires can't stand to loose a few of their billions
when I struggle to live on $9.00/hr.

Sharon Woodard

Creedmoor, NC

2014-04-08

Benicar can be purchased at a greater reduced price that any means available
in US. There are many even less fortunate than I that can't afford US prices on
their needed meds.

Allen Peters

El Segundo, CA

2014-04-08

Control of US Medicine by Big Pharm is obscene corruption

Linda Lauritzen

Colorado Springs, CO

2014-04-08

I can't afford my prescriptions if I can't get them there.

Vicki Kryszak

Portland, OR

2014-04-08

Medicines are not affordable here in the US and I prefer to have Brand names
rather than Generic.

Deborah Halvorson

Colorado Springs, CO

2014-04-08

I would not be able to afford a vital medication if I could not purchase it through
an online service.

Robert Cooley

Austin, TX

2014-04-08

Politicians more and more appear to be corporate slaves...do something for the
people for the best of us all...

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Alexander Latteri

Laguna Hills, CA

2014-04-08

Freedom of choice as a US Citizen: anyone remember the word freedom?

Helen Villani

Aguna hills, CA

2014-04-08

Because insurance companies won't cover the medicines, and on a fixed
income I would not be able to afford my prescriptions!

Peter Schorr

Madison, NJ

2014-04-08

Enabling the consumer to eork
around the price goughing of the
pharamaceutical companies

Donna Rosenthal

Los Altos Hills, CA

2014-04-08

With a reduced income after retiring, I need to save money whenever I can.

Audra Mote

Corvallis, OR

2014-04-08

I need medicine for Lyme disease which is not covered by my insurance. The
price in the USA is way to high for me. I will not be able to recover from my
disease if I can't buy medicine outside the U.S. This is really an obvious case
of greed and corruption: trying to make a vast profit at the expense of
vulnerable people.

Frances DeFreitas

Kensington, NH

2014-04-08

Stop supporting giant pharmaceuticals!!!!

Sherry Roberts

Torrance, CA

2014-04-08

I don't have insurance and this is the only way I can afford my monthly
medicines.

evelyn golz

Edgewater, NJ

2014-04-08

Though I have been an enthusiastic supporter of Obama care, my insurance
policy has doubled and I still cannot afford my medication.

Scott Whitekettle

Etters, PA

2014-04-08

I'm on various medications and they're very expensive. Suboxone for example.

Norma Lindsey

Washington, NC

2014-04-08

Too many medications I cannot afford with US pharmacies

CSW Schorr

Madison, NJ

2014-04-08

Real people suffer and die when they can't afford medication -- corporations
pursuing maximum profits is the cause of this. Some "free market" --

Barry Bolinger

Fort Myers, FL

2014-04-08

Cannot afford needed medications

Xavier Jenkins

Montclair, NJ

2014-04-08

The high costs of medications has made my parents poorer, with costs rivaling
their rent. Their choice of food and clothing take a back seat to the need for
medication...and they are both retired state government workers under their
state's insurance plans. It makes no sense that Canadians are getting the
same medications for a fraction of the costs. It's profiteering at it's worst.

Bev Houghton

Howell, MI

2014-04-08

I save so much money by using a Canadian pharmacy! Depend on it!

Mike Vaughan

Mufreesboro, TN

2014-04-08

Stop the govt. from limiting our freedoms simply to line the pockets of their
lobbyists.

Elizabeth DuPont

Corpus Christi, TX

2014-04-08

I occasionally buy drugs in Mexico & resent the gov't. deciding what & where I
can buy my drugs.

Susan Richardson

Vernon Hills,, IL

2014-04-08

American healthcare is a mess and the cost of medications is ridiculous.

Joyce Badenhop

Bellmore, NY

2014-04-08

Certain medications in my health plan are too expensive and sometimes not
covered at all. If I can get the same thing elsewhere at a considerable savings
why wouldn't I

Greg Foley

Jensen Beach, FL

2014-04-08

USA prices too high

Alton Fales, Jr.

Wilmington, NC

2014-04-08

The quality and efficacy of the few drugs I have purchased in this manner is
equivalent or higher to that of the same drug sold in the U.S. And the price is
stunningly lower. The drug makers would have us believe the price disparity is
because of continuing research into new drugs but the most visible role of
increased pharmaceutical profits by drug manufacturers is seen in the
incessant inundation of commercials in the U.S. seeking to procure new
consumers. It is shameful!

Todd Foster

Pioneertown, CA

2014-04-08

Please do not take away another freedom.

Name
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Phyllis Fleming

Tulsa, OK

2014-04-08

If forced to purchase all my husband's drugs locally, we will soon be out of
money. We have saved for many years for our retirement, but will see it all
"donated" to the Drug Companies while we end up on welfare, if forced to
purchase locally.

Donald Cornelissen

Bedford, TX

2014-04-08

Donald Cornelissen

Vida Reith

Loveland, OH

2014-04-08

My celebrex is affordable only through Northwest Pharmacy. The savings is
over $200 per prescription. I have been using Northwest Pharmacy for over 4
years. I am extremely satisfied with their service and products.

John Fisher-Smith

Ashland, OR

2014-04-08

The late and famous Dr. Epley originator of the Epley Maneuver prescribed
prescription med SERC for my treatment, it is not available in the US, I can
only buy from Canada, it is generally mailed from the UK.

Gineta Possehl

Decatur, GA

2014-04-08

30033

Jack Zeiger

Rome, GA

2014-04-08

Buying drugs from Canada is the only way I can afford to take the medication I
need.

Karen Aubert

venice, FL

2014-04-08

It is the difference between me either being able to purchase my meds
because it fits my budget, or not because it does not!

Susan Sharp

Galveston, IN

2014-04-08

I used to purchase pet medication through a foreign pharmacy, it saved me
over 75%. It enabled my dog to live for several more years.

Evelyn Pereira

ewing, NJ

2014-04-08

Financial matters dictate the medicines certain people use. Yes, some people
have insurance but often times, the medication is not covered or too expensive.
Individuals who can not afford medication from the US should not be stripped
of the ability to receive cheaper medications.

BEVERLY BARTLETT

MARSHALLTOWN, IA

2014-04-08

LOW COST

Nancy Jean Mann

San Luis Obispo, CA

2014-04-08

I am in my 60's and currently spend $800 /year on simple blood pressure
meds.

DAVID FIELD

GARDNER, KS

2014-04-08

THIS IS IMPORTANT TO ME BECAUSE I AM DISABLED, ON SUCH A
SMALL INCOME THAT THE MEDICATION I NEED TO LIVE COSTS MORE
THAN I ACTUALLY MAKE, AND THE ABILITY TO GET THE SAME EXACT
MEDICATION FROM CANADA HAS LITERALLY SAVED MY LIFE!!! YOU
TAKE THIS AWAY AND YOU SENTENCE AMERICAN CITIZENS TO
SUFFERING WITHDRAWL AND IN SOME CASES EVEN DEATH. I WOULD
CALL THAT IMPORTANT, WOUDN'T YOU?

David Fisk

Sandpoint, ID

2014-04-08

With limited income I need a pharmacy that's affordable. Thank you for
keeping cost at a reasonable rate.

Laura Bitts

Tigard, OR

2014-04-08

I am a physician. My patients cannot afford medications that are kept artificially
expensive by US drug manufacturers.

Barbara Sanders

GREENVILLE, SC

2014-04-08

Who's really running this country, corporations or actual people? And don't tell
me that "corporations are people" - that load of nonsense. They are for-profit
entities, which is not in itself wrong, unless it takes precedence over human
beings. The people in our government seem to be forgetting that; probably
because of the revolving door between corporate employees and government
regulatory positions. This is no accident.

Shawn Alvira

Gardena, CA

2014-04-08

My insurance company has excluded coverage for a prescription that my son
needs. I need to purchase the medication myself, out of pocket. I can purchase
the medication from Canada at an affordable price.
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Katherine Williams

Rock Island, IL

2014-04-08

Thanks to the ACA, I finally have help paying for my medications. But just a few
months ago, I was struggling trying to get around red tape, to transfer a
prescription to an international pharmacy, after my income rose above the limits
needed for a state program that was covering the costs. Without the
international pharmacy, I absolutely wouldn't have been able to afford the
medication.
Until we get for-profit attitudes out of the US healthcare industry, we need to
give citizens other options, that are more financially reasonable.

Lillie Ramos

San Marcos, CA

2014-04-08

I am retired on fixed income and some of my medications are cheaper to
purchase outside the United States and I only deal with legitimate drug
dispensers that require written prescriptions from my doctors

Gregory Leanza

Orlando, FL

2014-04-08

Simply because I am tired of American Pharmaceutical Companies Raping the
citizens of this country. Make them compete for their business. What happen
to the free trade agreement. Don't we practice what we enforce on other
countries. I f we had to pay American prices I would have to make a decision
to either eat or live. What we would have is government taking care of big
needs instead of its citizens needs.

Ron D Margolis

Albuquerque, NM

2014-04-08

I am 72 yrs young, on a budget that limits my disposable income and could not
afford all my drugs if I could not the get the most costly from a regulated
pharmacy in Canada. Never had a problem of quality with buying by mail from
Canada. Even the product and packaging is nearly identical.

carole Vignali

Virginia Beach, VA

2014-04-08

My budget needs are low cost pharmacy products.

Sherry Blaisdell, RN,

Bluffton, SC

2014-04-08

This is a pharmaceutical lobbying issue rather than a safety issue. Please do

BSPA, BSPA, CSN

the right thing and allow Americans who can not afford ridiculously high prices
in this country to continue to buy needed prescriptions from licensed online
pharmacies that are Pharmacy-Checker approved. Unless they are permitted
to purchase from Canada and other countries, some people will end up going
without needed prescriptions because they can't pay US inflated prices.

daniel pompei

unionville, CT

2014-04-08

The outrageously high cost of prescription drugs in America is one of the things
that is driving our health care system into bankruptcy and is especially
burdensome on our senior citizens. It is a criminal activity that has been
perpetrated by the pharmaceutical Industry and supported by the FDA as well
as the members of our Senate and Congress. All of this is allowed to exist
thanks to the Medicare Modernization Act that was passed in 2003, which
enabled the Pharmaceutical Industry to charge full retail price for drugs that
were paid for with taxpayer dollars. This act also prohibits the Federal
Government from negotiating lower prices on prescription drugs. Sadly, this will
continue under Obama Care. The subject of this petition is an extension of the
Medicare Modernization Act and we must stop this madness now. It is time for
all Americans to put pressure on the Senate and Congress to repeal this
criminal act instead of protecting Pharmaceutical Industry profits.

Michael Hovan

Elkhart, IN

2014-04-08

I suffer from disabling head pain. Some of the medications used to treat this
are very expensive. Some are no long prescribed in the US, but are in
Canada. I desperately need affordable access to the medications that my
physician wants to prescribe.

Christina Malagon

Portland, OR

2014-04-08

I have used Canadian pharmacies myself when I could not afford to get the
needed prescribed medications at US prices. I see this as a violation of my
rights enforced by the government at the behest of pharmaceutical companies
that want to protect their exorbitant profits. I feel very strongly about this matter.

Vicky Tiberio

Seattle, WA

2014-04-08

Some drugs are too expensive in the U.S.
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Denise Zampano

North Abington

2014-04-08

Can not buy this medication in the spray form here . A spray is needed vs

Township, PA
Emilia Balke

Agoura Hills, CA

ointment due to severe pain w anyone touching feet
2014-04-08

This is the only place where I can buy a needed medication at a reasonable
price.

kenneth hodge

poughkeepsie, NY

2014-04-08

we need this option! Its life or death to some of us...

Melissa Schupp

Marietta, GA

2014-04-08

Many people don't have any idea how much their drugs are, their insurance
companies pay. Kathleen Sebelius is the last person I would trust to make this
of decision for the American people. Anyone with a high deductible is going to
have to start paying out of pocket for these outrageously priced drugs.

Judy Porter

Nashua, NH

2014-04-08

For many years, I brought in asthma inhalers for my asthmatic pet because I
could not afford them in the US

Eric Burns

Spring Hill, TN

2014-04-08

I use imported medicines because of high costs in the US.

wanda swinehart

Lancaster, PA

2014-04-08

because I can't afford to pay for the medicine here in the US. It's way too
expensive, and I don't have the money to spend for it.

Kenneth Bean

Bangor, PA

2014-04-08

Because the economy is continually tightening and funds are limited for
survival

Michael Moore

West Jordan, UT

2014-04-08

Health care should not bankrupt anyone and profiting from someone's
ailments is not just unethical, it's downright disgusting. I am sick of profits over
people, but I am sure they will kindly sell me an overpriced pill to make me fell
better about it.

Margaret Coats

Hot Springs, AR

2014-04-08

necessary medication should be available and pharmaceutical companies are
going against Anti-trust laws. Across the border in Mexico, medication, dental
care and medical procedures are more affordable than they are in the United
States.

walter kozak

warminster, PA

2014-04-08

no job and $290.00 for pradaxa.

Marilyn McCown

Canyon Lake, TX

2014-04-09

price and availability

Roger Komlen

Washington, MI

2014-04-09

My wife and are both retired, and live on a modest retirement. We, like many
others in our boat, appreciate any assistance we can find to help us maintain or
lower our increasing health care costs.

Epifania Fenton

Columbia, MO

2014-04-09

A family member is buying medicine on a regular basis as maintenance

Joyce Janson

North Abington

2014-04-09

I have to buy Lamisil spray and cant use the cream and cant buy it here

Township, PA
Ruth Olsen

Menifee, CA

2014-04-09

US. Drug prices are to high

Michael Albanese

Sun Valley, CA

2014-04-09

This used to be a free country.

Gail Whitty

Birmngham, MI

2014-04-09

to save a lot of money each month on a prescription

Rex Voorhees

Hiltom Head Island, SC

2014-04-09

Need to be able to get cheaper prescriptions than you can get in the USA.

William Galley

Clovis, CA

2014-04-09

This is the only way I can afford my medicines.

Debbie Callahan

Port Orange, FL

2014-04-09

My insurance doesn't cover this makes my medicine more afforadable

Karen Raddatz

Brainerd, MN

2014-04-09

the meds Inow take after the insurance pays still run over $500.00 per
month..breks the bank in a hurry

Bob Winter

Sandston, VA

2014-04-09

We should have the freedom to buy prescription drug anywhere.

Victoria Ward

Denver, CO

2014-04-09

I can not afford the $300/mo that they charge for my anti-depressant. It is only
through the pharmacy in Canada that I use, that I am able to afford my
medication. Without being able to utilize my online pharmacy, my mental
health would suffer and thus so would my family and friends.
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Michael Goldsmith

Bennington, VT

2014-04-09

Cost and Common Sense

F and V Kidd

Lamesa, TX

2014-04-09

Cost of my med in US.

Hank Miller Sr.

Chappaqua, NY

2014-04-09

This is supposed to be a free country. Nanny isn't needed in this case.

Robert Kiel

Boca Raton, FL

2014-04-09

Because I, and almost all of my disabled clients, are struggling with medical
costs and cannot buy necessary medications at inflated US prices. And
Medicare should be allowed to negotiate with Pharm. for better pricing! Take
care of citizens and worker, NOT corporate profits

Joan Kramer

sun City Center, FL

2014-04-09

Certain drugs are too outragiously expensive in USA. We the people of the US
should have to right to choose where we buy our medications.

Richard Licht

Knoxville, TN

2014-04-09

I take Actos for my diabetes. If I buy it from my Walgreen's it costs over $900
for a 90 day supply. If I buy generic Actos from Canada, it costs about $60.00.
That's not the worst part. If I buy the Actos from Walgreen's I very quickly get
into the Medicare donut hle which makes all my prescriptions extraordinarily
expensive.
Please let me keep buying safe and effective prescription drugs from Canada.

Roger Cornwall

Alamo, CA

2014-04-09

I buy my personal meds from Northwest Pharmacy in Canada

emmons sebenius

san marino, CA

2014-04-09

Should be able to choose to buy cheaper medications anywhere

Charles Payne

Dallas, GA

2014-04-09

reasonable drugs and often hard to find drugs at a good price.

Luis Romero

El Paso, TX

2014-04-09

I buy my prescription medicine from Canada. I've been using the same
medicine for over a decade and suffered the side effects of "confused thoughts"
from time to time just like the prescription warning says might happen. I'm a
Police Officer and this affected my skills when writing reports that should come
natural to me. A few months after I started using the Canadian pharmacy Rx,
my thoughts started clearing up. Since then I've not had those "confused
thoughts" and can now teach others about report writing instead of having to
ask someone to remind me how to do the report. That's just ONE reason I'd
prefer to continue with the Canadian pharmacy.

Willis Lam

Hilo, HI

2014-04-09

Can help people who get low income and health insurance does not cover
some kind of medicine even the Dr. signed prescription.

samuel rizzitelli

stratford, CT

2014-04-09

Canadian pharmacies give low income people the chance to buy rx at
reasonable cost

Luke Heckenkamp

Wakesha, WI

2014-04-09

I am signing my name in support of this petition. I buy prescriptions out of this
country. Is necessary for me maintain a quality of life and survive on the OOP
costs associated with my medications for my preexisting conditions.

Pierre DeMers

Healy, AK

2014-04-09

I need access to the less expensive drugs outside the US.

Horst Rudrich

Redlands, CA

2014-04-09

I am a family practice physician and see that drug costs have gone out of
control in this country making access difficult. Our pharmaceutical/medical
history is broken and needs to be fixed

R. M. Amick

Clarkston, WA

2014-04-09

Without Canadian pharmacy drugs, we will die. We've no other way to afford
life-sustaining medication.l

Lowell Templeton

Culloden, WV

2014-04-09

Can't afford us pharmacies prices

Kelly Fought

Gibsonburg, OH

2014-04-09

I need expensive medication for migraine headaches, and the prices in the
U.S. are ridiculous even with insurance.

LEARETTA PARRETT

MCLEAN, VA

2014-04-09

MEDICATION IS FAR TOO EXPENSIVE IN THE UNITED STATES.

thelma wilborn

Plant City, FL

2014-04-09

more medicine for lower cost

alan bean

portlamd, OR

2014-04-09

Cant afford the drug I need so it is either go without or go canada
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Deborah Dreyer

Fort Wayne, IN

2014-04-09

I have migraines and can't afford the meds. Insurance only allows me 4 pills a
month. I get more than 4 migraines. They have generic in Canada can get 36
for the price of the co-pay of 8 non-generic here.

Lorraine Kunkel

Boise, ID

2014-04-09

It gives me more options when the U.S. doesn't have my medications. Also I
can get it at an affordable price.

Donald Ruth

Pagosa Springs,, CO

2014-04-09

I would not be able to afford my heart medicine at USA pharmacies.

James Hollums

Lawrenceville, GA

2014-04-09

My asthma medication is unaffordable unless i can order it from Canadian
pharmacies.

VINCENT BOEHNING

Silverthorne, CO

2014-04-09

I can't afford to buy certain prescriptions in the US

Suzi Sauers

Ormond Beach, FL

2014-04-09

I take several prescription$ daily!

larry kiel

st. louis, MO

2014-04-09

it's important that those with limited finances be able to
afford necessary prescribed
meds, whether their big pharma
drugs, or generics.

Gloria Nelson

Aurora, CO

2014-04-09

The fact that Americans must go to foreign pharmacies to get drugs at a
reasonable price is bad enough. To take that ability away from us is
unconscionable. Whatever happened to the free market?

Barbara Chertowsky

San Francisco, CA

2014-04-09

I order a migraine medication from a Canadian pharmacy because I can't afford
extremely high US prices, even for the generic. My insurance company copay
would be more than it costs me to pay for the medication out of pocket. There
are millions of Americans like me who would not be able to afford some or all of
their medications because of the drug industry's stranglehold on US drug
prices.

Angie Pennacchini

West Warwick, RI

2014-04-09

I am on a fixed income. My insurance doesn't cover every drug prescribed, too
much economical burden on US Citizens and working class (Students Loans,
medications, Dentals, etc.)

Bobby Saye

Gun Barrel City, TX

2014-04-09

When my insurance hits the donut I cannot afford USA retail price

Karla Winkel

Laramie, WY

2014-04-09

I am a voting, educated, low income, tax paying US citizen and have not
applied for or received federal assistance. Not only was I previously unable to
obtain health insurance in my home state for a pre-existing gastro condition, I
was unable to afford the $8,000/yr RX in the states. Canadian pharmacies
charged me 1/4 the cost of this needed medication. Thank you Canada. Please
keep the RX border doors open for others in the same boat and be very glad if
you fall into a higher tax bracket. Sincerely, K. Winkel

Diana Merritt

Sammamish, WA

2014-04-09

$$$ choices!

James Allen

Cedar Key, FL

2014-04-09

We are getting robbed in the United States ! I can`t afford it

ROBERT HOLT

ATLANTA, GA

2014-04-09

THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD NOT HAVE SUCH CONTROL OVER THE
PERSONAL LIVES OF ITS CITIZENS. WE NEED MORE FREEDOM - NOT
LESS.

Joe Janek

Chardon, OH

2014-04-09

Hate being over charged

Cristine Morrissette

North Dartmouth, MA

2014-04-10

Prescription costs are outrageous.

Joseph Bottjer

see zip, DE

2014-04-10

Retired, need low cost medications.

Deidre Tolles

San Jose, CA

2014-04-10

Because Rx's filled in the U.S. cost much more than Rx's filled in Canada for
the same.medications.

Katharine Ledesma

Irvine, CA

2014-04-10

Americans pay much more for drugs and healthcare than most other countries.
We are being gouged.
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Charles Fischer

Rochester, NY

2014-04-10

to expensive drug taken because had stroke will discontinue if can't get
cheaper

Toni Altman

North Myrtle Beacvh, SC

2014-04-10

This is the only nway I can afford my medications.

Janice Granum

Atlanta, GA

2014-04-10

As someone about to be on Medicare, i fear that medical and drug costs will
make it impossible for me to live independently in a few years. i don't want to
be a burden to my children after all the years I worked and paid into they
system. there are immigrants who have paid nothing collecting benefits from
the people who built this nation. i don't mind helping but allow me to have the
same benefits.

Sharon Johnson

Naples, FL

2014-04-10

Because I can't afford the prices in the US

DeDe Dean

Atlanta, GA

2014-04-10

Being in the healthcare industry I see patients who cannot afford the high cost
of medicine!!!

Frank Mills

Eloy, AZ

2014-04-10

I can' afford the extremely high cost U.S. Co. charge and would have to go
without my meds which over time would be fatal.

